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Mesoporous transition metal oxide composites for effective remediation of air from VOCs
Tanya Tsoncheva
Institute of Organic Chemistry with Centre of Phytochemistry, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
Tanya. Tsoncheva@orgchm.bas.bg
Abstract: This study is aimed at the preparation of mesoporous Cu-Ti-M oxide composites (M=Ce, Zr, Sn) by combination of template
assisted hydrothermal technique with the conventional impregnation or novel “chemisorption -hydrolysis” techniques. The obtained
materials are characterized by nitrogen physisorption, XRD, SEM, FTIR, HRTEM, XPS, TPR and tested as catalysts for ethyl acetate
oxidation, as a probe VOCs molecule. The regulation of the microstructure, surface and redox properties and the related catalytic behavior
of the composites by changing of the metal oxide dopant and preparation technique used is discussed in details.
Keywords: VOCs ELIMINATION, CATALYSTS, MESOPOROUS METAL OXIDE COMPOSITES, EFFECT OF DOPANT
4 h was applied for the preparation of the samples from the
CuTiM_W series. For all modifications, the overall amount of
copper was 8 wt.%.

1. Introduction
The accelerated urbanization and industrialization provide a
permanently increasing problem with the environmental pollution.
In response, the recent worldwide conventions related to the climate
changes, ratified the need of radical reduction of the greenhouse
emissions via adequate economic, social and scientific approaches
[1,2]. These conventions determined the volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) as the dominant air pollutants due to their
toxic, volatile and carcinogenic features [3]. Recently, the
application of catalytic and catalytic-hybrid technologies have been
recommended as the most effective strategies for the VOCs
elimination [4]. Due to the lower price, resistance to poisons and
capability of regeneration, the transition-metal based catalysts have
been considered as promising alternative to the noble ones [4,5].
Nowadays, nanotechnology opens new prospects in the
optimization of the catalysts formula for the effective remediation
of air from VOCs. Here, the nanostructured porous metal oxide
composites gain a considerable attention due to their unusual
texture, morphology and structural characteristics and the related
with them, superior redox, acidic-base and catalytic properties [5,6].

2.2. Methods
Nitrogen physisorption measurements were performed on a
Beckman Coulter SA 3100 apparatus. A Bruker D8 Advance
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation and a LynxEye detector with
constant step of 0.02° 2θ and counting time of 17.5 s per step was
applied for the powder X-ray diffraction analyses. The SEM
investigation was carried out on a FEI Nova NanoSEM450. A FEI
Talos F200X transmission electron microscope was applied for the
HRTEM analyses. The XPS measurements were carried out on a
AXIS Supra electron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd.) using
monochromatic AlKα radiation with a photon energy of 1486.6 eV.
The pyridine desorption spectra were carried out with a
BioRadFTS-60 spectrophotometer equipped with mid-IR MCT
detector
[9].
The
TPR/TG
(temperature-programmed
reduction/thermo-gravimetric) analyses were performed on a
Setaram TG92 instrument in a flow of 50% H2 in Ar with heating
rate of 5 K.min-1.
2.3. Catalytic test

This study is aimed at the development of novel strategy for the
preparation of nanostructured mesoporous CuO-TiO2-MO2 (M=Ce,
Zr, Sn) composites. A template assisted hydrothermal technique
was used for the preparation of TiO2-MO2 mixed oxides with
equimolar M/Ti ratio, followed by chemisorption, hydrolysis and
decomposition of copper ammonia complex on them. Alternatively,
the conventional incipient wetness impregnation technique was
applied for copper deposition. Special attention was paid on the
relation between the microstructure, surface and redox properties of
the obtained materials and their catalytic behavior in total oxidation
of ethyl acetate, as a representative VOCs. For the purpose,
nitrogen-physisorption, XRD, SEM, HRTEM, FTIR of adsorbed
pyridine, XPS and TPR analyses were combined and discussed in
details.

The total oxidation of ethyl acetate was carried out in a flow
type apparatus in a flow of 1.21% ethyl acetate (EA) in argon. The
obtained products were analyzed on-line by HP 5890 GC, equipped
with flame ionization detector. Absolute calibration method and
carbon based material balance were used for the elucidation of the
conversion and products distribution.

3. Results and Discussion
The texture characteristics of the obtained TO 2-MO2 mixed
oxide supports and the corresponding copper modifications were
studied by low-temperature nitrogen physisorption (Fig. 1).
According to the IUPAC classification, the isotherms are of IV
type, which is typical of mesoporous materials.
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Ceria-titania, zirconia-titania and tin oxide-titania mesoporous
oxides with M/Ti (M=Ce, Zr, Sn) molar ratio of 1 were synthesized
using aqueous solutions of TiCl4 and MCl4 as precursors and Nhexadecyl-N, N, N-trimethylammoniumbromide (CTAB) as a
template according the procedures described in [7-9], respectively.
After the precipitation of the mixture with 25% solution of
ammonia, the sludge was subjected to treatment at 373 K for 24 h in
a closed container. The obtained solid was calcined at 773 K for 10
h. Copper ammonia complex was prepared from Cu(NO 3) 2.3H2O
and aqueous solution of ammonia as described in [7]. Then, the
TiO2-MO2 solid was added and cooled in ice bath up to 273 K. The
product was diluted with water and the solid was subjected to
calcination at 773 K for 4 h. The materials obtained by using of this
chemisorption-hydrolysis (CH) procedure were denoted as
CuTiM_A. Incipient wetness impregnation (WI) of the supports
with aqueous solution of Cu(NO 3)2.3H2O and calcination at 773 for
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Fig. 1 Nitrogen physisorption isotherms and pore size distribution
(inset) of the obtained composites .

The shape of the hysteresis loop was of type H3 for TiO 2-CeO2,
H1 for TiO2-ZrO2 and H2 for TiO2-SnO2 based composites, which
could be attributed to the presence of irregular inter-particle,
cylindrical-like or ”bottle”- like mesopores, respectively. The BET
surface area (Table 1) and total pore volume were much larger for
the TiO2-ZrO2 support, evidencing the superior role of ZrO 2
additives as structural promotor of titania. After their modification
with copper, the decrease in the BET surface area and total pore
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volume (Table 1) combined with some changes in the shape of the
desorption branch of the isotherms and pore size distribution
(Fig.1), indicate pore blocking due to the deposition of copper
particles within the mesopores. This effect was more pronounced
for the TiO2-CeO2 and TiO2-SnO2 composites, most probably due to
the lower BET surface area and domination of pores with diverse
diameter along them, which provokes the agglomeration of CuO
particles.

TiO2-MO2 solid solution is probably realized during the incipient
wetness impregnation procedure. Here, segregation of loosely
interacted with the support copper entities with the formation of
larger CuO crystallites on the external surface, is expected as well.

Table 1. BET surface area (S BET), total pore volume (Vtot) and phase
composition for various samples.
Sample
TiCe
CuTiCe_W

SBET,
m2g-1
99
69

Vtot,
cm3g-1
0.45
0.39

CuTiCe_A
TiZr
CuTiZr_W
CuTiZr_A
TiSn
CuTiSn_W
CuTiSn_A

76
248
187
193
107
70
79

0.33
0.69
0.60
0.59
0.32
0.18
0.20

Phase

Particle
size, nm
12
12
45
12
5
5
5

cerianite
cerianite
tenorite
cerianite
cassiterite
cassiterite
cassiterite

In Fig. 2 are presented XRD patterns of the obtained composites
and data for the phase composition and average crystallite size are
listed in Table 1.
b
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Fig. 3 SEM and HRTEM-EDS (incest) images of CuTiCe (a,b); CuTiZr
(c,d) and CuTiSn (e,f) composites prepared by WI (left) and CH (right)
techniques.
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During the chemisorption-hydrolysis procedure, interaction
between the copper ammonia precursor and surface OH acidic
groups of the support is could be realized. This provokes growth of
the needle-like CuO crystallites [7], as was also demonstrated by
the SEM and HRTEM analyses (Fig. 3). Obviously, their dispersion
is controlled by the texture characteristics and surface acidity of the
MO2-TiO2 support.
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80

Fig.2. XRD patterns of the obtained composites.

The broad lines in the patterns of all TiO 2-ZrO2 based samples
(Fig. 2) is attributable to the well-dispersed phase with amorphous
structure, which well corresponds to the superior texture
characteristics of these materials (Table 1). Small reflections,
typical of cassiterite phase with average crystallite size of 5 nm,
were detected for the TiO2-SnO2 composites. The well-defined
reflections at 2Ɵ=28.6o, 33.1o, 47.6o and 56.4o in the patterns of
TiO2-CeO2 composites could be attributed to the partially
substituted with Ti4+ cerianite phase (PDF 00-065-5923). The
absence of reflections of any copper-containing phase indicates that
it is highly dispersed within the TiO 2-MO2 supports. Only in the
case of TiO2-CeO2_W, small reflections of tenorite phase (PDF 0089-5899) with average crystallite size of 45 nm was observed.

In Table 2 are listed data from the FTIR study of adsorbed
pyridine for the various TiO2-MO2 mixed oxides [7-9]. The amount
of Lewis acidic sites, which dominated in all materials, increased as
follows: TiSn < TiCe < TiZr. This order was also preserved after
the normalization of the acidity per unit surface area. This
evidences the specific influence of the dopants in titania not only on
its texture characteristics, but also on the variation of the surface
acid-base properties.
Table 2. Pyridine adsorption on various supports

The morphology of the samples was well visualized by SEM
(Fig. 3) and HRTEM-EDS (Fig 3, inset) images. A “coral-like”
structure of TiO2-ZrO2 support with homogeneously dispersed
small copper entities in it was observed for both CuTiZr
composites. Cubic-like CuO aggregates are well-distinguished on
the TiO2-CeO2 and TiO2-SnO2 supports, when the WI procedure
was applied. CuO particles with needle-like morphology were
detected for their CH obtained analogues. Nevertheless the
similarity in the BET surface area of both supports, the copper
particles were much smaller in case of TiO2-SnO2, where more
homogeneous penetration of the individual TiO 2 and SnO2 oxides in
solid solution was also observed. All these results were in line with
the data, obtained by the XRD and nitrogen physisorption analyses
(Table 1).

Sample

mmolPy/g

mmolPy/m2*10-3

TiCe
TiZr

0.08
0.30

0.79
1.20

TiSn

0.05

0.47

XPS analyses were performed for the elucidation of the surface
composition of the samples. For all of them, Ti 2p, Sn 3d, Ce 3d
and Zr 3p XPS spectra were recorded.
The Ti 2p spectra consisted of two peaks at ca. 458.5 and 464.2
eV, attributable to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p 1/2 spin-orbit peaks. The Ti 2p 3/2
peak was successfully fitted with two components with binding
energies (BE) of 458.5 and 455.9 eV for TiO2 and Ti2O3,
respectively [10].
The Ce 3d core level spectra are fitted with ten peaks
attributable to Ce 3d 5/2 and Ce 3d 3/2 spin-orbit splitting in CeO2 and
Ce2O3[11].

The variations in the morphology of the copper particles,
obtained by diverse deposition procedure, could be associated with
different mechanism of their formation [7]. Stabilization of Cu2+
ions by the basic oxygen ions in the interstitial positions of the

The peaks with BE of about 331.9-332.1 eV in the Zr 3p spectra
correspond to Zr 3p3/2 in ZrO2 phase [12].
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assigned to the presence of very finely dispersed copper oxide
crystallites, which are partially blocked in the mesopores. Rather
different are the TPR profiles for both CuTiSn composites. Here, a
continuous weight loss is observed above 400 K, and it corresponds
to simultaneous reduction transformations with the CuO particles
and TiO2-SnO2 support. These effects are shifted to about 100 K
lower temperature as compared to the pure TiO2-SnO2 support (not
shown), which probably originates to the synergistic reduction
activity of the adjacent CuO and SnO2 particles.

The Sn 3d spectra exhibited doublet peaks at ca. 486.1 and
494.5 eV, corresponding to Sn 3d 5/2 and Sn 3d 3/2 spin-orbit splitting.
The Sn 3d 5/2 peaks were well-fitted with three components with BE
of 486.6, 485.9 and 485.0 eV which could be assigned to Sn4+ and
Sn2+ in different environment [13].
The Cu 2p spectra in the copper containing materials were
deconvoluted in two peaks with BE of 934.8 and 932.8 eV, which
are ascribed to copper ions in CuO and Cu2O, respectively [14].
The presence of ions in different oxidative state for all materials
clearly evidences strong interaction between the individual
components in them. This could be realized via replacement of the
lattice metal ions by the foreign ones or via insertion of the latter in
the interstitial lattice positions. Obviously, the resulted lattice
deformations and the need of recovery of the lattice charge balance
provoke the formation of oxygen vacancies and this process is
controlled by the metal ions characteristics. In addition, electron
transfer due to the diverse electron density around the different
metal ions is expected.

In Fig. 5a are presented the temperature dependencies of ethyl
acetate (EA) oxidation on various CuTiM composites.

Conversion, %

100

In Fig. 4a is presented the surface ions distribution, determined
by the XPS analyses. Generally, the “chemisorption-hydrolysis”
procedure provoked higher exposure of copper phase on the surface,
which well corresponded to its higher dispersion, elucidated on the
base of the XRD (Fig. 2) and HRTEM (Fig. 3) analyses.
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Fig. 4 Metal ions distribution determined by the XPS spectra (a) and
TPR-TG profiles (b) for the obtained CuTiM composites.
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Fig. 5 Temperature dependencies of ethyl acetate oxidation (a); specific
catalytic activity per unit suraface area at 575 K (b) and products distribution
at 50% conversion for various CuTiM composites.

For these samples, the Zr/Ti ratio was close to the expected
equimolar one, indicating formation of homogeneous TiO2-ZrO2
solid solution, whish is probably provoked by the similarity in the
metal ions radius. The preservation of this ratio after the
modification evidences almost random distribution of the copper
species within the solid solution. In line with the nitrogen
physisorption analyses (Fig. 1, Table 1), the extremely lower copper
exposure for the CuTiZr composites, despite the modification
procedure used, could be attributed to copper blocking deeply into
the “cylindrical”–like mesopores of the TiO 2-ZrO2 support.

More of the catalysts slightly differed in their catalytic activity
despite the varriations in their composition. CuTiCe_A
demonstrated the highest catalytic activity, while the lowest one
was detected for CuTiSn_A.
In order to precise the discussion and to deminish the effect of
the differences in the BET surface area of the composites (Table 1),
a specific catalytic activity (SA) per unit surface area was calculated
(Fig. 5b). Both CuTiCe samples exhibited extremely high specific
catalytic activity and here, a facile effect of the CH procedure for
the copper deposition was observed. Just the opposite, the
traditional incipient wetness impregnation technique provided the
production of catalysts with improved SA when TiO 2-SnO2 mixed
oxide was used as a support. The SA of CuTiZr composites was
slightly influenced by the preparation procedure and among the
studied composites, both of them demonstrated the lowest SA.

The deviation in the M/Ti ratio for the TiCe and TiSn
composites could be attributed to “core-shell” deposition of SnO2
over TiO2 in the TiSn support, or vice versa for the TiCe one, most
probably due to diverse precipitation rates of the corresponding
precursors. Obviously, the lower density of the surface acidic
groups in the TiSn support (Tables 1, 2) ensures higher dispersion
of the loaded on it copper species (Figs. 2, 3). In agreement with
HRTEM (Fig. 3) and XRD (Fig. 2) analyses, the highest copper
exposure in the CuTiCe composites is probably related to the
formation of larger CuO aggregates.

For all catalysts, the main product of the EA oxydation was
CO2, but acetaldehyde (AA), ethylene, ethanol (Et) and acetic acid
(AcAc) in different proportions were also detected as byproducts
(Fig. 5c). The best selectivity to CO 2 was found for CuTiSn_A and
CuTizr_A samples, while their TiCe based analogue possessed
higher ability to ethanol formation. The samples, obtained by the
conventional incipient wetness impregnation technique produced
CO2 with relatively lower selectivity. Ethanol and acetic acid were
the main byproducts for CuTiCe_W and CuTiZr_W, while a
significant portion of acetaldehyde was detected on CuTiSn_W.

The TPR-TG profiles of copper modifications in hydrogen are
shown in Fig.4b. Two main effects with a maximum at ca. 390 and
430 K were detected for CuTiCe_W. They are attributable to the
reduction of CuO particles with different dispersion to metallic
copper [15]. The peaks were shifted to lower temperature for
CuTiZr_W, which well corresponds with the higher dispersion of
the copper phase in it (Figs.2, 3). Only one narrow TG effect was
observed for their CH obtained analogues, evidencing presence of
uniform, small and well-crystallized CuO particles. The TPR effect
for CuTiZr_A was broader, but shifted to lower temperatures. In
accordance with the nitrogen physisorption (Fig. 1), XRD (Fig. 2),
XPS (Fig. 4a), SEM and HRTEM (Fig. 3) analyses this could be

The variations in the SA of the samples (Fig. 5b) and the
products distribution (Fig. 5c) at selected conversion clearly
indicated differences in the catalytic sites in them. It is well known
that the EA oxidation is a step-wise process, where a hydrolysis of
ethyl acetate with the activity of surface acidic sites is realized as an
7
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initial step, followed by oxidation of the produced ethanol and
acetic acid to acetaldehyde and CO 2 [7]. Obviously, the strength and
the proportion between the surface acidic sites and the redox centers
in the composites is of the strategical importance for the
optimization of the catalysts performance in total oxidation of EA,
with minimum formation of hazardous by-products. A synergistic
activity of the TiO 2-MO2 supports and the loaded on them copper
species is expected, which could be controlled by the accessibility
of the active sites to the reactants in the mesoporous structure.

to CO2, especially in the case of the chemisorption-hydrolysis
modification procedure.
The superior surface acidity and CuO dispersion in the CuOTiO2-ZrO2 composites did not provide the expected improvement of
the catalytic activity due to the significant blocking of the active
copper nanoparticles in the low-accessible cylindrical mesopores of
the support.

Financial support

Thus, the existence of high amount of Lewis acidic sites in the
titanium doped cerianite type TiCe support (Table 2) provokes the
hydrolysis of ethyl acetate to acetic acid and ethanol, but the
formation of larger CuO aggregates on the support external surface
(Figs. 2, 3) suppresses the redox activity (Fig. 4b). As a result, these
composites possess a significantly high catalytic activity per unit
surface area, but low selectivity in total oxidation to CO 2.
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Abstract: In recent years, 3D printing has gradually appeared in people’s field of vision. The addition of wood in thermoplastics improve
their some mechanical properties such as tensile and bending modulus without affecting its biodegradability. The decrease in the cost of
filaments may enlarge the utilization of biodegradable filaments after the disposal in near future. Small-scale elements used in furniture
production, such as connector fittings or fasteners for shelves, may give functional and structural properties without significant investment.
3D-printed connections are suitable when the the production complex shaped connectors and quick disassembly are required, to reduce the
product’s weight and price
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(OSB) is an alternative to plywood in a variety of structural
and non-structural applications.. Advantages of OSB over
plywood include no core gaps, uniformity, accurate certification
(including the Declaration of Performance and CE marking) and
reliable technical information and compared with many plywood
sources security in the manufacturer; there is little risk of
delamination if used properly [6].

1. Introduction
Oriented strand board (OSB) is produced with the strands in
the surface layers aligned in the direction of the long axis of the
panel and with the strands in the inner layer either cross-aligned
or randomly oriented. Wood strands of about 80-120 mm are cut
tangentially from debarked logs which are held longitudinally
against rotating knives. After drying, these flakes are generally
sprayed with a synthetic resin binder and wax and then bonded
under heat and pressure between steel belts. This orientation of
strands gives the panel sufficient strength for its structural
applications when it is positioned appropriately [1].
OSB is widely used as a structural wood panel for floors
(including subfloors and underlays), walls and ceilings. It is
used for interior fittings, furniture, shuttering and packaging and
also in the manufacture of I-joists, where it forms the web or
support between two flanges of solid wood. OSB is being used
not only for its structural properties but also for its aesthetic
value, with some designers using it as an interior design feature
[2]. The oriented strand board (OSB) market size was estimated
at over 31 million cubic meters in 2021, and the market is
projected to register a CAGR of more than 4% during the
forecast period (2022-2027) [3]. Roughly 95% of OSB produced
in North America goes to the construction industry. In Europe,
about 50% of OSB is consumed for residential buildings [4].

Figure 2. A schematic illustrating strand orientation of a
typical OSB.
Four grades of OSB are defined in EN 300 in terms of their
mechanical performance and relative resistance to moisture.
These are:
OSB/1 – General purpose boards and boards for interior fitments
(including furniture) for use in dry conditions.
OSB/2 – Load-bearing boards for use in dry conditions.
OSB/3 – Load-bearing boards for use in humid conditions
OSB/4 – Heavy-duty load-bearing boards for use in humid
conditions.
OSB panels may be square edged or tongue-and-grooved to
aid in the connection of adjacent panels on site. OSB has
particularly good nail-holding properties and can be glued
withregular wood adhesives. OSB tongue and groove panels
primarily fulfill the load-bearing and reinforcing function during
construction.

Figure 1. Production line OSB [5].

Figure 3. The or tongue-and-grooved OSB.
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OSB must be conditioned to bring it into equilibrium with its
environment before it is fixed. This is usually achieved by loose
stacking of the panels in the room where they will be used prior
to fixing them. In a building with continuous central heating: 57%. In a building with intermittent central heating: 8-10%.
In an unheated building: up to 15%. When components are
factory produced for installation on site, it is essential that the site
conditions are suitable to receive the components with wet trades
completed and the building dried out [1].
Table 2. Approximate equilibrium moisture content depend on
the relative humidty [1].
Figure 4. End-use of OSB in 2020 year [8].
Considerations on the use of OSB in construction
Mechanical joints and fixings
Parallel core screws should be used because they have greater
holding power than conventional wood screws. A high ratio of
overall diameter to core diameter is desirable. Drill pilot holes for
all screw fixings. Typically, the holes should be 85 to 90% of the
screw core diameter. Fixings into the board face should not be
within 8 mm of edges and 25 mm of the corners. Nails and
staples can be used for lightly loaded fixings or to hold glued
joints while the adhesive sets [1].
Adhesive-bonded joints
A wide variety of jointing methods can be used, provided the
following simple guidelines are observed [1]:










Use sharp cutters to avoid tearing or burnishing the surfaces to be
bonded.
The joint parts should be accurately machined.
Use a high solids content adhesive with low flowing properties
such as polyvinyl acetate or urea formaldehyde.
Locate mating pieces accurately and hold them under pressure
while the adhesive sets.
The width of grooves machined in OSB should be limited to
about one-third of the thickness of the board. The depth of
groove is typically about one-half of the board thickness.
Allow adhesive-bonded joints to condition for several days
before sanding and finishing; this avoids the appearance of
sunken joints and is essential with high-gloss finishes.
A tongue and groove joint is very efficient, provided the fit of the
joints is not too tight to cause a split along the edge.
When attaching lippings, the tongue should be machined on the
solid wood piece

Figure 5. Flooring application of OSB panel.
All OSB is manufactured to meet the Exposure 1 durability
classification, which means panels are appropriate for use where
construction delays may occur. Structural 1 panels are for use
where shear and cross-panel strength are extra important. For
enhanced roof performance, SBA recommends panels with
greater span ratings than the minimum required. In fact, by
increasing a span rating from 24/16 to 32/16, you can raise the
allowable live load of a roof by 75 percent [7].
OSB roof sheathing is characterized by quick and easy
installation (Fig. 6). Standard panels are 4' x 8' and come in a
variety of thicknesses. Panels must be spaced with a minimum
1/8" gap on all butting edges, and edge clips should be applied
when specified. Minimum fastening schedule is 8d nails spaced
6" o.c. at supported edges and 12" o.c. intermediate. Increased
panel thicknesses, longer nails, and closer spacing are necessary
in high wind areas [7].

Finishing
Where smooth surfaces are required pre-sanded panels should be
specified.
Like other wood-based panel products, OSB is hygroscopic and
its dimensions change in response to a change in humidity. A 1%
change in moisture content increases or decreases the length,
width and thickness of the different grades of OSB by the
amounts set out in the table below [1].
Table 1. Dimensional change of OSB panel depending on the 1%
change moisture content [1].

Figure 6: Roof application of OSB panel (Fig. 6).
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In order to minimize the impact of moisture build-up in attic
spaces, it is essential that adequate ventilation be installed with
50 percent of the ventilation at the roof ridge and 50 percent at
the soffit area. Building codes specify that the minimum
unobstructed vent area equal not less than 1/300 of the total
insulated ceiling area. For roof slopes of less than 1 in 6, the free
vent area must equal not less than 1/150 of the insulated ceiling
area.

OSB SIPS (Oriented Strand Board Structural Insulated Panels)
are high-performance building systems that consist of an
insulating foam core sandwiched between two sheathing layers of
oriented strand board. SIPS are an advanced method of
construction offering excellent thermal performance, light-weight
structural strength and time and cost saving benefits over
traditional construction methods. SIPs contribute both insulation
value and structural strength to the wall. Walls and ceilings made
of SIPs can be constructed quickly by assembling the premanufactured panels. SBS Structural Insulated Panels offer
extremely high thermal performance, the Polyurethane (PUR) core
of rigid insulation and OSB/3 achieves U-Values as low as 0.10
Watts per Meter Squared Kelvin (W/m²K) or better, making
significant savings on your annual heating costs [10]. The foam
core can be made with expanded polystyrene foam (EPS),
extruded polystyrene foam (XPS), polyisocyanurate foam,
polyurethane foam, or be composite honeycomb (HSC) (Fig. 9).
Vapor barriers are not required in SIP homes, but an interior wall
covering must be added [9].

Wood frame structures with OSB-sheathed walls perform well
against seismic forces or racking shear – much better than
concrete or masonry (Fig. 7). Where high winds are of concern,
OSB wall sheathing provides peace of mind because of its strength
and density. Under all types of exterior cladding, OSB provides
extra thermal resistance and acoustic control [8]

Figure 9. Thermal insulation of OSB panel.
In Canada, OSB panels are manufactured to meet the
requirements of the CSA O325 standard. This standard sets
performance ratings for specific end uses such as floor, roof and
wall sheathing in light-frame wood construction. There are two
product standards covering the manufacture of US wood-based
panel products:
 US Voluntary Product Standard PS1-19.
 US Product Standard PS2-18.
 APA-trademarked plywood panels are covered by PS 1-19
and PS 2-18.
 APA OSB panels are manufactured to US PS 2-18.

Figure 7.

4. Conclusions

Timber I-joists comprise a timber flange (typically solid timber or
LVL – laminated veneer lumber) and a panel product web (usually
OSB). Structurally the I-joist works on the principle that the
greatest forces in a beam under bending are at the outer faces.
Hence, if the stronger tensile and compressive material is
positioned at the outside edges, the central zone can be reduced in
size as it carries very little of the bending forces. However, the
central zone (web) carries the reaction and shear forces [9]. (Fig.
8).

OSB is one of the best materials for structural application in the
construction industry. Due to its significant advantages. It is costeffective, practical and much more versatile than plywood. OSB
is a dimensionally stable wood-based panel that has the ability to
resist delamination and warping. OSB is also used as the web
material for some types of prefabricated wood I-joists and the
skin material for structural insulated panels
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Absract. Solving the problems caused by the growth of M-S diversity belongs to the latest current scientific field of research in modern
mechanics and electromechanics, which is generalized to the concept of structural and systems research with models of microevolution and
macroevolution. If genetic synthesis allows to find new structures of M-S and spindle nodes on their basis, then for the synthesis of schemes
and structures it is advisable to use a system-morphological approach. To develop a morphological model, functional (morphological)
features are selected, which are divided into three groups in accordance with the modular principle: the modules of the rotational motion of
the spindle, the drive feed -translational motion and the clamp-expansion.
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1.

Current trends and restraining factors of highspeed metalworking.
In the context of the challenges of "Industry 4.0" and the
approach of "Industry 5.0", one of the relevant topics in modern
engineering technology is High Speed Cutting, High Production
Cutting and High Precision Cutting [2]. Fast, high-quality and
cheap - these are the advantages of advanced processing, which is
widely implemented in enterprises of mechanical engineering,
automotive, aircraft and others using advanced cutting tools that
can increase many times (10-15 times) the speed of cutting and
feeding on CNC machines. Already today there is a need to use
lathes with a spindle speed (for workpieces) up to 20 thousand
rpm., Drilling and milling up to 200 thousand rpm. and more. At
such speeds (centrifugal forces increase squarely depending on
the speed) dynamic loads reach catastrophic values, which
requires changing the priorities of the requirements for spindle
assemblies, clamping mechanisms of the workpieces, the
clamping chuck in terms of reliability, accuracy and safety. Highspeed machining requires the creation of new designs of spindle
assemblies, high-speed clamping chucks with compensation of
centrifugal forces), the use of new high-strength and vibrationresistant materials for body parts, balancing and mechatronic
devices and more. In the drive of the main movement of highspeed lathes with nmax> 10 thousand rpm. it is almost impossible
to use electric motors with mechanical reduction. Therefore,
machines designed for high-speed machining are equipped with
new aggregate-modular designs of spindles with special supports
(bearings) and built-in electric motors such as motor-spindle (MS) [3,8,9].

One of the main indicators of technical and economic efficiency
of metalworking is the cost, which has such an important
characteristic as the productivity of the cutting process [1,10].
Depending on the approach to the evaluation of the cutting
process, the productivity of turning can be expressed by different
values and, in particular, through the volume productivity, m3 /
min, it is seen that the increase in machining productivity is
influenced by the speed (speed of rotation of the part), feed and
depth of cut. Accuracy of manufacturing of details which is
provided at finishing operations, is also one of the most important
characteristics of quality and is characterized by stability of the
sizes, deviations of a geometrical form, undulation and roughness
of a surface. If, for example, we talk about the roughness of the
surface of the part during turning, the significant influence is
exerted by the cutting speed (), feed and geometry of the cutter.
Height of irregularities depending on giving and radius of
rounding of the cutter: (2) Thus, on the one hand, to increase the
technical and economic performance of machines on finishing
operations, it is necessary to increase the cutting speed (speed of
the part n) and reduce the feed, while increasing the productivity
and quality of the treated surface. At the same time normal
conditions of processing from the point of view of observance of
safety measures have to be provided. Improving the speed of SW
lathes is constrained by a number of factors, among which are the
following (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. Spindle assembly of the lathe with designation of sources-places of restriction of frequency of rotation: 1 - support; 2 transfer of turns on a spindle from the engine; 3 - clamping chuck with radius Rk of unbalanced clamping elements; 4 - system "spindlechuck-part" with eccentricity (imbalance) e; 5 - clamp drive
1) spindle supports, characterized by speed (- maximum
spindle speed, rpm; - average diameter of spindle necks for
bearings, mm); according to this indicator, all spindle units on the
rolling bearings are divided into low-speed, medium-speed and
high-speed [1,4];

2) step and stepless torque transmission from the electric
motor M (drive) to the spindle; for example, for gears, the
limiting circumferential speeds are limited by the requirements
for noise (acoustic) characteristics, and for belt drives by
slipping, etc .;
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3) clamping chucks for rod and artificial workpieces, in
the mass of the cartridge and the moments Mg = Fg e = mch w2 e2
which the drop in clamping force is associated with the influence
;
of centrifugal forces of unbalanced elements (mainly clamping
5) the clamp drive, which creates the initial force of the
cams). Even with the introduction of centrifugal force
clamp when, and on the occasion of automatic control,
compensation [2,8], the maximum speed is limited by the
compensates for the loss, for example by increasing the pressure
strength of the elements of the cartridge and, in particular, its
when using the hydraulic drive; in the presence of unbalanced
body, which can explode like a bomb;
elements in the clamp drive, for example, with a geometric
4) imbalance of the spindle with clamping chuck, which
circuit, centrifugal forces acting on unbalanced elements (levers,
can lead to vibration and destruction of its parts, and in the
rollers, balls) can reduce or increase energy loss on the clampdrilling and milling machines of the fixed cutting tool due to the
clamp, disrupt reliable operation of the drive, and therefore the
occurrence of unbalanced loads - forces Fg = mch w2 e, where mch
entire clamp mechanism [4].
is the mass of the cartridge and e is the eccentricity of the shift of
2. Evolution of the development of the drive of the main movement of metal-cutting machines
The whole history of the development of machines, from the
to imagine human life on earth and beyond. Therefore, the future
Stone Age to modern times, is associated with the evolution of its
of the new generation of machines can not be imagined without
individual mechanisms, components, assemblies, control
the use of electromagnetic energy. The evolution of spindle
systems. According to the laws of development of technical
assemblies can be traced using spindle supports, which
systems (TS), the life cycle is described by an S-shaped curve,
significantly affect the performance and, in particular, to ensure
where in the coordinate system (important characteristic - time),
speed [1]. Modern designs of spindle assemblies use rolling
its individual parts develop unevenly, which is influenced by
bearings, hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, gas-static (aerostatic), gashuman achievements in science and technology. This also applies
dynamic (aerodynamic), magnetic bearings and their
to the main movement, which has gone through various stages of
combinations (hybrids), such as gas-magnetic (gas-bearing
use of energy sources and its converters, namely: - biological
bearings with magnetic suspension) [5,6]. The increase in the
(human from the hands and feet, with the involvement of animals
speed of spindle assemblies using the energy of electromagnetic
such as horses); - natural (water wheel, air - windmills); - steam
forces was facilitated by the consistent reduction of the kinematic
engine; - electric motors; - alternative sources (solar, chemical,
circuit from the power source to the workpiece or tool: first, a
biofuels, hydrogen, etc.). And only with the discovery in the 18th
group electric drive for several machines; then common to one
century of electric current in all spheres of human life there were
machine with stepped gears; then individual with stepped
significant changes, which were also reflected in metal-cutting,
gearbox; finally individual coaxial through couplings, and then
woodworking, stone processing machines and other technological
high-speed pneumatic spindles and electric spindles. The latter
equipment not only in drive systems but also in control systems.
were called "Motor Spindle" (MS).
control and information. Without electricity, it is now impossible
3. Areas of research of the Kiev school in the field of spindle nodes and MS
Department of Electromechanics to solve problems of directed
Scientists of Donbass Machine-Building Academy
structural synthesis of electromechanical systems (EM systems)
(Kramatorsk) for heavy-duty machines, Chernihiv Polytechnic
with the completeness of their potential solutions due to the open
for universal lathes and circular grinders [6], Igor Sikorsky Kyiv
periodic table of primary sources of electromagnetic fields [7].
Politechnic Institute for lathes, drills, drills, drills including
This opens the possibility of implementing not only the directed
parallel kinematics, and new generation mobile machines without
synthesis and genetic prediction of electromechanical structures
mechanical transmissions [1-3,5,8,9]. Research in Ukraine and
of arbitrary level of complexity for a given function of the target.
abroad has recently focused on the widespread use of M-W,
From the point of view of genetic approach, M-S systems are
which provides only the main rotational motion, where there are
complex combined genetically determined systems that can
no mechanical transmissions, and torque is transmitted by
combine representatives of several types of electromechanical
electromagnetic field between the stator mounted in the spindle
EM systems with components and mechanical components of
head housing and the rotor , which is made in the form of a
spindle with a clamping mechanism, which may have a
other genetic nature (sensors, hydraulic systems, different types
of bearings, etc.) [6,9,10]. The system-morphological approach
mechanized clamp drive, and in its absence - a clamping chuck
was based on the concept developed at the Department of
with a manual clamp, mainly collet. Some M-S designs use air
Machine and Machine Design, which considers the complex
and electromagnetic bearings. The main advantages of such
process of optimal design of the technical system in the form of
spindles on magnetic bearings: lack of mechanical contacts and,
as a consequence, wear; the possibility of using higher (compared
sequential solution of multivariate, multilevel, multicyclic,
multicriteria and multiextreme problems of synthesis, analysis
to traditional designs) speeds; minimal vibration, no friction and
reduced heat loss; the ability to change the stiffness and damping
and measurement. modular principle and modern information
technology [2]. Today there is an urgent need to create M-S that
characteristics of the system; ability to work in vacuum and
can provide direct rotation of the spindle and feed movement, as
harmful environments; ecological purity. The rapid development
well as implement complex helical spindle movement without the
of technology encourages the development of new and more
use of transmission mechanisms, as this allows to expand the
advanced types of M-S [9,10]. Problems of structural synthesis of
functionality of spindle assemblies and reduce machine
electromechanical objects and systems belong to the category of
the most complex search problems, which are set in the absence
dimensions. Such EM-systems include, first of all,
representatives of hybrid EM-objects of the twin type [8,9],
of clear input information. Traditionally, solving this type of
problem involves the use of heuristic search methods or the
however, the results of information retrieval indicate that in the
studied class of combined EM-systems of the type "M-W", to
professional intuition of the researcher. The Igor Sikorsky Kyiv
date, there are no M-W, which have such properties. Thus, the
Politechnic Institute at the Department of Machine and Machine
task arose with the use of structural prediction technology to
Design (Mechanical and Mechanical Engineering Institute) in
synthesize new structures M-W, able to directly implement the
cooperation with the Department of Electromechanics (Faculty of
rotational movement of the spindle and the feed movement, as
Electroautomatics) drilling and milling machines with
well as to implement complex helical movement of the spindle
mechanisms of parallel structure, built on the modular principle.
without the use of transmitted mechanisms.
The genetic approach is based on the principles developed at the
4.Using the theory of evolution to build models of M-S
The evolution of EM systems is accompanied by an
integration with components of other systems (mechanical,
intensively growing variety of functional classes and structural
electronic, hydraulic, biological, etc.), progressive volumes of
varieties, the complexity of their structural organization,
accompanying information. The organization of exploratory
14
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research, selection and justification of competitive design
solutions is associated with significant costs of material and time
resources, which requires the development of new
methodological approaches that can reproduce complete, reliable
and systematic information on structural capacity within arbitrary
classes of EM systems, regardless of level their complexity and
functional affiliation [7]. Solving the problems caused by the
growth of M-W diversity belongs to the latest current scientific
field of research in modern mechanics and electromechanics,
which is generalized to the concept of structural and systems
research with models of microevolution and macroevolution
6,7,9,10. The tasks of microevolution are the search, creation
and improvement of specific EM systems (creation of new
structural types of EM), and macroevolution - the search for

patterns of development over species classes of systems,
development of generalized genetic models, creation of
information databases, construction of general EM systems 7 .
Hybrid electromechanical structures are characterized by mixed
genetic information, so their functional properties are determined
by the corresponding functions inherent in the generative species
[12]. Hybrid species include functional classes of multistage
electric machines with complex spatial motion of the moving
part, as well as other classes of complex EM systems, which are
characterized by mixed genetic information. Systems of the type
"M-W" are complex combined electromechanical structures
[11,12] which include mechanical and electromagnetic parts.

Fig. 2. Motor-spindle in section: 1 - spindle; 2-support cylinder; 3 - the body of the mechanical part of the M-W; 4 - department
for oil supply; 5 - running spindle; 6 - spindle nut; 7-centering guide; 8 - casing; 9 - bearing; 10 - motor stator; 11 - engine housing
structure of systematic units of the rank of the species and their
distribution by genus; -the ratio of real-information and implicit
species, and their distribution by genus. The rank structure of
genosystematics is a generalization of the results of determining
the systematic units of the studied class and can be presented in
graphical form.

The results of genetic analysis of known species M-S of the
studied class were used to organize its identified representatives
on the basis of genetic traits, as well as source information for
building models of micro- and macroevolution, which, in turn,
are used for targeted synthesis of new structures of class M-S.
The main stages of this procedure are information-patent search
in class M-S and analysis of genetic information on known types
of EM, identified by the results of information search, which
need to be reviewed and supplemented over time. From the point
of view of genesystematics, an arbitrary functional class M-S can
be represented as a corresponding set of genetically determined
Species and Genus. This is the universality of the methodology of
taxonomy. Another fundamental property of genosystematics is
its prognostic function, ie, the ability to determine both realinformation and implicit species that are not yet involved in the
current evolution of the class. The source information for
determining the structure and quantitative composition of the
main systematic units for the studied class is the area of existence
of generating electromagnetic structures and the structure of their
genetic codes. The availability of such information allows to
determine: -systematic units of the genus rank (according to the
affiliation of generating structures to the corresponding geometric
classes of genetic classification); -quantitative composition and

A genetic model of synthesis of combined
electromechanical structures M-S with the implementation of
reciprocating motion by converting rotational motion into
translational motion through the use of "screw-nut" transmission
was built (Fig.3). One of the embodiments of the synthesized
chromosome S31 (fig.3) is presented in fig.4. When voltage is
applied to the stator winding 4, there is a magnetic field that
interacts with the two-layer active surface of the rotor 6 and, thus,
causes the spindle 7 to rotate with the desired speed n (). To
ensure the supply of the spindle, the voltage is applied to the
motor 1, the speed of which by means of the CNC system is
converted through the screw pair 2, 3 to the translational
movement of the quill 5, providing the desired supply S.
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Fig.3. Genetic model of synthesis of M-S hybrid structures with screw-nut system

Fig.4. Schematic kinematic scheme of a spindle assembly of flange type
Geometric axis of the spindle. 10. Relative location of spindles.
11. Execution of the spindle body.
For the second translational drive module: 12. Power source.
13. Primary field source. 14. Type of motion transducer. 15.
Location of guides. 16. Execution of guides.
For the third module of the clamping mechanism: 17. Type of
the clamping cartridge on the converter of movement and force.
18. Base surface of the clamping chuck for connection to the
spindle. 19. Power source in the clamp-expansion drive. 20.
Primary source of the field. 21. Type of energy (force) converter.
The morphological model can be written with a morphological
matrix in a condensed form Mshv = Msh ^ Mn ^ Mz, where Msh,
Mp, Mz - morphological matrices, respectively, the modules of
the rotational motion of the spindle, the drive feed -translational
motion and the clamp-expansion. Experimental studies of the
manufactured prototype of the synthesized self-acting M-W
(fig.4,5) showed its efficiency. After improvement of a design on
manufacturability and conformity to the international standards
on standard sizes and connections to CNC machines of various
models such self-acting M-Sh can be recommended for
introduction in production.

5. Morphological synthesis of non-self acting and self-acting
M-S
If genetic synthesis allows to find new structures of M-W and
spindle nodes on their basis [7,9], then for the synthesis of
schemes and structures it is advisable to use a systemmorphological approach [2,3]. In set-theoretic language, the
morphological description contains four: Sm = {E, R, Str, K},
where E = {Ei} and - the set of elements and their properties;
element-subsystem, inside which the morphological description
does not penetrate; R = {R and} and - the set of connections; Str structure (determined by the genetic code); K - composition
(arrangement in space). To develop a morphological model,
functional (morphological) features are selected, which are
divided into three groups in accordance with the modular
principle.
For the first module of the drive of rotary main movement
signs are selected: 1. Power source. 2. Primary field source. 3.
The number of spindle supports. 4. Type of spindle supports. 5.
Supports of radial fixing of a spindle. 6. Supports of axial fixing
of a spindle. 7. Communication between spindles. 8. The
connection of the spindle with the primary source of the field. 9.
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Fig.5. Modular design of self-propelled M-W with "screw-nut" transmission
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Strain controlled fatigue of 40X steel
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Abstract: The fatigue strength of 40X steel at 25 oC was determined following ASTM E606M standard for strain-controlled tests. The
studied experimental dependence was modelled with a power function as well as with the functions and coefficients described in the
standard. The material expresses plastic properties for cyclic loadings above 0.2% strain amplitude.
Keywords: 40X ALLOY, FATIGUE, ASTM E606-M
gripping diameter and 16 mm transition radius. The working
diameter has to have Rz = 6.3 µm roughness. These specimens were
used for both static test and cyclic tests.
With their gauge length of 25.0 mm, these test pieces are nonproportional.
Published properties usually refer to quenched state. However,
material for the specimens is in its delivery state, not quenched.

1. Introduction
We have a new hydraulic testing machine designed for both
static and cyclic (dynamic) testing of materials at different
temperatures. Below are shown results from fatigue tests of
cylindrical specimens of 40X steel, performed according to ASTM
E606M standard [1], i.e. with strain-controlled cycles . The 40X
steel is a structural alloy steel used in heavy-duty components like
shafts, springs and gears [2].

3. Testing equipment

1.1 Short literature survey
Vakulenko et al. studied effect of the quality of the surface layer
on the fatigue characteristics, [3]. They published data for fatigue
tests of normalized 40X steel, obtained under fatigue cycles with an
asymmetry factor of 0.3. The published data ranges from 7500
cycles of life at 600 MPa maximal stress to 500 million cycles at
400 MPa maximal stress. They have found that surface treatment of
the samples increases their longevity on average by 3–5 times for
loading amplitudes up to 530 MPa and more for higher amplitudes.
Shetulov et al. show fatigue data for 40X steel in the range 200
MPA – 650 MPa, [4]. They analyze the dependence of the fatigue
curve on the test frequency, as the cycles to failure increase with
increase the frequency.
Loktev et al. also analyze the influence of high frequency (20
kHz) on fatigue properties of 40X steel [5]. They obtained yield
strain of 604 MPa and 924 MPa strength.
C.M. Sonsino holds the view that physically a knee point does
not exist, as the Woehler-curves change their slope fluently in the
transition range (from finite to high-cycle fatigue strength). The
knee point is solely a parameter for strength estimations [6]. In this
paper, he reviews strength and fatigue properties and gives
recommendations for fatigue life design of different materials.
Chapter [7] describes most of the theory taught to the students.
We met there the ideas for damages, cracks, fracture of specimens,
fatigue, notches etc.
Most articles about materials fatigue talk about Woehler curves
and the dependency of the number of cycles to failure on the stress
amplitude and shape. However, in [7, p. 677] and in the standard
ASTM E606M, an alternative – strain-based approach is explained
for fatigue life determination.
Significant dispersion of results for Woehler curves can be seen
in many articles. However, However, B. Boardman in ASM
Handbook [7] shows a few diagrams from a strain-controlled
approach to determine cycles to failure that have low dispersion.

Fig. 1 Testing machine Zwick-Roell HA-250.

The hydraulic machine was equipped with a 250 kN load cell
and 100 kN hydraulic grips. The strain was measured with a strain
gauge Sandner EXA 25-2.5o with a 25 mm base length.

1.2 Purpose
The aim was to master the work with the new machine in
fatigue tests according to the ASTM E606M standard and to study
the fatigue destruction of 40X steel.

The testing machine is equipped with threaded holders designed for
fatigue tests. However, the present data were obtained using the
mentioned specimens designed for the hydraulic grips.

2. Material and specimens

The hardware and software realizing machine control,
measurement of monitored parameters and data registration are
advanced and sophisticated.

The specimens from 40X steel are cylindrical with 8.0 mm test
diameter, 30 mm cylindrical test section, 130 mm long, 10 mm
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4. Experimental plan
Determination of the tensile strength properties using 3 specimens and test procedure described in standard ISO 6892 – part 1.
Determination the number of cycles to failure for alternating
sinusoidal cycle with strain amplitudes in the following order:
0.18%, 0.20%, 0.22%, 0.25%, 0.30%, 0.35%, 0.40%, 0.50% and
0.60%. The middle strain is zero.
We think that all tests should be done with equal maximal
accelerations of the moving machine parts. For an oscillating
system, acceleration is proportional to the strain amplitude and on
the square of frequency:
𝜀𝑎 𝜈2 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.
(1)
For the used fixtures, this const. = 70 %Hz2. This means that the
cyclic frequencies were set between 20 Hz and 11 Hz for the
planned strain amplitudes.
Two series were tested with mentioned maximal strains. For the
first one, we have set the machine to stop cycles when the maximal
force begins to decline due to the development of a big crack. For
the second series, we set the machine to stop the test when the
specimen breaks and the force becomes zero.
All tests were carried out in a temperature chamber at 25 oC.

Fig. 3 Recorded stress amplitude at ± 0.4% strain amplitude cyclic
loading .

We accept the end of the second stage as a failure criteria. The
resulting diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

5. Results and discussion
5.1 Tensile test properties

Fig. 2 Stress-strain diagram of 40X steel in tension, T = 25 oC.
Fig. 4 Number of cycles to failure according to the strain amplitude.

From the static tensile test, made by standard ISO 6892-1,
were obtained 195 ± 5 GPa elastic modulus, 649 ± 11 MPa proof
stress at 0.2% plastic deformation, 809 ± 12 MPa ultimate strength,
(15.8 ± 0.5)% elongation at break and (51 ± 2)% reduction of area
in the neck.

There is one specimen tested at 0.18% strain amplitude. It
endured 500 000 cycles, and the test was stopped without fracture.

Pay attention that these deformations were obtained using an
extensometer with 25 mm gauge length and non-proportional
specimens.

The standard ASTM E606M describes a mathematical
apparatus for interpreting such tests. Main equations and definitions
[1, Appendix X1]:

5.3 Mathematical interpretation

∆𝜀

5.2 Results from cyclic tests

2

Tests were conducted following standard ASTM E606M, i.e.,
strain-controlled fatigue tests. We set the cycling frequency, a strain
amplitude, the mean strain is zero, and the machine follows these
instructions and records the stress for each cycle until the specimen
breaks.

=

∆𝜎
2𝐸

+

∆𝜀 𝑝
2

(2)

Where ∆𝜀 is total axial strain for a cycle loop and ∆𝜀/2 is strain
amplitude, ∆𝜎/2 is stress amplitude and ∆𝜀𝑝 is plastic strain for the
whole cycle.
Recognizing that

The following data is processed on Excel. Figure 3 shows the
stress amplitude recorded for cyclic loading with 0.4% alternating
strain. Authors usually divide similar diagrams into III stages. In
this case, the first and second stages contain 8170 cycles. The III-rd
stage contains only 280 cycles, or 3.3 % of the time to break
completely. In the test with 0.3% alternating strain, the III-rd stage is
5.5% from total cycles to complete break.

∆𝜎
2

= 𝐾′

∆𝜀 𝑝 𝑛′
2

(3)

we may express the cyclic stress-strain curve by the following
equation:
∆𝜀
2
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Equations for Fatigue-Life relationships:
∆𝜎
2

= 𝜎𝑓′ 2𝑁𝑓

𝑏

= 𝜀𝑓′ 2𝑁𝑓

𝑐

∆𝜀 𝑝
2

∆𝜀
2

=

𝜎𝑓′
𝐸

2𝑁𝑓

𝑏

+ 𝜀𝑓′ 2𝑁𝑓

(5)

(6)

𝑐

(7)

Where 𝑁𝑓 are cycles to failure and 2𝑁𝑓 is the number of
reversals. These constants have the following names:
𝑛′ = cyclic strain hardening exponent,
b = fatigue strength exponent,
c = fatigue ductility exponent,
𝐾 ′ = cyclic strength coefficient,
𝜎𝑓′ = fatigue strength coefficient,
Fig. 6 Stress amplitude at the time of failure expressed with eq. (5) up to
0.33 million cycles

𝜀𝑓′ = fatigue ductility coefficient,
E = Young’s modulus.

5.4 Discussion

The software calculates for each cycle the plastic strain using
Eq. (8), which follows from Eq. (2):
∆𝜀𝑝 = ∆𝜀 −

∆𝜎
𝐸

(8)

The check showed that software calculates elastic modulus for
each cycle and presents the plastic strain in millimetres. For the test
shown in Fig. 3, the obtained modulus at the end of II-nd stage is 165
GPa, and the development of the plastic deformation, expressed in
%, is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 Half of the plastic deformation at the time of failure expressed
with eq. (6)

From Figs. (6) and (7) is visible that Eqs. (5) and (6) do not fit
very well the whole diagrams. Probably, we should use one set of
constants for 𝑁𝑓 ≤ 105 cycles and another for bigger fatigue lives.
Finally, Eq. (7) fits this experimental data best when the
equation is used with E = 181 GPa. The relationship of strain
amplitude on cycles to failure calculated with Eq. (7) and the
mentioned coefficients (𝜎𝑓′ = 557 MPa, b = -0.031, 𝜀𝑓′ = 2.59, c = 0.787, and E = 181 GPa) is shown in Fig. 4 as “Curve”.

Fig. 5 Development of plastic strain for a test with 0.4% strain
amplitude.

The mentioned curve does not looks well despite the
complicated model with 5 constants. The power function (9) fits
better this experimental data (up to 0.33 mil. cycles) and its graph is
shown in Fig. 4 as “Empiric”.

The typical three stages of fast growing, steady growing and
catastrophic failure are well visible in Figs. 3 and 5. For each test
there are no definite (constant) amplitudes of the stress and the
plastic strain, representative for use in Eqs. (5) and (6).

∆𝜀

We decided to use the values of stress and plastic strain at the
end of the II-nd stage, as representative values for use in Eqs. (5),
(6) and (7).

2
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= 2.75 𝑁𝑓 −0.213

[%] (9)
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Four-point bending of thin or thick beams
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Abstract: A paper recently published explains the differential equations for deflection of beams under bending, including the deflection due
to transversal force [1]. The present article contains derivation of the main equations, according to the mentioned approach, for
deformations of a simply supported beam that is symmetrically loaded with two forces, also known as four-point bending. These
deformations are rotation and deflection of the neutral line due to bending moment and transversal force. For thick beams, deflection due to
the transverse force is more than 1% from deflection caused by the bending moment. Special attention was paid to the third-point loading
test. The presented model is applicable for calculating deflection due to bending moment and transverse force for both thin and thick beams.
KEYWORDS: EULER-BERNOULLI, TIMOSHENKO, BEAM THEORY, DEFLECTION, SHEAR DEFORMATION, SHEAR
COEFFICIENT, TRANSVERSAL FORCE, FOUR-POINT BENDING, THIRD POINT LOADING
exposition also contains formulas for deflection in three-point
bending, considered as a special case of four-point bending (without
distance between the two loading forces).

Nomenclature
α
𝛽
γ
ν
A
A, B
a
d
b
C
E
F
f
𝑓𝐼
𝑓𝐼𝐼
G
h
I
k
l
𝑙
ℎ

𝑀A
𝑀𝑦
𝑄𝑧
q
𝑅A , 𝑅B
𝑤𝑀
𝑤𝑄
𝑤
x
𝑥𝐼𝐼
y
z

Angle of rotation due to the bending moment
Overall angle of rotation (of the neutral line at coordinate x)
Angle of rotation caused by the shear force
Poisson’s ratio
Cross-sectional area
Support points
Arm - distance between a loading force and the nearest
supporting point
Upper span - the distance between the two loading forces
(case of four-point bending)
Cross-sectional breadth
Integration constant
Modulus of elasticity
Force
Maximal deflection
Maximal deflection in a sector I
Maximal deflection in sector II only
Shear modulus
Height of a rectangular cross-section
Second moment of area
Shear correction factor
Span
𝑤
1
Span/height when the relation 𝑄 =
(for the coordinate
𝑤𝑀

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem
With a known scheme of beam loading, the calculation of the
functions of deformations (rotation and deflection) is done in the
following sequence:
1. Draw a loading scheme and describe the loads
2. Find the support reactions
3. Make a mentally cut on the beam at a distance x from the
beginning of the coordinate system.
4. Find the internal forces as functions of x
5. Find functions for the rotations and displacements
Derivation of functions for the deformations is done by
integrating Eqs. (1) - (4). The corresponding differential equations
are explained theoretically in [1].
Pay attention that signs of these equations are chosen so that
rotations are positive in a counterclockwise direction.

2.1 Deformations due to bending moment

100

with maximal deflection)
Reaction moment at point A
Bending moment
Tangential (shear) force
Uniformly distributed load
Reaction forces at points A and B
Deflection caused by the bending moment
Deflection caused by the transversal force
Overall deflection of the neutral line
Longitudinal axis of the beam
Coordinate in a coordinate system fixed to the left point of
sector II (see Fig. 2)
Transverse horizontal axis. Axis of rotations
Vertical axis. Axis of the external loads and displacements

(1)

𝐸𝐼𝛼 =

𝑀𝑦 𝑥 𝑑𝑥

(2)

𝑤𝑀 𝑥 = − 𝛼 𝑥 𝑑𝑥

2.2 Deformations due to transversal force
(3)

𝑘𝐺𝐴𝛾 = −𝑄𝑧 (𝑥)

(4)

𝑤𝑄 𝑥 = − 𝛾 𝑥 𝑑𝑥 =

𝑄𝑧 (𝑥)
𝑘𝐺𝐴 (𝑥)

𝑑𝑥

When the beam has a constant cross-section:
(5)

𝑤𝑄 𝑥 =

1
𝑘𝐺𝐴

𝑀𝑦 (𝑥) + 𝐶

2.3 Overall deformations

1. Introduction
Paper [1] explains differential equations for deflection of beams
under bending, including the deflection due to transversal force.
This article aims to show the derivation of formulas for practical
calculation of deflection of beams in four-point bending. The usual
approach thought in “strength of materials” is used to calculate the
deflection of the elastic line in the case of four-point bending, but
deflection caused by the transverse force is also included. Deflection
measured between the support points of the beam and the
application points of the loading forces is also considered. In
addition, the special case of bending of thick specimens having
shape and size according to ASTM C 1018 - 97 is considered. The

(6)

𝛽 =𝛼+𝛾

(7)

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑀 + 𝑤𝑄

One could analyse the relations between these deflections with
the help of eq. (8)
(8)

𝑤 = 𝑤𝑀 1 +

𝑤𝑄
𝑤𝑀

3. Solution for deformations in four-point bending
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x

y

∴

F/2
q

z
I

II

= 𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕

F/2
q

RA

B

The known boundary condition is located in II-nd sector,
therefore we must start these calculations with it.

RB

II sector: a ≤ x ≤ a+d
It is convenient to use a coordinate system fixed at the left side
of the II-nd sector, 𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝒙 − 𝒂.

a

d

𝑭𝒂
𝟐

3.4 Deformations due to the bending moment

III

A
a

𝑴𝒚 𝒙𝑰𝑰 =

l

Fig. 1 Loading scheme

𝐸𝐼𝛼 =

3.1 Loading

𝑀𝑦 (𝑥𝐼𝐼 ) 𝑑𝑥 =

𝐹𝑎
𝑥 +𝐶
2 𝐼𝐼

Boundary condition and integration constant:

The load is divided into two concentrated forces, F/2 each, at a
distance d, and the load is symmetrical, i.e. arm 𝑎 = (𝑙 − 𝑑)/2. The
span has three sectors as III-rd has internal loads and deformations
similar to those in the I-st sector.

0=𝛼

𝑑
2

;

−𝐹

∴ 𝐶=

4

𝑎𝑑

𝑭

𝑬𝑰𝜶 = (𝟐𝒂𝒙𝑰𝑰 − 𝒂𝒅)
𝟒

3.2 Reactions
Consider the equilibrium of the bending moment at the point А:
−𝐹𝑎/2 − 𝐹(𝑎 + 𝑑)/2 + 𝑅B 𝑙 = 0

∴

𝜶(𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝟎) =

(9)

𝑤𝑀 𝑥𝐼𝐼 = −
∴

0 = 𝑤𝑀 0

∴

𝑸𝐳 =

𝑭
𝟐

𝑴𝒚 𝟎 = 𝟎;

𝟐

𝑴𝒚 𝒂 =

𝐸𝐼𝛼 =

𝐹
+ 𝑄𝑧 = 0
2

I

∴

F/2
q

𝑭𝒂
𝟐

(12)

𝑸𝐳 = 𝟎

RA

x
q

xII

∴

𝜶 𝟎 =

𝑤𝑀 𝑥 = −

II

My

𝑭𝒂𝒅𝟐
𝟏𝟔𝑬𝑰

𝑀𝑦 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 =

𝜶(𝒙) =

𝐹𝑥 2
4

+C

−𝑭𝒂
𝟒𝑬𝑰

𝑭
𝟒𝑬𝑰

(𝒙𝟐 − 𝒂𝒅 − 𝒂𝟐 )

𝒅+𝒂 =

𝛼 𝑥 𝑑𝑥 =

−𝑭𝒂
𝟒𝑬𝑰

𝒍−𝒂

−𝐹 𝑥 3
−𝑎 𝑑+𝑎 𝑥 +𝐶
4𝐸𝐼 3

Boundary condition and integration constant: 𝑤𝑀 0 = 0
∴ 𝐶 = 0.
𝑭
𝒘𝑴 𝒙 =
−𝒙𝟑 + 𝟑𝒂 𝒍 − 𝒂 𝒙
𝟏𝟐𝑬𝑰

A
a

𝒙𝟐𝑰𝑰 − 𝒅𝒙𝑰𝑰

Boundary condition and integration constant at the right side,
see Eq. (9):
−𝐹𝑎𝑑
−𝐹𝑎
𝛼 𝑎 =
∴ 𝐶=
(𝑑 + 𝑎)
4𝐸𝐼
4

II sector: a ≤ x ≤ a+d; 𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝒙 − 𝒂
Consider force equilibrium on the z-axis:
−𝑅A +

𝟒𝑬𝑰

I sector: 0 ≤ x ≤ a

𝑀𝑦 − 𝑅𝐴 𝑥 = 0
𝑭𝒙

−𝑭𝒂

𝒘𝑴 𝒅/𝟐 =

(11)

Consider the equilibrium of the bending moment at the cut
cross-section:

𝑴𝒚 𝒙 =

−𝐹𝑎 2
𝑥 − 𝑑𝑥𝐼𝐼 + 𝐶
4𝐸𝐼 𝐼𝐼

∴ 𝐶 = 0.

𝒘𝑴 𝒙𝑰𝑰 =

(10)

I sector: 0 ≤ x ≤ a
Consider the force equilibrium in the z-axis:

∴

𝛼 𝑥𝐼𝐼 𝑑𝑥 =

𝟒𝑬𝑰

Boundary condition and integration constant:

𝑹𝐀 = 𝑭/𝟐

3.3 Internal forces

𝑄𝑧 − 𝑅A = 0

𝑭𝒂𝒅

𝜶(𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝒅) =

𝟒𝑬𝑰

𝑹𝐁 = 𝑭/𝟐

Consider force equilibrium in the z-axis:
𝐹 − 𝑅A − 𝑅B = 0

−𝑭𝒂𝒅

Qz

(13)

𝒘𝑴 𝒂 =

𝑭
𝟏𝟐𝑬𝑰

∴
𝟐𝒂𝟑 + 𝟑𝒂𝟐 𝒅 =

𝑭
𝟏𝟐𝑬𝑰

𝒂𝟐 𝟑𝒍 − 𝟒𝒂

3.5 Deformations due to the transversal force

Fig. 2 Internal forces, II-nd sector

See Eqs. (3) – (5).

Consider the equilibrium of the bending moment at the cut
cross-section:
𝐹
𝑀𝑦 − 𝑅𝐴 𝑥 + (𝑥 − 𝑎) = 0
2

I sector: 0 ≤ x ≤ a
𝑘𝐺𝐴𝛾 = −𝑄𝑧 (𝑥)

23
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−𝑭
𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨
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𝑤𝑄 𝑥 =

𝑀𝑦 (𝑥)
𝐹𝑥
+𝐶 =
+𝐶
𝑘𝐺𝐴
2𝑘𝐺𝐴

In this scheme, at 𝑘 = 5/6, 𝜈 = 0.3 and 𝑎/𝑙 = 1/3, this
𝑙
= 15.6.
relation is approximately equal to 1/100 when
ℎ

Boundary condition and integration constant: 0 = 𝑤𝑄 0
∴ 𝐶 = 0.
𝑭𝒙
𝒘𝑸 𝒙 =

4. Compatibility with three-point loading scheme
The resulting equations refer to four-point bending, where the
distance between the two points of application of force is denoted by
d. If we set d = 0, then the obtained equations must be valid for
three-point bending, as the arm's length is determined by the
formula (22), see Fig. 1.
𝑙
(22)
𝑎=

𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨

∴

(14)

𝒘𝑸 𝒂 =

II sector: a ≤ x ≤ a+d;

𝑭𝒂
𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨

𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝒙 − 𝒂

𝑘𝐺𝐴𝛾 = −𝑄𝑧 (𝑥)

∴

2

𝜸=𝟎

For example, after replacing (22) in (19), deflection in threepoint bending results in:

𝑤𝑄 𝑥𝐼𝐼 = − 𝛾 𝑥𝐼𝐼 𝑑𝑥
∴

(15)

See Eqs. (6), (7).
I sector: 0 ≤ x ≤ a
𝐹
𝐹
𝛽(𝑥) =
(𝑥 2 − 𝑎𝑑 − 𝑎 2 ) −
4𝐸𝐼
2𝑘𝐺𝐴
𝒘 𝒙 =

−𝑭

𝑭

𝒙𝟑 − 𝟑𝒂 𝒅 + 𝒂 𝒙 +

𝟏𝟐𝑬𝑰

𝑭
𝟒𝟖𝑬𝑰

𝑙3 +

𝑭
𝟒𝒌𝑮𝑨

𝑙

After ignoring deflection caused by the transverse force, remains
the well-known formula for deflection of thin beams in three-point
bending, [2]. In the case of three-point bending for rectangular
beams from Eq. (21) follows Eq. (24).

3.5 Overall deformations

(16)

𝑓=

(23)

𝒘𝑸 𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝟎

𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨

𝑤𝑄

(24)

𝑤𝑀

=

2(1+𝜈 ) ℎ 2
𝑘

𝑙

5. Third-point loading

𝒙

This is a particular case of four-point bending of a square beam
where 𝑎 = 𝑙/3, 𝑑 = 𝑙/3 and the cross-sectional width and height
= 𝑙/3. These requirements are set in standard ASTM C 1018 – 97,
[3]. The equations below follow from the equations about four-point
loading.

II sector, a ≤ x ≤ a+d; 𝒙𝑰𝑰 = 𝒙 − 𝒂
𝑭𝒂
𝛽 = 𝛼𝐼𝐼 + 0 =
(𝟐(𝒙 − 𝒂) − 𝒅)
𝟒𝑬𝑰
This can be simplified to

x

y

𝑭𝒂
𝛽(𝑥) =
(𝟐𝒙 − 𝒍)
𝟒𝑬𝑰
We find overall deflection in the II-nd sector as a sum of
deflections at point a, Eqs. (13), (14), and local deflection in this
sector, Eqs. (10), (15):

I

∴

𝑤 𝑥 =

𝐹𝑎
12𝐸𝐼

3𝑥 𝑙 − 𝑥 − 𝑎2 +

𝑭
𝟏𝟐𝑬𝑰

𝟐𝒂𝟑 + 𝟑𝒂𝟐 𝒅 +

𝑭
𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨

𝑓 = 𝑓𝐼 + 𝑓𝐼𝐼 =

𝑭𝒂
𝟒𝟖𝑬𝑰

𝟑𝒍𝟐 − 𝟒𝒂𝟐 +

Maximal angle
𝛼 0 =

𝑭𝒂

=

48(1+𝜈 )𝐼
𝑘𝐴(3𝑙 2 −4𝑎 2 )

(26)

For a rectangular section, this ratio is:
(21)

𝑤𝑄
𝑤𝑀

=

𝑓=

23𝐹
1296𝐸𝐼

𝑙3 +

𝐹𝑙
6𝑘𝐺𝐴

5.2 Ratio between the two deflection sources in the middle
of the beam, for rectangular cross-section

It follows from Eqs. (14), (15), (13) and (11):
𝑤𝑄

−𝐹 2
𝐹
𝑙 −
18𝐸𝐼
2𝑘𝐺𝐴

Maximal deflection

𝟐𝒌𝑮𝑨

3.7 Ratio between the two deflection sources in the middle
of the beam:

𝑤𝑀

RB

l

5.1 Maximal deformations

𝒂

(25)

(20)

l/3

l/3

Fig. 3 Third point loading.

The maximal deflection of the elastic line from the support
points (x=0; x=l) to the middle of the span is:
(19)

III
B

RA

𝐹𝑎
2𝑘𝐺𝐴

The maximal deflection of the elastic line from the support
points (x=0; x=l) and the loading positions (x=a; x=a+d) is
𝒇𝑰 = 𝒘 𝒂 =

II

l/3

3.6 Maximal deflection

(18)

F/2
q

A

𝑤 𝑥 = 𝑤𝑀 𝑎 + 𝑤𝑄 𝑎 + 𝑤𝑀 𝑥𝐼𝐼 + 0
(17)

F/2
q

z

𝑤𝑄
𝑤𝑀

=

36(1+𝜈) ℎ 2
23𝑘

𝑙

If the shear correction factor is assumed k = 5/6, then

(1+𝜈 )(ℎ/𝑙)2
𝑘(3/4−(𝑎/𝑙)2 )

(27)

24

𝑤𝑄
𝑤𝑀

=

216(1+𝜈 ) ℎ 2
115

𝑙
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Finally,

6. Results and discussion

𝑓=

23𝐹
1296𝐸𝐼

𝑙3 1 +

𝑙

7. Conclusion
If one prefers to use a more precise value for the shear
correction factor, then Eq. (29) is applicable for third-point loading.
23𝐹
1296𝐸𝐼

𝑙3 1 +

36(1+𝜈 ) ℎ 2
23𝑘

𝑙

If we use in (29) the Kaneko’s equation (30) for rectangular
cross-section, [4]:
5(1+𝜈 )
(30)
𝑘=
6+5𝜈

then for third point loading:
(31)

𝑤𝑄
𝑤𝑀

=

216∗(1+5𝜈 /6) ℎ 2
115

𝐹𝑎
48𝐸𝐼

3𝑙 2 − 4𝑎 2

1+

48(1+𝜈 )𝐼
𝑘𝐴(3𝑙 2 −4𝑎 2 )
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8. References

If we consider a concrete beam subjected to third point loading,
𝑤
then 𝜈 = 0.2, h/l = 1/3 and k = 5/6 lead to 𝑄 = 0.25.

(29)

= 0.243 for concrete beams (ν = 0.2) under third

(32)

216(1+𝜈 ) ℎ 2
115

𝑤𝑀

point loading.
The same result (as the first three digits) is achieved when in Eq.
(29) is put a shear correction factor k = 0.860, obtained following
the Stephen data [5] for square beams with Poisson’s ratio 0.2, see
[1].
In all cases of symmetric four-point bending of thick beams, Eq.
(32) holds for the maximal deflection of the centre of the neutral
line.

It is known that the tangential force contributes to the deflection
of short beams. The method taught and described in the literature
(Euler-Bernoulli theory) has practical applications for determining
the deflection of thin beams. Timoshenko offered a way to account
for the influence of the transversal force on thick beam vibrations.
This approach is also applicable to account for deflection due to the
transversal force in thick beams under static loading. These
theoretical issues are discussed in detail in the publication [1].
Here, the 2-nd section sets out the specific steps for applying the
approach described in [1], and the 3-rd section contains results of
applying this approach to determine the internal forces and
deformations of a beam under four-point bending. The three-point
loaning scheme could be considered as a specific case of 4-point
bending, when the upper span d=0, and a few equations for threepoint loading are shown in the 4-th section.
The deformation equations obtained, caused by the bending
moment, coincide with those described in other sources, as [2],
except for the sign of the direction of rotation, which here and in [1]
is considered positive for counterclockwise rotations.
Solutions of the basic equations in Timoshenko's theory (Eq. (3)
- (5) in [1]) are described for the above cases. The situation in which
the deflection due to the tangential force has a 1% relative share is
analysed. It can be considered as the boundary between thick beams
and thin beams. This limit is [l/h] ≅ 17 for rectangular beams on
two supports.
There is a Standard Test Method for Flexural Toughness and
First-Crack Strength of Fiber-Reinforced Concrete that uses Simple
Beam with Third-Point Loading. This is a particular case of fourpoint loading, where the span is divided into three equal lengths and
the cross-section has the same size (= l/3). Data for this case (third
point loading) are shown in the 5-th section. The obtained Eq. (28)
that follows from Eq. (25) coincides with an analogical equation in
the standard [3] when the shear correction factor is assumed to be k
= 5/6.
(28)

𝑤𝑄

𝑙
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Optimal length of a railway curve for a given design speed
Matey Iliev
University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy
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Abstract: The majority of railway projects in our country aim at the maximum utilization of existing railway infrastructure, increase of the
operation parameters, frequently at the condition of achieving interoperability. Increasin g permissible speeds of trains invariably requires
increasing the radii and lengths of curves. However, at small delta angles the use of the minimum design speed radius gives s uboptimal
results in terms of the total length of the curve. The report presents a parametric method for optimizing the railway curves at small delta
angles in view of the necessity of achieving higher speeds on existing lines.
Keywords: RAILWAY ALIGNMENT, RAILWAY CURVE,

1.

included in the TEN- T network design speeds reach as much as
160 km/h.

Introduction. Deifinition of terms

From the condition of gradual increase and decrease of lateral
accelerations, railway curves are designed with a bilinear curvature
diagram. Exiting the tangent, a transition curve begins (transition
curves with a linear increase in curvature are accepted as the norm)
with a length determined by the curvature gradient. This is followed
by a circular curve with a constant radius according to the design
speed as well as a second transition curve identical to the first one.

For the purposes of this report, it is assumed that the speed is a
predefined parameter of the movement.
1.3

Centrifugal acceleration

When moving in a horizontal curve with a given speed 𝑉,
centrifugal acceleration occurs. When tilting the railway track in the
direction of turning, the projection of the acceleration of gravity in
the track plane is non-zero (centripetal acceleration) and its
direction is opposite to the projection of the centrifugal acceleration.
This effect is called reducing centrifugal acceleration .
The resulting acceleration in the track plane, called residual
centrifugal acceleration is the value that is the subject of norming
in our country and which is leading in the choice of radii and cant
values in railway curves. It‟s value is denoted by 𝐴𝑐𝑓 .

Fig. 1 Curvature diagram of a railway horizontal curve

Prerequisite: All variables in the report are considered with
their dimensions according to the SI system (m, s, rad, etc.). In
cases where a given variable in an expression has a different
dimension from the specified ones, it is marked with a lower index
as follows:
𝑽 𝒌𝒎

𝒉

Track plane

: To be read as „velocity in km/h“

The main variables to be considered when designing railway
curves are: the radius, the design speed, the residual centrifugal
acceleration, the cant, the length of the transition curve.
1.1

Radius

The choice of radius 𝑅 for a curve depends on many factors,
thus its value has both a lower and a upper limit. The minimum
radius is determined on the basis of not exceeding the permissible
centrifugal accelerations when traveling at the design speed. The
value of the maximum permissible radius is recommended with the
consideration of track maintenance.
1.2

Fig. 2 Reducing centrifugal acceleration

According to the figure above for the angle 𝛼
𝛼 = tan−1

𝐻
𝑆

,

(1)

where 𝐻 [m] is the cant value (superelevation of the outer rail),
𝑆 [m] is the distance between rail axes.

Design speed

The derivation of the expression for the residual centrifugal
acceleration is performed under the assumption that the angle 𝛼 of
the above figure is sufficiently small. (𝛼 ≤ 6°), so that 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 ≈ 𝑡𝑔𝛼
and 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 ≈ 1.

Unlike road construction, where a distinction exists between the
concepts of "design speed" and "speed of movement", in the field of
railway construction the two most often coincide. The design speed
𝑉[𝑘𝑚/] is usually a preset parameter. It is defined in accordance
with the category of the railway line described in Chapter Two of
[1]. Apart from the national categorization, in projects with
European co-financing, subject to certification for interoperability,
the European classification, defined in Regulation 1299/2014 [2], is
also applicable in our country [3]. While for category III railways,
the design speed may be below 80 km/h, for category II railways it
is in the range of 80-100-130 km/h, and for railways and routes
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(2)

− 𝑔. 𝑡𝑔𝛼

(3)

𝐻

− 𝑔. ,
𝑆

(4)

where 𝑉 [m/s] is the design speed, 𝑅 [m] is the curve radius, 𝑔
[m/s 2] is acceleration of gravity.
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In our country the maximum allowable value of 𝐴𝑐𝑓 is 0,65
m/s 2, and railway curves with normal cant values are designed with
𝐴𝑐𝑓 values in the range of 0,42-0,43 m/s 2.
1.4

Normal, shortened and short transition curves are defined in the
legislation in our country. Distinction between them is mainly based
on the used slope of the cant ramp. The general expression for
determining the length of the transition curve 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 is:

Cant

𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝐻 ,

The cant is the variable through which the centrifugal
acceleration is reduced, as shown by equation (4). Substituting 𝐴𝑐𝑓
with 0 in equation (4) for the cant is obtained:
𝐻=

𝑆.𝑉2

where 𝑘 is the cotangent of the ramp slope angle and 𝐻 [m] is
the cant value.
The value of 𝑘 is determined from the design speed 𝑉 𝑘𝑚
using the following expressions:

(5)

𝑔.𝑅

This is called theoretical cant: the cant at which traveling with
velocity 𝑉 in a curve with radius 𝑅 the residual centrifugal
acceleration is 0 m/s 2. To facilitate calculations, it is common to
substitute 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2, and to shift from [m/s] to
[km/h]:
2
11,82.𝑉[𝑘𝑚

𝐻 𝑚𝑚 =

]

𝑘 = 8 ∗ 𝑉 𝑘𝑚
transitions

2
8.𝑉[𝑘𝑚

]

2.

𝑆.𝑉2
𝑔.𝑅

𝑆
𝑔

− 𝐴𝑐𝑓 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 . =

𝑆.𝑉2
𝑔.𝑅

− 0.65.

𝑆
𝑔

The second term in (8) is called cant deficiency. This represents
the cant that would reduce a given centrifugal acceleration for the
given track gauge. It is marked 𝐷:
𝑆
𝑔

3.

1,5
9,81

≈ 0,1 𝑚 = 100 𝑚𝑚

(13)

for normal transitions



(14)

Optimal radius to achieve the minimum length of
the curve

From the expressions given in 1.4 for determining the cant it is
evident that the radius is in the denominator, ie. as the radius
decreases, the required cant increases. At the same time, the
expressions in 1.6 show that as the cant increases, so does the
required length of the transition curve.

(9)

For the upper limit 𝐴𝑐𝑓 = 0,65 m/s 2, 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2
maximum allowable cant deficiency is:
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0,65.

shortened

This condition stems from the necessity for the individual
geometric elements of the track geometry to be dynamically
independent – when a vehicle enters the next curve, the oscillations
due to the movement in the previous one to have been sufficiently
damped. Thus, the route of the railway line with its successive
curves should not allow resonance occuring in the movement of
vehicles. [6]

(8)

Cant deficiency

𝐷 = 𝐴𝑐𝑓 .

and

Limitations on the railway curve length

𝐿 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0,5. 𝑉 𝑘𝑚

This is the minimum allowable cant, ie. traveling with the
velocity 𝑉 through a curve with the radius 𝑅 the residual centrifugal
acceleration is 0,65 m/s 2.
1.5

short

According to Section VII of [1], the minimum length of a
straight section and the minimum length of a circular curve segment
is:

Under troubled conditions, the minimum allowable cant is often
sought after as the transition ramps for its realization at both ends of
the curve are shortened. Substituting 𝐴𝑐𝑓 with 𝐴𝑐𝑓 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0,65 m/s 2
in equation (4) one obtains:
𝐻=

for

,

Chapter Five, Section IV of [1] defines the cant ramp, hence the
determination of the length of the transition curve. A more detailed
description of the methodology and tables in which the lengths are
calculated for different conditions can be found in [5].

(7)

𝑅



(12)



In the present report mainly the case with 𝑘 = 10 ∗ 𝑉[𝑘𝑚 ]
will be considered, as in practice the use of steep cant ramps is
avoided if possible.

The theoretical cant is not often used in conventional rail, due to
the fact that only a part of the trains run at the design speed for the
railway line. Instead, when choosing cant value it is accepted to
reduce the coefficient of 11.82, taking into account the different
speeds of different categories of trains. The normal cant is:
𝐻 𝑚𝑚 =



𝑘 = 10 ∗ 𝑉 𝑘𝑚

(6)

𝑅

(11)

(10)

It should be noted that there also exists the concept of cant
excess, but it will not be considered as it is not of interest in this
report.
1.6

Length ot the transition curve

Transition curves are elements of the track geometry that are
located between straight sections and circular curves. The two main
functions of transition curves are:


To ensure the smooth increase of curvature, and with
it the smooth increase of centrifugal acceleration



To accommodate the cant transition and, in some
cases, the track gauge widening

Fig. 3 Transition curves design scheme. Determining the total length of the
curve

The transition curve has half its length in the straight and the
other half in the circular curve. It should be noted that with the
introduction of a transition curve, the circular curve undergoes some
displacement and change in its length due to the delta angle of the
transition. This effect is ignored in this report. The total length 𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡
of the curve between the begin transition points, in this case, is:
𝐿
𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐷ц + 2 ∗ 𝑡𝑐 = 𝐷ц + 𝐿 𝑡𝑐
(15)

In order to achieve uniformity in the curvature and residual
centrifugal acceleration diagrams, it is assumed that the transition
curve and the cant ramp coincide. Since the cant transition is the
section of the railway track with the proven highest risk of
derailment [4], the length of the transition curve is determined by
the cant to be realized at its end, as well as by the allowable slope of
the cant ramp.

2
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Where:
𝐷ц = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑅
𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 10 ∗ 𝑉 𝑘𝑚



∗ 𝐻 𝑚 = 36 ∗ 𝑉 𝑚

∗𝐻 𝑚

𝑠

(16)
(17)

𝑠

= 3,732.

𝑅

3,732.𝑉3

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

𝛼

𝑉3
𝑅

𝑉3
𝛼

= 1,93.

(24)
(25)

The general form of the expression for the optimal radius at
which the shortest horizontal curve is obtained is:
𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 𝑐. 𝑉 3 /𝛼 ,
(26)
where 𝑐 is a coefficient depending on the method of
determining the cant and the slope of the cant ramp.

Note: The variable 𝐷ц above is not the actual length of the
circular curve between the transitions, it is the theoretical length of
a circular curve inscribed between the two given tangents.
Due to the increase in the lengths of the transition curves with
decreasing the radius, the total length of the curve 𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡 changes
nonlinearly with respect to the radius of the curve. For the sake of
clarity, the figure below shows a graph of the change in the length
of the curve relative to the radius at 𝑉 = 100 𝑘𝑚/ and a delta
angle of 𝛼 = 5°:

4.

Practical applicability of the optimal radius

According to the specific method for determining the length of
the transition curve and the cant, the use of the optimal radius can
give a length of the circular curve 𝐷ц less than the minimum
allowable in [1].

V=100km/h; α=5°

Short circular curves pose a risk to the dynamics of vehicle
movement, especially with higher design speeds. In this section, a
condition is derived to prevent obtaining too short circular curves
when using the optimal radius.

300
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Ltot, [m]

8.3,62 .𝑉2𝑚

𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 36. 𝑉.
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As mentioned above, the minimum length of a circular curve [1]
is:
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Fig. 4 Total length of the railway curve in relation to a selected radius

𝑔.𝑅

− 0,65.

𝑆

=

𝑔

36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝑅

−

36.𝑉.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔

=

𝑑
𝑑𝑅

𝐷ц + 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 𝛼 −

36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔 .𝑅2

𝛼. 𝑅 − 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 ≥ 1,8. 𝑉

(29)

3,732.

𝛼=

= 2,35.

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

𝑔 .𝛼

. 𝑅 − 3,732.

=

𝛼

≥ 1,8. 𝑉

(32)
(33)

(34)

𝑔 .𝑅2
36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝑅

−

36.𝑉.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥

(35)

𝑔

Substituting 𝛼 and 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 in the inequality (29):
36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝑅2

.𝑅 −

36.𝑉.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥
4,4037.𝑉3

𝑉3
𝑅

(22)

28,8.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝑅2
28,8.𝑆.𝑉3

𝑉3
𝑅2

36.𝑆.𝑉3

𝐿 𝑡𝑐 =

If instead of the cant ramp slope 𝑘 = 10 ∗ 𝑉 a slope value of
𝑘 = 8 ∗ 𝑉 is used:
𝛼=

(31)

The length of the transition curve is as derived in equation (18):

For 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2 one obtains:
𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

𝑉3
𝑅

A similar check can be made for the use of the minimum
allowable cant according to equation (8). In this case 𝛼 has a value
from equation (20).

(21)

𝑉3
𝛼

= 3,732.

Obtaining an optimal radius when using normal cant values
is not compatible with the regulatory requirements for the
minimum length of the circular curve.

(20)

5,5046.𝑉3
𝛼

8. 3,6.𝑉 2
1000.𝑅

0 ≱ 1,8. 𝑉

Convert the above expression to find the optimal radius 𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 :
𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 =

(30)

𝑅2

Substituting 𝛼 and 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 in the inequality (29) leads to a
contradiction:

(19)

36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝛼

𝑉3

𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 10.3,6. 𝑉.

𝑑𝑅

36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔 .𝑅2

(27)

However 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 for normal cant is:

(18)

Note: The first derivative with respect to 𝑹 of equation (19)
is obviously positive – proof that the root of the equation is a
local minimum!
𝑑𝐿
Substituting 𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 0
𝛼=

= 1,8. 𝑉

(28)

𝛼 = 3,732.

By expressing all quantities as a function of radius, delta angle
and design speed, one can solve for the optimal radius that
minimizes the curve length. This is achieved through differentiating
𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡 by 𝑅:
𝑑𝐿 𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑑𝑅

2

𝐷ц − 𝐿 𝑡𝑐 ≥ 𝐷ц,𝑚𝑖𝑛

Substituting with what is obtained by equation (8):
𝑆.𝑉2

3,6.𝑉

The delta angle 𝛼 for normal cant can be derived through
equation (25):

Below are the expressions for determining the optimal radius at
which the total length of the curve is at a minimum.
𝐿 𝑡𝑐 = 36. 𝑉.

=

According to the notations adopted in equations (15-17) the
following inequality can be formulated:

= 1175m, Ltot=102,95m
50
500



2

= 2,1.

𝑉3
𝛼

𝑔

(23)

36.𝑆.𝑉3
𝑔.𝑅

+

≥ 1,8. 𝑉

36.𝑉.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑔

≥ 1,8. 𝑉

(36)
(37)

For 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2, 𝐴𝑐𝑓 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0,65 m/s 2 one
obtains:

In the case of cant ramp slope 𝑘 = 10 ∗ 𝑉 and a normal cant
value /equation (7)/ :

3.578. 𝑉 ≥ 1,8𝑉
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Table 1 Limit delta angles for various design speeds

Obtaining an optimal radius when using the minimum
allowable cant is compatible with the regulatory requirements
for the minimum length of the circular curve.

V
[km/h]
80
90
100
120
160

From the inequality (37) the residual centrifugal acceleration
can be expressed, at which the curve with the optimal radius will be
with a length greater than the minimum allowable:
36.𝑉.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓
𝑔
36.𝑆.𝐴𝑐𝑓

(39)

≥ 1,8

𝑔

𝐴𝑐𝑓 ≥

≥ 1,8. 𝑉

5.

(40)

1,8.𝑔

For 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2, one obtains:
𝐴𝑐𝑓 ≥ 0,327 m/s 2

(42)

The above equation can also be expressed with the cant
deficiency:
𝑆

1,5

𝑔

9,81

𝐷 = 𝐴𝑐𝑓 . = 0,327.

= 0,05 𝑚 = 50 𝑚𝑚

(43)

Conclusion: The methodology given in this report for
determining the optimal radius is applicable to curves of the
conventional railway where the cant deficiency is greater than
50 mm and the residual centrifugal acceleration is more than
0,327m/s 2.

Ltot, [m]

0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

R, [m]

Fig. 5 Total length of railway curve relative to radius and various delta
angles

Note: The angle 𝜶 above is in degrees for the sake of clarity,
the given expressions are valid when it is in 𝒓𝒂𝒅 !
Following from equation (4) the minimum radius is:
𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

𝑉2
𝐴𝑐𝑓 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 +𝑔.

(44)

𝐻
𝑆

By equating the minimum radius with that derived in (21), the
required limit angle is derived as:
𝛼гр =

36.𝑆
𝑔.𝑉

. 𝐴𝑐𝑓 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑔.

𝐻 2
𝑆

(45)

For 𝐴𝑐𝑓 = 0,65 m/s 2, 𝑆 = 1,5 m, 𝑔 = 9,81 m/s 2 and 𝐻 = 0,15
m:
𝛼гр =

14,643
𝑉
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α=5°
α=6°
α=7°
α=10°
α=15°
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5.
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Conclusion

Literature

3.
4.

V=100km/h

200

[°]
37.7542
33.5593
30.2034
25.1695
18.8771

6.

2.

Since in the expression for the radius the delta angle is in the
denominator, as the angle increases, the resulting radius will
decrease. Of interest is the largest delta angle at which the resulting
optimal radius will be equal to the minimum radius for a given
speed and cant. For curves with a delta angle above the limit,
obtaining the optimal radius would be pointless, as the minimum
radius will always give the shortest horizontal curve.
300

αгр

The expressions defined in this report can be easily adapted and
used under different conditions and regulatory requirements in cases
where it is necessary to obtain a maximum length of a straight
section of the railway line between two horizontal curves. If the two
directions between which a curve must be designed, as well as the
design speed are available, an optimal radius is derived, the use of
which would lead to a minimum length of the curve.

(41)

36.𝑆

Rmin
[m]
305
385
475
685
1215

(46)
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Abstract: The bearing monolithic reinforced construction of "Open Fuel Storage" of SOLVAY SODY AD, Devnya, has been operated for
more than 40 years in conditions of extreme stress and external aggressive factors. All this has logically led to the presence of serious
corrosion damages. The basic requirements for developing a technical solution for repair and restoration of defect structures retaining walls
(assembly type), supporting beams and columns, is the bringing of the technical characteristics of the reinforced concrete structure in its
initial (design) or better condition. The report discusses the features of the proposals as the most effective technological method for repair,
based on the possibilities for the formless construction of a new special thin repair concrete layer restoring the original cross-section,
applied with the methods of “wet” shotcreting. A composition of high-tech concrete with the participation of an internal crystallization
chemical admixture and a shrinkage-compensating one suitable for shotcrete is proposed. Specific details have been developed for the
renovation of the individual structural elements, as well as optimal technological regulations for the implementation of the repair.
Keywords: DEMAGED CONCRETE STRUCTURES, INNOVATIVE CONCRETE MIX DESIGN, INTERNAL CRYSTALLIZATION
ADMIXTURES, SHRINKAGE COMPENSATING ADMIXTURES, “WET” SHOTCRETING
of the structure there are serious corrosion damage, the removal of
some of which is urgent.

1. Introduction
The bearing monolithic reinforced construction of "Open Fuel
Storage" of SOLVAY SODY AD, Devnya, has been operated for
more than 40 years in conditions of extreme stress and external
aggressive factors – marine aerosols, specific chemical aggression,
industrial air pollution etc. (Photos 1-3).

According to the project assignment, the repair and restoration
works should be carried out bilaterally - inside the volume of the
warehouse on the surface of the retaining walls (entirely on the
entire open surface of the panels), while on the outer surface
(outside the volume of the warehouse) they must in certain areas
marked as defective after an on-site technical inspection.
The latter also applies to the defective parts of the main
supporting structure (columns and beams), which are repaired to
restore concrete section only in the areas of established and marked
defect.
Design and implementation of the necessary repair and
restoration works, based on the development of a technological
regulation for the application of a company repair system in the
context of the series of standards BDS EN 1504 Products and
systems for the protection and repair of concrete structures, is a
priori rejected. The latter would mean the combined application of a
system of compatible companies with different purposes, but of
relatively large thickness, which will inevitably increase the
unreasonably high cost of repairs, as well as increase the duration of
repairs.

Photo 1 Open fuel storage – general view

The construction by a conventional method (monolithic
construction) of an entirely new steel-reinforced concrete shell,
increasing the cross section of the retaining walls by 10-12 cm, is
also unacceptable, given the impossibility of simultaneous and
completely one-sided surface disclosure of internal surfaces, a
prerequisite for unacceptable shutdown of external reinforcement,
which would lead to a problem with structural stability safety.
Photo 2 Storage – inside

As for the application of such methods to the main load-bearing
structure (columns and their connecting beams), they can be applied
only in case of proving non-repairable complete defect of individual
elements.

Photo 3 Severe structural damages

The basic requirements for developing an optimal technical
solution for repair and restoration of defected structures retaining
walls (assembly type), supporting beams and columns, is to bring
the technical characteristics in their initial (design)/or better state.
The latter should be considered as a technical assignment for the
design of the relevant technical solution.

The most suitable technological method for repair is the
formless construction of a new special concrete innovative overlay,
restoring the original cross-section, applied with the methods of
shotcreting. Exactly such an approach is perceived as a basic one in
the developed technical solution. Preliminary technical and
economy considerations prove the advantage of so called “wet”
shorcreting over dry one.

2. Possible technical solutions
Retaining walls along the main axes of the storage, built of prefab steel-reinforced concrete panels, currently operates under the
combined action of operational and external environmental factors,
some of which have significant corrosion potential. The latter has
had a negative impact on the reinforced concrete, as in some parts

3. "Wet" shotcreting design solution description
The principal technological sequence of work includes, directed
to pre-fab panels, columns and beams is described below.
Respective detail needed are proposed (Fig. 1-4):
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 treatment of the entire surface of the panels from the
inside of the warehouse by blasting with highly abrasive
material (slag), resp. the marked areas on the surface of
the panels on the outside of the warehouse;
 additional mechanical treatment of visibly defined
"weakened" areas "to strong non-carbonized concrete” - if
necessary (proven high degree of carbonization of
concrete in the depth of the section, according to the
requirements of BDS EN 14630: 2007 Products and
systems for protection and restoration of concrete
structures. Test methods
(Determination of
carbonization depth of hardened concrete by
phenolphthalein method);
 restoration of corroded and/or broken existing steel
reinforcement (in details);
 installation by anchoring a new welded steel mesh N6
(15x15 cm) - only on the surface of the panels with
damaged steel reinforcement from the inside of the
warehouse (in details);
 cleaning and dedusting with compressed air;
 wetting of the surface without the effect of water
saturation - 1 day before shotcreting in day-casting zone;
 anti-corrosion protection of the exposed and / or
restored existing reinforcement and, respectively, the new
steel mesh;
 re-cleaning of the surface with compressed air to
remove any fine dust particles from the operation of the
warehouse - immediately before laying the shotcrete;
 laying and finishing of a specially developed within the
project prescribed mix design of innovative polymermodified hybrid fibre-reinforced fine-grained concrete
with included internal-crystallization and shrinkage
compensating chemical admixtures, intended for
shotcreting by "wet" method;
 application of a moisture-retaining membrane
impregnator within the necessary "concrete curing” after
finishing.

The exposure classes are selected depending on the conditions
valid at the place of use of the concrete.
Concrete can be subject to more than one impact, and the
environmental conditions to which it is exposed can be expressed as
a combination of impact classes. For a specific structural element,
different concrete surfaces may also be subject to different
environmental influences.
In case of chemical exposure, a special study may be required to
establish the relevant external conditions. The latter is in force for
the industrial area of the town of Devnya, where the combined
action of many corrosion factors due to the exploitation
environment, affected by the surrounding chemical plants, should
be taken into account.
Based on all those factors, in summary it can be considered that
the construction of Open Fuel Storage, in operation works is in
conditions of the combined action of several aggressive factors.
(Table 1).

Fig. 2 Zone Ш4-ст - retaining wall
1 – welded mesh reinforcement N6 15x15; 2 – concrete cover;
3 - horizontal distribution reinforcement N10/120
4 – bend of welded mesh reinforcement;
5 – dowels N8x20 bonded with HIT-HY 200R for fastening horizontal
distribution reinforcement
(2 pcs/m2);

Fig. 1 Detailing zones – retaining wall
Fig. 3 Zone A2-ct - retaining wall
1 – dowels N8x20 bonded with HIT-HY 200R for fastening horizontal
distribution reinforcement (1 pcs/m2); 2 – concrete cover;
3 - FR sprayed concrete; 4 – new vertical reinforcement N14/120 cm;
5 – N6 15x15 welded mesh reinforcement; 6 – N10/120 horizontal
distribution reinforcement welded at dowels

The concept for ensuring design durability, based on the
specification of minimum requirements for the composition of
prescribed concrete and the required steel-reinforcement concrete
cover in accordance with the requirements of BDS EN 1992-1-1:
2005 Eurocode 2: Design of reinforced concrete structures, Part
1-1: General rules and rules for buildings, resp. National Annex
(NA: 2011), is specified below.

BDS EN 206/NA:2017, Appendix F1 (informative) formulates
subsequent recommendations to the limit values of the concrete mix
design concerning the efficient resistance to various aggressive
agents due to the surrounding and working medium. Comparing the
specific requirements to concrete in accordance with the degree of
impact of individual aggressive factors, the dominated requirement
is that prompted by the class reflecting a chemical attack – ХА3.
The latter yields the use of concrete with compressive strength class

In addition to the operational mechanical effects, the structure is
simultaneously subjected to long-term action of environmental and
operational factors - physical and chemical influences. The latter are
classified in BDS EN 206: 2013+A1:2016 Concrete.
Specification, properties, production and conformity, resp.
National Annex / NA:2017.
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С35/45, minimal sulfate resistant cement contents of 360 kg/m3 and
maximal water/cement ratio 0,45.

Сmin = max{28; 35; 10 mm} = 35 mm
The deviation supplement (ΔСdev) = 5-10 mm, or “0” under
strict control, acc. BDS EN 1992: 1-1: 2005, p. 53.

Table 1 Generalized specification of the aggressive site-factors due to
exploitation and surrounding medium
Class specification
Medium description
Corrosion due to carbonation
Cyclic wetting and drying
ХС4 *)
Corrosion due to non-sea water
Moderate humidity
chlorides XD1
Corrosion due to sea water
Impacts of air salts without a contact
chlorides XS1
with sea water
Impacts due to
Moderate water saturation in the
freezing/thawing with or
absence of a thawing agent
without thawing agents XF1
Environment yielding strong chemical
Chemical attack ХА3 **)
aggression
Note:
* ) Intense carbonation due to technological factors and operated by СО2.
** ) Intense complex chemical attack of different character, for instance
attack of nitrogen oxides and chlorine compounds in the air

In summary, design concrete cover has to be:
Сnom = Сmin + ΔСdev = 35+0=35 mm

4. Prescribed concrete mix design
The concrete mix design developed in the framework of this
technical solution is based on the proposed technological system for
repair and restoration of individual parts of the structure of the
retaining walls. Concrete mix design in terms of strengthdeformation ratio and as a protective ability corresponds to the
specified requirements set out in item 3. and Table 1.
The included special chemical admixtures are aimed at
improving the internal structural parameters of concrete mix and
hardened concrete. DYNAMON SX superplasticizer based on
acrylic polymers provides a low water-cement ratio with an optimal
consistency of the concrete mixture. KRYSTALINE Add1 HD
internal crystallization chemical admixture provides a constantly
increasing degree of impermeability of the concrete section over
time based on additional chemical interactions in the hardened
concrete in contact with water of different origin and / or moisture
from the air [1,2]. KEPTONITE is innovative shrinkage
compensating agent, hydro-oxid type [3]. КМС is thixotropic
polymer modifier increasing mix compactness with shotcrete
rebound reducing action.

It is necessary to take into account that, in accordance to BDS
EN 1990:2003 Eurocode: Foundations of construction design,
Item 2.3 (Designed exploitation term), Table 2.1, retained walls
should be specified as installations with a post-repair exploitation
term of “category 4” (corresponding to exploitation term of 50
years).
Here it should be adequately taken into account that the main
load-bearing reinforcement of the structure after undertaking the
repair and restoration measures envisaged in the project is intact respectively cleaned of corrosion, restored in detail in case of
interruption, reliably protected by applying a new anti-corrosion
coating. In addition, on the treated main reinforcement, a steel
welded mesh is additionally mounted in detail - for the panels from
the inside of the warehouse.

The mix design is proposed in Table 2:
Таble 2 PRESCRIBED MIX DESIGN of polymer-modified hybrid fibrereinforced fine-grained concrete with internal-crystallization chemical
admixture and shrinkage compensating agent for "wet" shotcreting (Dmax =
8 mm) with compressive strength class С35/45 and resistant to
environmental aggressive agents XC4, XA3, XF4, XD1, XS1

In this case, the following procedure refers to determining the
thickness of the concrete cover above the outer surface of the
additional steel meshes, which, in practice, provides an additional
reserve with respect to the currently obtained new concrete cover of
the main supporting steel reinforcement in the structure.

COMPONENTS
Sulfate resistant Portland cement CEM I 42,5 SR5,
DEVNYA
River sand, SILISTRA, "POLARIS - 8", fraction 0-4 mm
Crashed washed sand, ESKANA, "Sini vir ",
fraction 0-4 mm
Crashed stone, PATSTROY, town of Karnobat,
fraction 4-8 mm
Highly water reducing admixture
DYNAMON SX, MAPEI, Italy – 0,6% of cement mass
PP fibers BelMix 12/18 mm, Belgium
КМС – thixotropic polymer modifier increasing mix
compactness (water solution of 10% dry compound –
conforming to a prescription)
Internal-crystallization chemical admixture
KRYSTALINE Add1 HD, Spain
Shrinkage compensating agent KEPTONITE, BG
Mixing water for dry aggregates
Consistency (regarding to slump test), cm

Concrete cover is the distance from the surface of the outer
reinforcement (including joints, stirrups and surface reinforcement)
to the closest concrete surface. The nominal concrete cover (Сnom)
is found as a sum of the minimal cover (Сmin) plus deviation
supplement (ΔС dev):
Сnom = Сmin + ΔСdev
The minimal concrete cover (Сmin) should transfer cohesion
forces, provide steel protection against corrosion (durability) and
fire resistance. The adoption of the maximal value is mandatory:
Сmin = max{Сmin,b; (Сmin,dur + ΔСdur,λ - ΔСdur,st - ΔСdur,add); 10
mm}
Where:
Сmin,b - minimal cover providing cohesion (see Table 4.2. of
BDS EN 1992-1-1:2005 – considering individual non-stressed
bars, it is equal to bar diameter, 28 mm in this case);
Сmin,dur - minimal cover protecting against environmental
impacts (see 4.4.1.2. Item 5. of BDS EN 1992-1-1:2005 –
considering structures, class S4, with individual non-stressed
bars, corrosion class XD1, it is equal to 35 mm);
ΔСdur,λ - safety addition (see 4.4.1.2. Item 6. of BDS EN 19921-1:2005/NA – equal to 0 mm);
ΔСdur,st - decrease of concrete cover when using stainless steel,
equal to 0 mm;
ΔСdur,add - decrease of concrete cover by applying additional
protection, no protection here, equal to 0 mm.

QUANTITY,
kg/m3
550
745
300
505
3,30
1,0
10,00
1,00
15,00
~190
S2

The fibre-reinforcement with micro-polypropylene fibers
BelMix 12/18 mm, in addition to improving all the characteristics
of the concrete mixture in the pre-structural stages (homogeneity),
also increases the impermeability of the concrete section, increase
the frost resistance and surface hardness of hardened concrete, in
addition to reducing rebound when shotcreting.
Thus, in a technically expedient and cost-effective combined
way, an extremely high quality of one single stage of "wet"
shotcreting of approximately 8-10 cm layer, passivating the existing
and additional steel reinforcement, with the highest degree of
resistance to the specified aggressive factors of the operational and
environment.

Hence, the minimal necessary thickness of concrete cover is :
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The steps of repair/recovery (including reinforcement) of steel
reinforced structural elements should follow the requirements of the
structural design. Hence, adequate technical regulations should be
developed based on the following principles - entire systematic
approach, good production practice, reasonable adequacy of the
offered solutions, use of materials with technical characteristics
proved by a systematic control, systematic and appropriately
recorded control of the executed technological operations via
monitoring of the control parameters and their limit values,
development of an approval system of the particular phases and
stages of the technological operations and labor safety.
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5. Conclusion
The proposed original technical solution is based on the latest
world trends for repair and restoration work on defective reinforced
concrete building structures – using an effective specially designed
thin hybrid-reinforced concrete overlays with purposefully involved
innovative chemical admixtures.
The joint use of internal crystallization and shrinkagecompensating admixtures is an original idea with excellent results,
providing additional resource and high durability in conditions of
intensive operation of load-bearing reinforced concrete structures.
This innovative solution is optimal for the operating conditions and
is in full compliance with the requirements for the implementation
of repair work during the continuous operation of the equipment in
the plant.
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Abstract: This paper presents an energy analysis of middle-power steam turbine with two cylinders (High Pressure Cylinder - HPC and Low
Pressure Cylinder - LPC) and steam re-heater after the HPC (and before the LPC). Based on a steam operating parameters from the
literature, performed energy analysis show that LPC develops higher power and has higher energy efficiency (81.45%) in comparison to
HPC (which energy efficiency equals 80.12%). Re-heater is a heat exchanger (flue gases are used for steam heating) which has low energy
loss (824.19 kW) and high energy efficiency (97.76%), what is expected energy performance of such heat exchanger. The entire analyzed
turbine develops a power of 127480.60 kW and has energy loss equal to 29848.21 kW with energy efficiency of 81.03%.
KEYWORDS: STEAM TURBINE, TURBINE CYLINDERS, STEAM RE-HEATING, ENERGY ANALYSIS
HPC gets steam directly from steam generator and has one steam
extraction, near the cylinder end - those extraction lead steam to
high-pressure feed water heater. Remaining steam at the HPC outlet
after the expansion was led to steam re-heater. LPC gets steam after
re-heater, which increases its temperature. LPC has four steam
extractions which led steam to deaerator, feed water tank and to two
low-pressure feed water heaters. After expansion, steam was led
from the LPC directly to steam condenser. Both steam turbine
cylinders are connected with one shaft and the produced power is
delivered by the same shaft to an electricity generator.
Based on steam operating parameters at each observed point from
Fig. 1 (which are presented in Table 1), it is drawn observed steam
expansion process in h-s diagram by using NIST-REFPROP 9.0
software [7] and presented in Fig. 2. The operating points of the real
steam expansion process in Fig. 2 are drawn by using the same
marking as in Fig. 1, while the operating points of ideal (isentropic)
steam expansion process in Fig. 2 are marked with extension - is.
Ideal (isentropic) steam expansion assumes always the same steam
specific entropy. The same markings are used in equations for the
turbine energy analysis. From Fig. 2 can be seen that all observed
turbine process is in the field of superheated steam except at the end
of expansion in LPC (operating points from 10 to 11) when the
process falls in the steam saturated area. Steam re-heat process is
characterized by an increase in superheated steam temperature and
with a pressure drop during heat exchange.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, steam turbines are mostly used for the electricity
production in steam power plants [1]. Such high-power steam
turbines usually consist of at least three turbine cylinders (high,
middle and low pressure cylinders) connected to the same shaft
which drives an electricity generator [2].
As opposite to high-power steam plants, it is also possible to find
a lot of steam power plants with low or medium developed power.
Steam turbines in such plants usually consist of only one [3, 4] or
two [5] turbine cylinders. In such situations, if the steam turbine is
composed of two cylinders, between them is usually mounted steam
re-heater, which increases steam temperature before expansion in
the second cylinder [6].
In this paper is presented an energy analysis of middle-power
steam turbine, which consists of two cylinders (High Pressure
Cylinder - HPC and Low Pressure Cylinder - LPC) with steam reheater after HPC. Energy power of each fluid flow stream was
investigated. It is presented change in ideal and real developed
power of each cylinder and the entire turbine. For the steam reheater is calculated energy inputs and outputs. For each component
of investigated turbine are calculated energy loss and energy
efficiency.

2. Description and characteristics of analyzed steam
turbine with two cylinders and steam re-heating
Analyzed steam turbine with all of its components is presented in
Fig. 1. Steam turbine has two cylinders, High Pressure Cylinder HPC and Low Pressure Cylinder - LPC. Between turbine cylinders
is mounted steam re-heater - heat exchanger which uses flue gases
to increase the steam temperature before it enters into LPC.

Fig. 2. Operating process of the analyzed steam turbine in h-s
diagram (for each turbine cylinder are presented ideal (isentropic –
index is) and real (polytropic) steam expansions)

3. Energy analysis
Energy analysis of any control volume or a system is defined by
the first law of thermodynamics [8] which is based on the energy
conservation [9]. Energy analysis does not take into account the
parameters of the ambient (temperature and pressure) in which
control volume or a system operates [10].

Fig. 1. Scheme and operating points of the analyzed steam turbine
with steam re-heating
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Turbine energy efficiency:
Pturbine,RE
 en, turbine 
Pturbine,IS

3.1. Overall equations for the energy analysis
For the analyzed control volume (steam turbine with all of its
components) or a system are valid the same overall energy analysis
equations. Mass and energy balance equations for a control volume
or a system in steady state can be found in [11, 12]:

 in   m
 out
m

Equations for the energy analysis of steam re-heater [18]:
Steam re-heater energy input:

(1)
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Q in  Pin   m in   h 
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 4  h4  m
 5  h5  m
 4  (h4  h5 )
E en,re-heater,in  m

(2)

 6  h6  m
 3  h3  m
 6  (h6  h3 )
E en,re-heater,out  m

(18)

Steam re-heater energy loss:

E en  m  h

(3)

E en,re-heater,loss  E en,re-heater,in  E en,re-heater,out

A general energy efficiency equation of any system or control
volume can be defined according to [14, 15] as:
Energy output
Energy input

(4)

Operating parameters of the investigated steam turbine (Fig. 1)
were found in [19] and modified in order to perform complete
energy analysis. Modified steam and flue gases operating
parameters (temperatures, pressures and mass flow rates from each
operating point - Fig. 1) are presented in Table 1. From known
pressures and temperatures are calculated additional operating
parameters of steam in each operating point required for the energy
analysis – specific enthalpies, specific entropies and specific
volumes by using NIST-REFPROP 9.0 software [7].
Specific enthalpies of flue gases in each operating point are
calculated by using the following equation:

HPC real (polytropic) developed power:
(5)

HPC ideal (isentropic) power:

 1  (h1  h2is )  (m 1  m
 2 )  (h2is  h3is )
PHPC,IS  m

(6)

HPC energy loss:

E en,HPC,loss  PHPC,IS  PHPC,RE
HPC energy efficiency:
PHPC,RE
 en,HPC 
PHPC,IS

hFG  cp,FG  TFG

(7)

cp,FG  0.9375 

Energy analysis equations for the Low Pressure Cylinder (LPC)
are (according to [17]):

 (m 6  m 7  m 8  m 9 )  (h9  h10 )  (m 6  m 7  m 8  m 9  m 10 )  (h10  h11 )

PLPC,IS  m 6  (h6  h7is )  (m 6  m 7 )  (h7is  h8is )  (m 6  m 7  m 8 )  (h8is  h9is ) 
 (m 6  m 7  m 8  m 9 )  (h9is  h10is )  (m 6  m 7  m 8  m 9  m 10 )  (h10is  h11is )

O. P.*

(10)
LPC energy loss:

Turbine real (polytropic) developed power:
(13)

Turbine ideal (isentropic) power:

Pturbine,IS  PHPC,IS  PLPC,IS
Turbine energy loss:
E
P

turbine,IS

0.003116
10

5

2
 TFG


0.03902
109

3
 TFG

Fluid

Temperature Pressure
(K)
(kPa)

Mass flow
rate (kg/s)

1
Steam
829.60
14896.00
119.25
2
Steam
643.15
3890.00
15.51
3
Steam
635.93
3667.00
103.74
4
Flue gases
1139.23
112.84
177.88
5
Flue gases
1002.48
110.74
177.88
6
Steam
785.32
3580.00
103.74
7
Steam
737.41
2353.00
6.97
8
Steam
635.99
1100.00
6.86
9
Steam
484.66
250.00
7.12
10
Steam
459.62
180.00
4.87
11
Steam
316.09
8.625
77.92
* O. P. = Operating Point (according to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

Energy analysis equations for the entire steam turbine:

Pturbine,RE  PHPC,RE  PLPC,RE

 TFG 

Table 1. Steam and flue gases operating parameters of the analyzed
turbine (modified from [19])

(9)
LPC ideal (isentropic) power:

(12)

10

2

In the equation (22) flue gases temperature should be placed in
(K) to obtain specific heat capacity at constant pressure cp in
(kJ/kg·K).

PLPC,RE  m 6  (h6  h7 )  (m 6  m 7 )  (h7  h8 )  (m 6  m 7  m 8 )  (h8  h9 ) 

LPC energy efficiency:
PLPC,RE
 en,LPC 
PLPC,IS

0.03074

(22)

LPC real (polytropic) developed power:

(11)

(21)

where the specific heat capacity at constant pressure of flue
gasses is a function of current flue gas temperature and is calculated
as [19]:

(8)

E en,LPC,loss  PLPC,IS  PLPC,RE

(20)

4. Operating parameters of the analyzed steam turbine

Energy analysis of the investigated steam turbine and all of its
components is based on turbine operating points presented in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2. For the High Pressure Cylinder (HPC) energy analysis
equations are (according to [16]):

PHPC,RE  m 1  (h1  h2 )  (m 1  m 2 )  (h2  h3 )

(19)

Steam re-heater energy efficiency:
E en,re-heater,out
 en,re-heater 
E en,re-heater,in

3.2. Equations for the energy analysis of investigated turbine

en, turbine,loss

(17)

Steam re-heater energy output:

Energy power of a flow for any fluid stream is [13]:

 en 

(16)

(14)

5. The results and discussion
 Pturbine,RE

Energy power of each fluid flow stream from the analyzed steam
turbine is calculated by using equation (3) and presented in Fig. 3
for each observed turbine operating point. The highest energy
power has steam at the HPC inlet (operating point 1) which is equal

(15)
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to 413666.33 kW. The flue gases are the heating medium for steam
which exits from the HPC - therefore, energy power of flue gases
decreases from operating point 4 to operating point 5, while steam
energy power increases from the HPC outlet to the LPC inlet (from
operating point 3 to operating point 6, according to Fig. 1). From
Fig. 3 should also be noted that energy power of steam flows
extracted from both turbine cylinders (operating points 2, 7, 8, 9 and
10) is much lower when compared to energy power of steam flows
at each cylinder inlet and outlet (operating points 1, 3, 6 and 11).
Energy power of steam flows extracted from both turbine cylinders
decreases developed power of each cylinder and the entire turbine
what can be considered as turbine (or cylinder) lost power [20].

From the energy point of view, heat exchangers are usually well
balanced devices with low energy losses and high energy
efficiencies [21-23], what is also valid for steam re-heater which is
a constituent part of the observed system. Steam re-heater from the
analyzed turbine system has an energy loss equal to 824.19 kW,
Fig. 5.
Energy input in steam re-heater represents heat amount
transferred from the flue gases to steam and equals 36749.35 kW,
while the steam re-heater energy output is heat amount actually
transferred from flue gases to steam which is lower in comparison
to energy input for losses during heat transfer.
Energy efficiencies of the analyzed steam turbine and all of its
components are presented in Fig. 6. Regardless of worse operating
conditions and entrance into the saturated area in the last few stages
[24], LPC has higher energy efficiency in comparison to HPC
(81.45% for LPC and 80.12% for HPC). The energy efficiency of
the entire steam turbine (81.03%) is between energy efficiencies of
HPC and LPC. As mentioned before, a heat exchanger (steam reheater) has low energy loss and simultaneously high energy
efficiency which is equal to 97.76%, Fig. 6.

Fig. 3. Energy power of each fluid flow stream from the analyzed
steam turbine and its steam re-heater
Real (polytropic) developed power of the entire analyzed steam
turbine equals to 127480.60 kW (39966.42 kW for the HPC and
87514.18 kW for the LPC), Fig. 4. Ideal (isentropic) power of the
entire steam turbine, as well as of each turbine cylinder, is always
higher than the real (polytropic) one, because the ideal expansion
process assumes always the same steam specific entropy, Fig. 2.
Therefore, the ideal (isentropic) power of the entire steam turbine
equals to 157328.81 kW (49885.02 kW for the HPC and 107443.79
kW for the LPC). Energy loss of the entire turbine and each turbine
cylinder is the difference between the ideal (isentropic) and real
(polytropic) turbine or cylinder power. For the entire turbine energy
loss equals to 29848.21 kW (9918.60 kW for the HPC and 19929.61
kW for the LPC), Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Energy efficiencies for all observed components of the
analyzed steam turbine system

6. Conclusions
In this paper is presented an energy analysis of steam turbine
with two cylinders and steam re-heater between cylinders. For all of
the observed steam turbine components are calculated required
operating parameters, energy losses and energy efficiencies. The
most important conclusions of the presented analysis are:
- Energy power of fluid flows throughout turbine is much higher at
turbine cylinders inlet and outlet in comparison to steam
extractions.
- LPC of the analyzed turbine develops higher power and has a
higher energy loss in comparison to HPC. This fact leads to higher
energy efficiency of LPC (81.45%) in comparison to HPC
(80.12%).
- Steam re-heater, as many other heat exchangers, has low energy
loss (824.19 kW) and proportionally high energy efficiency
(97.76%).
- According to presented operating parameters, the entire analyzed
turbine produced real power equal to 127480.60 kW, has energy
loss equal to 29848.21 kW and its energy efficiency is 81.03%.

Fig. 4. Energy loss and developed power (real and ideal) for each
turbine cylinder and the entire steam turbine

7. Nomenclature
Abbreviations:

T

HPC

High Pressure Cylinder

v

LPC

Low Pressure Cylinder

z

Latin symbols:
c
velocity, m/s
specific heat capacity at
cp
constant pressure, kJ/kg·K

energy power of a flow, kW
E
g
acceleration of gravity, m/s 2
h
specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
mass flow rate, kg/s

m

Fig. 5. Energy input, output and loss of steam re-heater from the
analyzed steam turbine system
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temperature, K
specific volume
(m3/kg)
elevation, m

Greek symbols:

efficiency, %

Subscripts:
en
energy
FG
flue gases
in
input (inlet)
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p

pressure, kPa

IS

P

power, kW

out

Q

heat amount, kW

RE

s

specific entropy, kJ/kg·K
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Корозия в биологични флуиди на хром-никелова неръждаема стомана
след лазерно въздействие
Corrosion in biological fluids of chrome-nickel stainless steel after laser treatment
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Abstract: The object of this review article is to follow the current trends in the scientific literature on corrosion in biological fluids of
chromium-nickel stainless steels after laser treatment. The paper is organized in three sections. The first section presents the main types of
stainless steels according to their microstructure and the application of these materials in general and dental medicine. The second part
deals with the mechanisms of corrosion and the third part discusses the laser treatment of stainless steels and the impact that this effect has
on their corrosion resistance in biological fluids. It is summarized that the austenitic stainless steels are preferred for manufacturing of
devices in general and dental medicine due to their high corrosion resistance and biocompatibility. The modern technologies – selective
laser melting, laser surface treatment and laser welding lead to obtaining of homogeneous surface layers with very fine cellular dendritic
structure without large inclusions, which improves corrosion resistance of stainless steels.
Keywords: CORROSION, STAINLESS STEELS, LASER SURFACE TREATMENT, BODY FLUIDS

настоящото изследване са използвани само тези които имат
медикобиологична приложимост и са издадени през
последните десет години.

1. Увод
Голяма част от съвременните методи за производство на
медицински изделия от неръждаеми стомани се основават на
лазерни технологии. При тези процеси настъпват промени в
микроструктурата на материалите, което оказва влияние върху
корозионната им устойчивост. Това налага подробното
изучаване на корозията в биологични флуиди на неръждаемите
стомани след лазерно въздействие.

Изложението в статията е организирано в три раздела.
Първият раздел представя основните типове неръждаеми
стомани според микроструктура и приложението им в общата и
дентална медицина. Втората част се отнася за механизмите на
корозия на металните биоматериали в човешкия организъм. В
третата част се обсъжда лазерната оработка на неръждаеми
стомани и влиянието, което това въздействие оказва върху
корозионната им устойчивост в биологични флуиди.

През последните години темата става все по-актуална, като
доказателство за това е ежегодното нарастване на броя на
научните публикации в тази област. При справка в Google
Scholar с ключови думи: corrosion, Cr-Ni stainless steel, laser
surface treatment и body fluids се откриват около 2190 резултата.
Ако търсенето се раздели на периоди от по десет години се
получава следното разпределение (фиг.1): 29 статии за времето
между 1972-1982 год.; 73 публикации за периода 1982–1992
год.; 167 резултата за 1992–2002 год.; 428 за 2002–2012 год. и
1410 резултата за последното десетилетие 2012–2022 год. От
графиката се вижда, че през последните 50 години
публикациите по тази тема нарастват по експоненциален закон.
Важно е да се отбележи, че само за първите два месеца на 2022
год. с посочените ключови думи се откриват повече от 50
резултата.

2. Видове неръждаеми стомани
Около 80% от всички материали, които се използват за
импланти са биомедицински сплави, като с най-дълга история в
това отношение са неръждаемите стомани [1]. Те
представляват желязо-въглеродни сплави, които съдържат
минимум 10,5% хром (Cr). В състава им могат да присъстват и
легиращи елемени, като никел (Ni), молибден (Mo), манган
(Mn), титан (Ti) и др. Успехът на неръждаемите стомани се
дължи на тяхната устойчивост на обща корозия в много среди,
благодарение на тънкия, плътен и самовъзстановяващ се богат
на хромов оксид слой, който се образува върху повърхността
на стоманата в присъствието на кислород [2]. Високата
корозионна устойчивост, в комбинация с добри механични
свойства, е в основата на широкото приложение на
неръждаемите стомани в относително агресивни среди [1-15].
Неръждаемите стомани се класифицират според тяхната
микроструктура в пет групи: феритни, мартензитни,
аустенитни, дуплексни (феритно-аустенитни) и неръждаеми
стомани, уякчени чрез отделяне на вторични фази [2, 3].
Феритните неръждаеми стомани обикновено съдържат Cr в
диапазона от 10,5–30% и C до 0,2 %. В състава им присъства и
Ni в минимални количества. Те са феромагнитни, имат добра
пластичност и са силно устойчиви на корозионно напукване
под напрежение [2, 3].
Мартензитните неръждаеми стомани се характеризират с
балансирано съдържание на Cr и C, което позволява
трансформацията от аустенитна структура в мартензитна да се
осъществява чрез закаляване. Обикновено съдържанието на Cr
е в диапазона от 10,5–18 %, докато съдържанието на C може да
надвишава 1,2 %. Тези стомани се отличават с висока якост и
твърдост. Устойчивостта им на корозия е по-ниска в сравнение
с аустенитните и феритните [2, 3].

Фигура 1. Брой на резултатите от направената справка в Google
Scholar.

Обект на настоящата обзорна статия е проследяване на
съвременните тенденции в научната литература относно
корозията в биологични флуиди на хром-никелови неръждаеми
стомани след лазерно въздействие. За целта е проведено
търсене в Google Scholar, Research gate, РubMed и Scopus.
Поради големия брой на научни публикации по темата, в
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масообменът е ограничен, например в тесни процепи. Основни
фактори за инициирането и разпространението на това явление
са понижаване на pH и увеличаване концентрацията на
хлоридни йони [4-6]. По време на процеса в пукнатините
непрекъснато се отделят метални катиони. Това налага към
процепа да се насочат аниони, най-често хлоридни, които да
компенсират положителния заряд. Хлоридните аниони се
свързват с металните катиони и образуват хлориди, които от
своя страна реагират с вода до получаването на метални
хидроксиди и солна киселина. Това води до понижаване на pH
в цепнатините и до увеличаване на скоростта на корозия.
Процесът е автокаталитичен, тъй като образувалата се
киселина се дисоциира до нови хлоридни йони, които отново
реагират с металните катиони [4]. Този процес може да се
разглежда като по-лека форма на локална корозия, в сравнение
с питинговата корозия. Въпреки това, корозията в пукнати е
опасна, тъй като се осъществява в малки скрити зони и е
трудно да се установи нейното наличие. Освен това, щетите не
могат да се доказват чрез измерване на загуба на тегло, тъй
като процепите се запълват с корозионни продукти.

Аустенитните
неръждаеми
стомани
имат
високо
съдържание на химични елементи, като Ni, Mn и N, които
стабилизират аустенитната структура. Тези стомани са
немагнитни, проявяват отлична устойчивост на корозия, лесно
се формоват и заваряват и могат да се използват в широки
температурни интервали [2-4].
Дуплексните неръждаеми стомани се характеризират с
микроструктура, съдържаща както ферит, така и аустенит.
Количеството на всяка фаза е функция от съдържанието на Cr и
Ni и на термичната обработка. Тези стомани имат устойчивост
на корозия, сравнима с тази на аустенитните неръждаеми
стомани със сходно съдържание на легиращи елементи, но
имат по-висока граница на провлачване и повишена
устойчивост на корозионно напукване под напрежение, както и
на корозионна умора [2, 3].
Неръждаемите стомани, уякчени чрез отделяне на вторични
фази, освен Cr и Ni съдържат и легиращи елементи като Cu, Al
и Ti, които спомагат за повишаване на твърдостта при
стареене. След отгряване те могат да притежават мартензитни,
аустенитни и полуаустенитни структури. По време на
последваща термична обработка полуаустенитните стомани се
трансформират в мартензитни. Формирането на преципитати
определя тяхната висока якост и добрата корозионна
устойчивост [2].

3.1.2. Точкова корозия
Точковата корозия, известна още като питингова, е тежка
форма на локализирана корозионна атака, която води до
освобождаване на значителни количества метални йони. Тя
възниква поради локално разтваряне на защитния оксиден слой
и се изразява в образуването на малки кухини по повърхността
на метала. Най-често точковата корозия при неръждаемите
стомани протича по автокаталитичен механизъм на нарастване
на кухините (ямите). Под действието на разтвори, съдържащи
хлоридни йони, стоманите търпят анодно разтваряне, което е
съпроводено с отделяне на железни катиони. Те се свързват с
хлоридните аниони и след хидролиза на образувалите се соли
средата в кухините се подкиселява, което катализира
корозионния процес. Неръждаемите стомани са особено
податливи на точкова корозия, която при тях може да бъде в
резултат на локални натрупвания на манганов сулфид (MnS),
повърхностни драскотини или други дефекти, нарушаващи
целостта на пасивния оксиден слой [3-8].

От голямото многообразие неръждаеми стомани с различен
състав, структура и свойства най-широко приложение за
биомедицински
цели
намират
тези
с
аустенитна
микроструктура. Те са немагнитни, притежават отлична
устойчивост на корозия и се обработват лесно. Литературният
преглед показва, че през последните години в медицината и в
денталната медицина основно се прилага аустенитната
неръждаема стомана AISI 316L. Тя представлява хромникелова неръждаема стомана, като символът L (от Low) я
определя като нисковъглеродна. Пониженото съдържание на
въглерод ограничава образуването на хромни карбиди, което
допълнително подобрява корозионната устойчивост на
крайните изделия. Други аустенитни неръждаеми стомани,
които намират биомедицинско приложение са AISI 304, AISI
321 и AISI 304L.

3.1.3. Междукристална корозия

Неръждаемите стомани намират широко приложение в
общата и дентална медицина за производство на биомедицински изделия, оборудване, хирургични и дентални
инструменти, както и на помощни средства. Високата якост и
добрите им корозионни показатели във физиологични среди ги
правят предпочитани материали за изработка на различни
ортопедични
импланти,
винтове,
щифтове,
телове,
сърдечносъдови стентове, части за сърдечни клапи, коронарни
стентове и др. В денталната медицина най-често се използват
аустенитните неръждаеми стомани, като от тях се изработват
дентални импланти, щамповани коронки и основи на зъбни
мостове в близкото минало, ортодонтски куки и апарати и
други основни и помощни изделия [3, 10].

Този тип локализирана корозия възниква по границите на
зърната поради наличие на втора фаза, замърсявания или
атомна сегрегация. При неръждаемите стомани, вследствие на
неподходяща термична обработка, по границите между зърната
се отделят хромови карбиди, получава се двуфазна структура,
която е причина за възникване на междукристална корозия [48].
3.1.4. Селективна корозия
В основата на селективната корозия стои разлагането на
сплавта на съставните ѝ компоненти. Това е процес, при който
по-активният метал се отделя селективно от сплавта, оставяйки
след себе си пореста структура, изградена от по-слабо активния
благороден метал. В резултат на това материалът става порест
и губи голяма част от своята якост, твърдост и пластичност [4].

3. Корозия на неръждаемите стомани
Познаването на механизма на корозията при металните
биоматериали e от първостепенно значение за тяхната
биосъвместимост [4-15].

3.1.5. Галванична корозия
Галваничната корозия, известна още като биметална
корозия, протича при директен контакт между относително
активен метал (анод) и по-слабо активен метал (катод) в
електролит, например телесна течност. Тази форма на корозия
може да бъде, както обща, така и локализирана. Тя е особено
тежка при условия, при които по повърхността на стоманата не
се образуват защитни пасивиращи филми, или когато те се
отстраняват при определени въздействия [4-6].

3.1. Видове корозия
През 2019 год. Eliaz [4] обобщава осем основни механизма
на корозията в in vivo условия: корозия в пукнатини, точкова
корозия, междукристална корозия, селективна корозия,
галванична корозия, корозионно напукване под напрежение,
корозионна умора и трибокорозия.

3.1.6. Корозия под напрежение

3.1.1. Корозия в пукнатини

Корозионно напукване под напрежение е явление, свързано
с комбинираното действие на статично напрежение на опън и

Корозията в пукнатини е вид локализирана корозия, която
се среща предимно в области на металната повърхност, където
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разтвори, които да се доближават максимално до състава и
свойствата на телесните течности. Основните видове разтвори,
които се използват за тази цел са: 0,9% воден разтвор на NaCl
[16-19], фосфатно буфериран физиологичен разтвор (PBS) [4,
17, 18, 22], изкуствена слюнка (AS) [5, 20], разтвор на Hank [4,
5, 13, 17, 18], разтвор на Ringer [4, 5, 13, 19, 21] (таблица 1) и
други симулирани телесни течности (SBF) с различен състав
[17-19].

корозионна среда. Напрежения на опън могат да възникнат,
както под въздействието на външни сили, така и в резултат на
термични или остатъчни напрежения. Като цяло, с
увеличаването на тези въздействия, времето необходимо за
иницииране на корозионно напукване намалява. Кинетиката на
този тип корозия зависи от редица фактори, сред които:
микроструктурата и химичния състав на стоманата, състав на
околната среда, температура, налягане, pH, електрохимичен
потенциал, вискозитет на разтвора и др. [4, 14].

Предклинични проучвания на неръждаеми стомани за
дентални цели, проведени в изкуствена слюнка с различно рН
са показали, че аустенитната стомана AISI 316L проявява подобра корозионната устойчивост от AISI 321 [20]. Учени от
Испания са провели сравнителни изследвания на шест
различни търговски дентални хром-никелови сплави в разтвор
на Ringer [21]. Авторите правят извода, че решаващ фактор за
висока устойчивост на корозия е концентрацията на Cr в
състава на пробите.

3.1.7. Корозионна умора
С термина корозионна умора се обозначава образуването и
разпространението на пукнатини в резултат на синергичния
ефект от действието на циклично напрежение и агресивна
среда. Въздействието на циклично напрежение води до локално
разрушаване на повърхностните оксиди, които обикновено
инхибират корозията, което от своя страна води до
образуването на корозионни ями. В такива случаи агресивната
среда оказва вреден ефект върху якостта на умора при помалко цикли на напрежение, отколкото би било необходимо в
по-инертна среда [4, 5, 7].

Точните in vivo условия, на които са подложени металните
биоматериали в организма, са трудни за прогнозиране и
възпроизвеждане, тъй като след имплантирането се инициира
възпалителна реакция, както в отговор на инвазивната
процедура, така и поради присъствието на имплант. В резултат
на това макрофаги, неутрофили и други клетки с възпалителен
отговор произвеждат реактивоспособни кислородсъдържащи
съединения, които ензимите в тялото бързо унищожават, като
катализират превръщането им във водороден пероксид (H2O2).
В допълнение към локалната повишена концентрация на H2O2,
неутрофилите произвеждат и млечна киселина, което води до
понижаване на pH около импланта. E. Brooks и сътр. [22]
проучват корозионната устойчивост на аустенитната
неръждаема стомана AISI 316L в симулирани възпалителни
състояния, като за целта използват електролитни разтвори с
понижено рН и различна концентрация на H2O2. Изследването
на пробите след периода на потапяне показва наличие на тежка
локализирана корозия на повърхността на стоманата.

3.1.8. Трибокорозия
Трибокорозията представлява процес на разграждане на
материала поради комбинирания ефект на корозионна среда и
износване. Този тип корозия възниква, при наличие на
многократни микродвижения или триене между металната
повърхност и други материали. Това причинява механично
износване и разрушава пасивиращия слой върху контактната
повърхност на стоманата. Трибокорозията е необратим процес,
който е от изключително значение при изработката на
импланти от неръждаеми стомани. Това налага непрекъснато
разработване и усъвършенстване на методите за модифициране
на металната повърхност, които да подобрят устойчивостта на
разрушаване на биоматериалите [4-6].
3.2. Корозия на неръждаеми стомани в биологични флуиди

Корозията в агресивните условия на организма е основен
проблем при приложението на медицински изделия,
изработени от неръждаеми стомани. Това налага непрекъснато
да се усъвършенстват методите за производство и
модификация на повърхностите на биомедицинските
неръждаеми стомани. За целта, освен разработването на
подходящи процеси, от съществено значение е да бъдат
изучени микроструктурата и корозионното поведение в in vitro
условия на новите биоматериали.

Телесните течности са силно корозиoнни, тъй като
съдържат хлоридни, хидроксидни и други йони, бактерии,
протеини и разтворен кислород. pH на тялото обикновено е
около 7,4, въпреки че след операции или поради хематоми,
възпаления и инфекции тази стойност може да варира в
диапазона от 4 до 9. Подобни промени могат да увеличат риска
от корозия и следователно освобождаването на метални йони,
които от своя страна да причинят определени цитотоксични
ефекти [4, 5, 16].

4. Корозия в биологични флуиди на
неръждаеми стомани след лазерно въздействие

Таблица 1: Примерен химичен състав на някои разтвори,
прилагани като симулирани телесни течности при in vitro
изследвания.
PBS
AS
Hank
Ringer
[g/l]
[g/l]
[g/l]
[g/l]
NaCl
8.00
0.60
8.00
8.69
KCl
0.20
0.72
0.40
0.30
CaCl2
0.48
NaHCO3
1.50
0.35
NaH2PO4·H2O
1.15
0.25
NaH2PO4·2H2O
0.06
CaCl2·2H2O
0.22
0.19
MgCl2
0.19
MgSO4·7H2O
0.06
NaH2PO4·12H2O
0.856
KSCN
0.060
KH2PO4
0.20
0.68
Глюкоза
1
Лимонена киселина
0.030
pH (~)
7.4
6.5
6.9
6.4

През последното десетилетие все по-често при
производството и модификацията на повърхностите на
неръждаеми стомани за биомедицински цели се прилагат
различни лазерни технологии, като селективно лазерно
стопяване [23-36], повърхностно лазерно стопяване [37-52],
лазерно заваряване [53-59] и др. При тези процеси настъпват
промени в микроструктурата в целия обем, локално или по
повърхността на материала, което налага задължително
изследване на корозионното поведение на неръждаемите
стомани след съответното лазерно въздействие.
4.1. Корозия на неръждаеми стомани, произведени чрез
селективно лазерно стопяване
Процесът
селективно
лазерно
стопяване
(SLM)
представлява адитивна технология на изграждане на желания
компонент слой по слой, чрез нагряване и стопяване на
прахообразен материал с лазерен лъч и високоскоростно
втвърдяване [23-25].

За да се изучи корозията на биоматериалите в организма са
разработени разнообразни in vitro методи [17]. Основен фактор
за достоверността на тези методи е използването на подходящи

Корозионните характеристики на адитивно произведени
неръждаеми стомани и количеството на отделяните от
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повърхността им метални йони са ключови фактори за тяхното
приложение като биомедицински материали [26, 27]. M.
Atapour и сътр. [28] са изследвали поведението в богата на
протеини синтетична телесна течност на неръждаема стомана
AISI 316L, произведена чрез селективно лазерно стопяване.
Експерименталните резултати показват, че състава на
повърхностния оксиден слой на отпечатаните образци е силно
зависим от посоката на изграждане и от последващата
термична обработка. Системни изследвания на микроструктурата и корозионното поведение в биологични флуиди
на неръждаеми стомани, произведени чрез селективно лазерно
стопяване са показали повишена устойчивост на корозия, в
сравнение с конвенционалните им аналози. Много
изследователи докладват, че основна причина за този факт е
образуването на по-компактен и по-дебел пасивен слой на
повърхността на стоманите след лазерното въздействие [29,
30]. Според W. Harun и сътр. [31] пасивния слой, който се
образува след селективно лазерно стопяване, може
допълнително да се усъвършенства чрез процес на термично
окисление.

4.2. Корозия на неръждаеми стомани след повърхностно
лазерно въздействие

Както беше отбелязано в първата част на настоящата
статия, неръждаемите стомани са особено податливи на
точкова корозия, която при тях може да бъде в резултат на
локални натрупвания от MnS. Установено е, че технологията на
селективно лазерно стопяване позволява да бъде произведена
аустенитна неръждаема стомана 316L без включвания MnS и
следователно без придружаващо изчерпване на Cr около тези
зони. Това води до по-добра устойчивост на корозия в
сравнение с конвенционално произведената (лята и кована)
неръждаема стомана [32].

Установено е, че след повърхностно лазерно стопяване на
аустенитни, феритни и мартензитни неръждаеми стомани се
получават хомогенни повърхностни слоеве с много фина
клетъчна дендритна структура и без големи включвания, което
подобрява устойчивостта на корозия. Лазерното повърхностно
стопяване на аустенитни неръждаеми стомани подобрява
устойчивостта на кавитация, както и устойчивостта на точкова
корозия поради наличието на δ-ферит и елиминирането на
различни включвания, особено от MnS, в повърхностния слой.
Лазерно разтопените повърхности притежават и по-висока
устойчивост
на
междукристална
корозия
поради
преразпределението на Cr след лазерното въздействие [39-42].

Лазерът като източник на топлина може да се използва за
модифициране на топографията на повърхността, химичния
състав и/или микроструктурата на неръждаемите стомани. Това
се осъществява чрез процеси на лазерни въздействия като
нагряване, стопяване и повърхностно легиране, благодарение
на които се усъвършенстват свойствата на обработваните
материали. При лазерно повърхностно стопяване повърхността
на материала се стопява чрез лазерен лъч, който се движи с
постоянна скорост по предварително установен път. Когато
лазерният лъч се отдалечи от определена точка материалът се
охлажда, което води до спонтанно втвърдяване. При лазерното
легиране химичният състав на стопилката се променя чрез
добавяне на подходящи пропорции на легиращи елементи,
обикновено под формата на прах, или чрез топене с лазерния
лъч на слой, съдържащ легиращите елементи, предварително
положени върху субстрата като суспензия или тънък покривен
слой [37, 38].

От особено значение за биомедицинското приложение на
неръждаемите стомани е изучаването на тяхната трибокорозия
в условията на организма. J. Stendal и сътр. [33] са провели
сравнителни трибокорозионни тестове в симулирани телесни
течности и са доказали, че при произведена чрез селективно
лазерно стопяване неръждаема стомана се наблюдава
подобрена кинетика на корозията.

Чрез сравнителни електрохимични тестове е изследвана
морфологията на лазерно стопени аустенитни неръждаеми
стомани в изкуствена слюнка с различна киселинност.
Установено е, че независимо от киселинността на средата, по
повърхността на всички образци се наблюдава питингова
корозия [39, 40]. Авторите правят извода, че понижената
корозионна устойчивост на лазерно-стопените слоеве на
аустенитната неръждаема стомана AISI 321 в изкуствена
слюнка с pH 5,6 се дължи предимно на киселинността на
средата.

Физиологичната среда на човешкото тяло се характеризира
с наличието на комплексообразуващи агенти, които
са
способни да свързват метални йони, освободени от
повърхностния слой на неръждаемите стомани и да образуват
сложни молекули. Образуваните хелатни молекули могат да се
групират около метален имплант или да бъдат транспортирани
до различни части на тялото чрез кръвния поток [34]. Освен
това, тези молекули оказват влияние върху пасивния слой по
повърхността на неръждаемите стомани. N. Al-Mamun и сътр.
са изследвали влиянието на комплексообразуващи агенти
върху корозионното поведение и биосъвместимостта на
аустенитна неръждаема стомана AISI 316L, произведена чрез
селективно лазерно стопяване [34]. Експериментите са
проведени във фосфатен физиологичен разтвор (PBS),
съдържащ цитратни йони, като комплексообразуващ агент.
Авторите са установили, че образците които са произведени с
помощта
на
лазерно
въздействие
превъзхождат
конвенционалната кована AISI 316L стомана по отношение на
корозионна устойчивост и биосъвместимост.

Корозията на аустенитни неръждаеми стомани след лазерно
въздействие е изследвана в разтвор на Ringer. Проведените
електрохимични експерименти доказват повишена устойчивост
на точкова корозия на лазерно разтопените слоеве от
аустенитна неръждаема стомана AISI 321. Това се обяснява с
образуването на хомогенна, фино зърнеста микроструктура и
усъвършенстване на пасивния слой на повърхността [41, 42].
Проучен е ефекта от импулсно лазерно повърхностно
топене върху корозионното поведение и характеристиките на
износване на неръждаема стомана AISI 304. Резултатите
показват, че обработените проби имат по-висока твърдост и
устойчивост на износване от необработените им аналози. Чрез
електрохимични тестове е доказано, че стоманата след лазерно
въздействие проявява подобрена устойчивост на точкова
корозия [43].

Съвсем наскоро, през 2021 година, екип от китайски учени
публикува данни от изследване на дългосрочното корозионно
поведение на лазерно изградена неръждаема стомана AISI
316L, потопена в изкуствена слюнка [35]. Авторите правят
извода, че при продължително киселинно въздействие е
възможно зоната на корозионно увреждане да се разшири до
няколко пъти, което да доведе до комбиниране на отделни
корозионни зони и съществено да увеличи нанесените щети.
След серия от сравнителни изследвания в синтетични телесни
течности, съдържащи H2O2 е установено, че неръждаема
стомана AISI 316L, произведена чрез директно лазерно
синтероване, проявява добра корозионна устойчивост [36].

Корозията на ортодонтските материали и степента на
разграждането им при електрохимично въздействие в
електролитната среда на устната кухина е от особено значение
за денталната медицина. Основните фактори, които влияят на
корозионните процеси в такива условия са температурата,
количеството и качеството на слюнката, зъбната плака, рН,
протеините и хранителните вещества [40]. Често методите за
подобряване на корозионната устойчивост на дентални
материали се основават на лазерно въздействие. X. Zhang и
сътр. предлагат лазерна повърхностна обработка за
подобряване на корозионната устойчивост на ортодонтски
брекети, произведени от неръждаема стомана AISI 316L [44,
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връзка със субстрата. Така например е установено, че лазерната
обработка оказва положително влияе върху корозионната
устойчивост на неръждаема стомана 316L, модифицирана с
нанокомпозитно покритие от хидроксиапатит и полимлечна
киселина [51].

45]. След проведени тестове в изкуствена слюнка те
установяват,
че
въздействието
с
лазер
води
до
усъвършенстване на повърхностния слой и подобряване на
корозионната
устойчивост.
Авторите
отбелязват,
че
положителен ефект от обработката се постига само чрез лазер с
подходяща мощност.

Основен подход за подобряване на остеоинтеграцията и
биосъвместимостта на металните импланти е модификацията
на металната повърхност с биоактивна керамика. Чрез
сравнителни тестове е изследвано влиянието, което оказва
лазерно
повърхностно
въздействие
при
нанасянето
хидроксиапатит (HAP) върху импланти, изроботени от
аустенитна неръждаема стомана 316L [52]. Резултатите
показват повишена адхезия на керамичното покритие към
повърхността на лазерно обработените образци и по-висока
корозионна устойчивост, в сравнение с необработените проби.

Поведението в оралната среда на различни дентални сплави
след лазерно въздействие е изследвано чрез in vitro
експерименти в изкуствена слюнка [46, 47]. Резултатите от
сравнителни изследвания на лазерно обработени и
необработени дентални сплави показват нарастване на
корозията с повишаване на температурата на слюнката (от 37oC
до 40оC) за необработените проби, докато пробите, които са
облъчени с лазер проявяват висока устойчивост на корозия
дори при повишаване на температурата на слюнката [46]. В
друго проучване е изследвано влиянието на алкохолните
напитки върху корозионното поведение на дентални сплави
след повърхностно лазерно въздействие. Доказано е, че
наличието на алкохол в оралната среда при pH=4 и
температура 37oC повишава скоростта на корозия на някои
необработени дентални сплави. Обработката чрез лазерно
повърхностно стопяване и поставянето на пробите в същите
условия показва понижена степен на корозия при хромникеловите сплави [47].

4.3. Корозия на лазерно заварени неръждаеми стомани
При производството на биомедицински изделия от
неръждаеми стомани често се прилага лазерно заваряване.
Процесът е предпочитан пред традиционните методи на
заваряване (електродъгово, плазмено и др.) поради
неоспоримите си предимства, като: висока скорост на
заваряване, висока концентрация на енергия, локална
обработка
с
минимална
деформация,
заварка
на
труднодостъпни места, липса на нужда от допълнителен
материал и др. [39, 53-56]. Бързото нагряване и последващо
бързо охлаждане до твърдо състояние по време на лазерно
заваряване причинява микроструктурни промени в зоната на
заварката, което може да окаже влияние на корозионната
устойчивост [39]. През годините са проведени системни
изследвания на биоактивността и корозионните свойства на
лазерно заварени аустенитни [53], мартензитни [54] и
дуплексни [55] неръждаеми стомани. Резултатите от in vitro
експериментите в симулирани телесни течности показват
сравнително ниска скорост на корозия при трите типа лазерно
заварени стомани.

В свое проучване M. Abbass изследва влиянието, което
оказва обработката с Nd-YAG лазер върху корозионното
поведение на неръждаема стомана AISI 316L в изкуствена
слюнка [48]. Резултатите показват, че лазерното въздействие
води до получаването на хомогенна модифицирана повърхност
с много фина дендритна структура, което подобрява
корозионната устойчивост на изследваните проби.
Установено е, че въздействието върху AISI 304L стомана с
наноимпулсен лазер води до подобряване на корозионната
устойчивост на изследвваните проби в разтвор на NaCl [49].
Получените резултати показват, че лазерното повърхностно
стопяване води до промени в кристалографската структура на
стоманата, които основно се изразяват в образуване на δферитна фаза. По този начин се създава модифициран оксиден
слой, който повишава устойчивостта на корозия. Чрез
подробни изследвания е доказано, че химичния състав,
структурата и дебелината на защитния слой зависят от
параметрите на лазерната обработка.

С помощта на сравнителни елктрохимични изследвания в
изкуствена слюнка е установено, че лазерното заваряване
оказва положително влияние върху корозионната устойчивост
на ортодонтски телове, произведени от
хром-никелова
неръждаема стомана [56]. Лазерното заваряване намира
приложение като метод за свързване между неръждаема
стомана и Ni-Ti сплав за производство на композитни
ортодонтски телове [57, 58]. При in vitro експерименти в PBS
[57] и изкуствена слюнка [58] са установени подходящи
корозионни показатели и добра биосъвместимост на
изследваните проби. Изследвана е корозионната устойчивост
на лазерно заварена серклажна тел, произведена от неръждаема
стомана 316L [59]. След проведените електрохимични тестове
в разтвор на NaCl е установено, че получените заварки имат
добри корозионни характеристики при прилагане на заваряване
с ниска мощност на лазера.

Изследвано е поведението на неръждаема аустенитна
стомана 316L и суперсплав на основата на никел (Inconel 718)
в биологични флуиди [50]. Установено е, че модификацията на
повърхностния слой на пробите чрез лазерно въздействие
подобрява корозионната устойчивост на изследваните
материали.
За подобряване на корозионната устойчивост и
биосъвместимостта на имплати, произведени от неръждаеми
стомани, често се прибягва до нанасянето на защитни покрития
върху металната повърхност. През годините са разработени
различни методи за нанасянето на композитни покрития върху
повърхността на метални импланти, като зол-гел технологията
се е оказала сред най-подходящите [51, 52]. Този метод се
характеризира с лесна обработка при ниски температури и
възможност за контрол на свойствата на получените покрития.
Въпреки изброените предимства се е оказало, че е възможно
якостта на свързване на покритието към субстрата да не е
достатъчно висока. Това би довело до постепенно отделяне на
покритието от импланта, особено в агресивните условия на
човешкото тяло. За да се избегне това е необходима
допълнителна термична обработка, чрез която да се подсили
адхезията между металната повърхност и композитния слой. За
тази цел все по-често в съвременните технологии се прилага
лазерна обработка на нанесеното покритие. По време на
повърхностната обработка с лазер, облицовъчния материал се
разтопява, образувайки отлична химична и металургична

Съвременните лазерни технологии значително улесняват
производството и дават възможност за модификация на
повърхностите на неръждаеми стомани за биомедицински
приложения. Сред най-актуалните методи за постигане на тази
цел са адитивните технологии, като селективно лазерно
стапяване, и повърхностната лазерна обработка. В първия
случай желания детайл се изгражда чрез послойно лазерно
стопяване на прахообразен метален материал, при което се
получава компактен пасивен слой. Повърхностната лазерна
обработка се прилага за модифициране на микроструктура на
металната повърхност, чрез образуването на слоеве с много
фина клетъчна дендритна структура и без големи включвания.
Усъвършенстването на повърхностния слой при двата типа
обработка оказва положително влияние върху корозионната
устойчивост на хром-никеловите неръждаеми стомани в
биологични флуиди.
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Корозионната устойчивост на неръждаемите стомани се
дължи на тънкия, плътен и самовъзстановяващ се богат на
хромов оксид филм, който се образува върху повърхността им.
Отлични в това отношение са стоманите с аустенитна
микроструктура, които освен това са немагнитни и се
обработват лесно. Затова аустенитните неръждаеми стомани са
предпочитани
материали
при
производството
на
биомедицински изделия.
Корозията на неръждаемите стомани в биологични флуиди
е основен проблем при приложението на тези материали за
биомедицински цели. За подобряване на тяхната корозионна
устойчивост се прилага модифициране на контактната им
повърхност.
През последното десетилетие в основата на съвременните
методи за модификация на биомедицински неръждаеми
стомани са различни лазерни технологии – лазерна
повърхностна обработка чрез стопяване или легиране,
производство чрез селективно лазерно стопяване или лазерно
заваряване. Чрез подходящо подбрани параметри на тези
процеси се постига получаване на хомогенни повърхностни
слоеве с много фина клетъчна дендритна структура и без
големи включвания, което подобрява устойчивостта на
корозия.
Усъвършенстването на повърхностния слой чрез лазерни
технологии е от ключово значение за приложението на
неръждаемите стомани в медицината и в денталната медицина.
Тези въздействия оказват положително влияние върху
корозионната устойчивост и подобряват биосъвместимостта на
хром-никеловите неръждаеми стомани в агресивните условия
на организма.
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Abstract: Paper deals with low power photovoltaic system implemented by means of flexible module. Flexible modules powered by sunlight
are really a very interesting and promising novelty, being one of the newer alternative energy sources. A selected technical solution with
specific characteristics of the individual components is presented. Measurements with digital measuring equipment were performed and
experimental results were presented. In conclusion, it is summarized that the tested flexible module gives good results.
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lead to a significant reduction in energy costs, increase comfort and
quality of life are the main highlights of the strategy.

1. Introduction
Improving energy efficiency in public space was first discussed
in the 1970s with the onset of the global oil crisis. In recent years,
deepening price problems, fuel shortages and environmental
pollution have become an increasingly frequent issue. In addition,
public attention is focused on the no less important issue in terms of
energy security - high growth rates of the world's population. In
May 2021, it numbered nearly 7.8 billion people, and continues to
grow rapidly. A number of governmental and non-governmental
organizations are taking serious measures to increase the efficiency
of energy use and are actively involved in financing projects in this
direction. Bulgaria's position as an equal member of the European
Union is clearly oriented towards active participation in
international efforts to prevent climate change and increase energy
efficiency. Bulgarian governments are increasingly accumulating
measures and programs related to improving energy efficiency. For
this purpose, the Energy Efficiency Act, the Renewable Energy Act,
the National Long-Term and Periodic Short-Term Programs on this
issue and a number of normative acts were adopted. A good idea in
this direction is the Energy Efficiency Program (REECL)
established in 2006, which is implemented with the assistance of the
European Union and the Energy Efficiency Agency. It provides an
opportunity for Bulgaria to reap the benefits of energy efficiency
and receive targeted consumer credit and grants through the
network of several commercial banks as individuals or legal
entities.

With regard to alternative energy, it is assumed that in 1‚2
decades it will be cheap enough to compete with conventional
energy. Then it is logical to wait 1 ‚ 2 decades and then invest in
"green" energy. Why should we do it now and increase the price of
electricity significantly? Proponents of green energy claim a fixed
high electricity purchase price for the next 25 years. That is, all the
RES power capacities that will be installed today, to redeem all the
energy at a non-market price for the next 25 years. For such
investors, this is promising - a guaranteed profit without any risk.
But for taxpayers and electricity consumers, this is a guaranteed
additional cost for the next 25 years. The cost of electricity from
wind, solar and small hydropower plants is higher than from
traditional power plants. This cost is calculated in the subscribers'
accounts. Thus, in the areas where there are the most renewable
power plants, people pay the most for electricity. This, of course,
contradicts the Energy Act, which requires all citizens to bear the
same weight from alternative energy sources.
In this context, the way in which the final price of electricity for
consumers is formed is of interest. In general, the electricity market
is divided into a regulated market and a free market. On a regulated
market are household and business consumers of medium and low
voltage. The final prices of electricity for the regulated market are
formed along the production-transmission-distribution-supply
chain. The formation of the price of electricity for end users is
carried out as follows. Based on the prices of individual producers –
thermal power plants, hydro power plants, nuclear power plants,
alternative sources, which are paid by the National Electricity
Company1 and which are regulated by the Energy and Water
Regulatory Commission2, National Electricity Company prepares a
single (united) price, also regulated by the Energy and Water
Regulatory Commission. A transfer fee and an access fee are added
to this price. For its part, the access fee is paid to the Electricity
System Operator for maintaining a cold reserve of 1170 kW and for
all other services it provides. The transmission fee is also paid to
National Electricity Company for the 110 kV high voltge (HV)
network, and for the 230 V low voltage (LV) network is paid by the
electricity distribution companies. These fees are also regulated by
the Energy and Water Regulatory Commission. 20% VAT is
charged on the price thus obtained. In this way the accounts of the
protected consumers are formed - household customers and small
companies with employees up to 50 people and annual turnover up
to BGN 20.5 million. Large consumers negotiate electricity at
prices and volumes directly from producers and traders. These
prices are free.

The most recently developed direction in the work of research
teams is the use of solar energy. Much of the effort is focused on
the development and improvement of converters of solar radiation
into electricity or heat. Converters of solar energy into electricity
are called photovoltaics, and those that convert solar energy into
heat are the widespread water and air solar collectors.
Recently, there has been a development in photovoltaic systems
for own consumption. In this type of system, solar energy directly
supplies the consumers of a household or enterprise, and when it is
insufficient, it is added automatically from the electricity grid. This
type of system is a great way to optimize costs and reduce
electricity bills many times over. It is also possible to use
completely autonomous systems not connected to the grid.
Based on the above, the paper focuses on the use of renewable
energy sources (RES) and in particular the use of solar energy as the
preferred technology for decentralized electricity generation. The
aim of the authors is to study a photovoltaic system, which is
undoubtedly estimated as a share of RES.
The research thesis defended in the present paper is formulated
as follows: the use of RES and in particular solar energy as the
preferred technology for decentralized electricity generation,
directly correlates with issues of energy efficiency and
environmental protection.

A novelty in Bulgaria is the opportunity for homeowners in
neighboring facilities to be able to cooperate and apply for
1

The main activity of National Electricity Company is the
production and trade of electricity. The company occupies a central
place in the Bulgarian electricity system, with an installed capacity
of 2737 MW. The company is the largest producer of green
electricity in Bulgaria, with production of 31 hydro power plants.
2
The Energy and Water Regulatory Commission is an independent
specialized state body of the Republic of Bulgaria, a regulator of
two sectors: energy and water supply.

2. Some considerations
In November 2009, the Bulgarian government adopted a
strategy aimed at turning Bulgaria into a "green paradise". Ecology,
alternative energy, organic food, energy-saving technologies that
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materials reacting to waves in different regions of the solar
spectrum are deposited one on top of the other, ie. of different
lengths.

European funding for the installation of photovoltaic modules on
the roofs. In this way, they will be able to produce electricity to use
for their own consumption and reduce their bills. In addition, they
will be able to sell electricity. By creating your own photovoltaic
power plant, you can significantly reduce your dependence on
corporations, as well as achieve protection against rising prices [1].
The idea is enshrined in the National Energy Strategy until 2030
with a horizon of 2050 and in the Green Pact. There are still no such
energy cooperatives in Bulgaria for consumers who produce and
sell electricity. An online training on ‘The potential of Bulgarian
municipalities and independent energy communities’ is currently
underway.

Polycrystalline photovoltaic cells based on CuInGaSe2 (CIGS)
and CdTe have all the advantages of amorphous Si. They have a
high absorption coefficient, use very little material and their
production can be easily automated. In addition, they have some
additional advantages - these materials do not degrade under
lighting and are obtained through cheap and affordable
technologies.
Flexible photovoltaic modules are also based on CIGS, which
allow extremely high light absorption. The CIGS layer is only one
micron, absorbing sunlight almost completely (99%). The total
thickness of a solar cell is about 30 microns. This makes it thinner
than human hair. Thanks to the flexibility factor, CIGS solar
modules can be applied to various surfaces, such as curved
structures. Flexible modules are unbreakable, much thinner and
much lighter than conventional solar panels. An additional
advantage of flexible panels over others is their ability to be less
affected by high ambient temperatures [3].

The idea of introducing preferential electricity prices from small
photovoltaic plants is to encourage people to invest in those to
cover their own consumption, with only the surplus to be sold to
energy companies. On the other hand, energy companies warn that
photovoltaics installed on abandoned buildings are pumping up the
price of electricity that all consumers pay. These are photovoltaic
modules, supposedly mounted on roofs for their own needs, but in
reality they are placed on toilets, barracks and dilapidated buildings
in depopulated settlements. In reality, the energy produced by them
is not used for own needs, but is sold directly to the company that
connected the installation. And the energy company is obliged to
buy electricity at preferential prices from small power plants up to
30 kW. Currently, the purchase price for such power plants is BGN
160.11 per 1 MWh, and for power plants up to 5 kW - BGN 193.33.
This is more than the base price set by the Energy and Water
Regulatory Commission, which for the period from July 1, 2020 to
June 30 2021 was BGN 90 / MWh, and for the period July 1, 2021
to June 30, 2022 was BGN 119 / MWh, which is an increase of 32%
[2]. Consumers are loaded after the energy company enters as an
expense the funds for the purchase of green energy from these
photovoltaics in the price "Debt to society", which in turn affects
that of electricity for households.

The trend towards sustainable energy is observing a significant
development in the different types of photovoltaic modules. The
effective capture of each ray is on the agenda. The main
disadvantages of conventional cells placed on flat roofs or
occupying tens of acres of land are their staticity and the resulting
low productivity.
Innovative flexible modules are lighter and take far less time to
install than common technologies. The advantage is that they do not
need to mount frames. With the photosensitive foil can be laminated
not only the roofs, but also the dense parts of the facades of
buildings. In this way, a lot of unused space can be used.
The products are already available on the market, and the range
of applications is constantly being enriched. The characteristics of
flexible photovoltaic modules allow them to be used in the
automotive industry and in the development of solar-powered land,
air and water vehicles. The current goal is to reduce the cost of
flexible modules, although their price is competitive with existing
standard installations [3].

With the preservation of preferential prices and the mandatory
purchase of electricity from power plants up to 30 kW in the last 2
years there is a mass construction of such. 1,300 ‘roof power plants’
under 30 kW have been installed in the country and hundreds of
other projects are waiting to be connected, commented the energy
companies. Thus, in 2020, 226 photovoltaic power plants up to 30
kW are connected to the network of the electricity distribution
company (EDC) in Northeastern Bulgaria ‘EDC North’, and their
total number is currently 339. In Western Bulgaria on the territory
of "CEZ Distribution Bulgaria" there are 550 units photovoltaic
power plants up to 30 kW with a total installed capacity of 13439
kW. By the beginning of 2021, 405 such power plants have been
put into operation in Southeastern Bulgaria on the territory of EVN
operator. The total annual amount of electricity produced by these
405 plants is 15015000 kWh, while only 1.26% of this energy is
consumed by the sites on whose territory the plants are located. An
additional 293 are active (unfinished) procedures for joining EVN
operator.

The standard photovoltaic modules are heavy and hard, the
front protective layer over the solar cells is 3-4 mm thick and is
made of hardened ultra-light. This standard combination has been
tested for more than 70 years and is undoubtedly the best option for
the protection of cells from atmospheric influences and protection.
The main disadvantage of the classic photovoltaic modules is their
solid weight and massive body. They usually require constant
constructive fixation and are best suited for domestic and
commercial/industrial applications [4].
Flexible modules obviously cannot use glass for protection, and
polymers are used instead. The most popular films have always
been considered as substitutes for glass, they are lighter and more
fragile, but even if it is a chemical choice, polymers cannot compare
with glass in one longer period of time. It should be noted that
flexible photovoltaic modules, as a whole, have a shorter operating
life than traditional modules and many of the low-quality modules
have a lifespan of up to 1-2 years [4].

3. Technology and materials
Research and development in the field of photovoltaic
conversion of solar energy is aimed mainly at reducing the cost of
electricity generated by them. This can be achieved in three ways:
by increasing the efficiency of photovoltaic cells; by lowering their
price; or by seeking a compromise between these two approaches.
In all cases, it is assumed that photovoltaic modules must operate
reliably for 20‚30 years.

One of the decisive factors in determining the lifespan of
flexible photovoltaic modules is the coating material. The two more
popular types are PET and ETFE. PET is a polyester plastic, and
ETFE is based on fluorescent polymers. ETFE as a material has a
very high ratio of sunlight absorption and reflection, thanks to
which the module is highly efficient [5]. While PET-laminated
flexible photovoltaic modules usually have a lifespan of up to 5
years, ETFE-laminated flexible photovoltaic modules have a
lifespan of up to 10 years.

Currently, monocrystalline Si is the most common
semiconductor material not only for the production of photovoltaic
cells, but also in the entire electronics industry. Its technology
continues to develop rapidly, mainly in the direction of obtaining
high-quality pure material and lowering its price.
Higher efficiency is obtained from multi-transition photovoltaic
cells made of amorphous Si alloys. In this type of photocells,

The main feature of flexible photovoltaic modules, in addition
to significantly reduced weight (up to 80% lighter than conventional
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modules, ease allows installation in places where heavier modules
are impossible to install), is the elasticity of the structure [3, 6].
They can usually be mounted without the use of heavy or
constructive fixing elements - fastening with glue, bushings or
zippers. They are easily transferable and can be transferred to other
areas, which makes them great for home or a range of applications
such as camping, trucks, buses, caravans, campers, boats and for
charging different types, for example canopies of solar garages and
vehicles [6]. The thin flexible structure allows their use in nonstandard types of surfaces. One of the things that should be noted
about flexible photovoltaic modules is that they cannot be torn or
blown, but are very vulnerable to sharp objects and breakage [4].

Fig. 2 General view of the controller SOLSUM 6.6X

Sinusoidal inverter MSP 352 [9]
Used if AC consumers are to be powered. The device generates
from 12 V DC voltage of the battery 230 V AC voltage with a real
sine wave as a local output, turning off at overvoltage or
undervoltage. There are overload and short circuit protections. The
voltage is precisely controlled by a microprocessor so that there are
no sudden fluctuations in voltage and the shape of the curve is as
close as possible to the ideal sine wave.
Specifications:
 Input voltage: 11-15 V DC
 Low voltage cut-off: 11 V
 Otput voltage: 230 V AC pure sine wave
 Idle current consumption 1.2 А
 Constant output power: 350 W
 Peak output power: 700 W

4. Components of low power photovoltaic system
with flexible module
Taking into account the market availability, as well as the
economic dimensions, warranty conditions and available service
network, an autonomous system was assembled. The implemented
photovoltaic system, in addition to the flexible photovoltaic module,
as a main component, includes several other basic components.
Photovoltaic flexible module ECOFLEX 100 Wp [7]
Specifications:
 Rated power: 100 Wp
 Cells: 36 pcs.
 Efficiency: 17.7 %
 Application: for solar systems with a voltage of 12 V
 Maximum current (Imp): 5.99 А
 Maximum voltage (Vmp): 16.7 V
 Open circuit voltage (Voc): 19.7 V
 Short circuit current (Isc): 6.51 A
 Dimensions: 515 х 1225 х 3 mm
 Weight: 3.5 kg

Rechargeable batteries Panasonic LC-RA1215P [10] – 2 pcs.
Specifications:
 Valve Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Battery
 12 V, 15 Ah
 Voltage regulation
 Cycle use: 14.5 V~14.9 V (25oC)
 Initial current: less than 6.0 A
 Standby use: 13.6 V~13.8 V (25oC)

5. Experimental results
The experimental setup thus created allows the measurement of
technical characteristics, as well as the possibility of processing this
data. The measurements have been done in front of Building 2A of
the Technical University of Gabrovo, Bulgaria.
Measuring equipment used on June 10, 2021:
 UT-81B – digital multimeter with graphic display - for
voltage measurements;
 PeakTech 3440 – graphical multimeter - for current
consumed measurements;
 Voltcraft PL-110SM – for solar radiation measurements.

Fig. 1 General view of a photovoltaic flexible module 100 Wp

Controller SOLSUM 6.6X [8]

Below are the results of measuring DC consumers with a rated
voltage of 12 V DC. The main goal is to obtain information about
the current consumed in different cases, which is crucial for the
normal operation of the low-power photovoltaic system. The slope
of the PV module has been changed and the intensity of the solar
radiation on its plane has been measured.

High-performance charge controller with built-in protection
against deep discharge and overvoltage, LED charge status display,
temperature-compensated recharge protection via built-in sensor
and battery charging according to the linear volt-ampere
characteristic.
Specifications:
 modul current: 6 A
 consumption current: 6A
 voltage: 12/24 V

Table 1: Measurement of DC consumer - submersible heater CARE 12 V
DC/200 W [11]
Intensity of solar
Global
Current
radiation on the
intensity of
Incline of the PV through the
Час
plane of the PV
solar radiation,
module
load
module,
W/m2
I, A
W/m2
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08:52
08:58
09:04

817
820
822

829
934
840

80о
60о
40о

09:10
09:16

824
825

835
827

20о
10о

4.663
4.681
4.681
4.681
4.681
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Table 2: Measurement of oscillating (rotating) fan SAYOTA 12 V DC [12]
Intensity of solar
Global
Current
radiation on the
intensity of
Incline of the PV through the
Час
plane of the PV
solar radiation,
module
load
module,
W/m2
I, A
2
W/m
09:22
09:28

826
828

840
845

80о
60о

0.225
0.223

09:34
09:40
09:46

832
836
839

851
847
842

40о
20о
10о

0.222
0.221
0.225

ECOFLEX 100 Wp (with a maximum current of 5.99 A) can ensure
normal operation.

4. Conclusions
In recent years, the idea of using renewable energy sources is
gaining popularity and for good reason! Undoubtedly, the energy
development of our planet is associated with major challenges
arising from population growth, improving living standards,
requirements for reducing environmental pollution and reducing
resources of organic fuels. To address these challenges in the global
energy market, RES are gaining ground as the preferred technology
for decentralized electricity generation.

Table 3: Measurement of fan with heater UNITEC 12 V DC / 150 W [12]

Час

10:02
10:08
10:14
10:20
10:26

Global Intensity of solar
intensity of radiation on the
Incline of the
solar
plane of the PV
PV module
radiation,
module,
W/m2
W/m2
840
842
845
847
850

80о
60о
40о
20о
10о

852
857
861
858
853

In addition, the absorption of energy resources provided by
renewable energy sources is a means to achieve sustainable energy
development in a country. The economic pressure from rising liquid
fuel prices requires the implementation of measures to develop local
energy sources and especially those with negligible environmental
impact. Encouraging energy production from renewable energy
leads to a reduction in the energy dependence of the national
economy. Their use and their integration into the energy system
provide a key perspective for the development of the innovative
economy of the future.

Current through the
load
I, A
Without
heater
0.120
0.119
0.119

With
heater
4.682
4.683
4.683

0.118
0.117

4.682
4.681

Taking into account the economic and financial conditions, as
well as the opportunities for the absorption of the energy potential
of RES, it is absolutely necessary to direct the efforts towards
saving electricity produced from conventional energy resources and
imported liquid fuels.

Table 4: Measurement of compressor RAIDER RD-AC08 12 V DC [13]

Час

10:46
10:52
10:58
11:04
11:10

Global Intensity of solar
intensity of radiation on the
Current through the
Incline of the PV
solar
plane of the PV
load
module
radiation,
module,
I, A
2
2
W/m
W/m
851
853
857
859
862

80о
60о
40о
20о
10о

865
869
873
870
865

In this context, one of the most promising and controversial
energy applications of solar resources, as a major representative of
RES, in recent years are photovoltaic systems. It is a fact that the
dynamic development and growth of the photovoltaic sector in
Europe over the last decade has been largely supported by favorable
regulations and incentives for RES. As a full member of the
European Union, Bulgaria also prioritizes the need for
environmentally friendly development and more mass introduction
of renewable energy sources. Geographical location and solar
radiation are suitable for the implementation of the photovoltaic
system and this type of project attracts investor interest in view of
the opportunities for free use of energy resources, modular
implementation and a wide range of applications.

3.922
3.906
3.913
3.926
3.937

Table 5: Measurement of saving lamp SOLSUM ESL 12 V DC/7 W [8]

Час

11:20
11:26
11:34
11:40
11:46

Global Intensity of solar
intensity of radiation on the
Current through the
Incline of the PV
solar
plane of the PV
load
module
radiation,
module,
I, A
W/m2
W/m2
863
865
868
872
873

80о
60о
40о
20о
10о

887
891
894
883
878

Currently, solar energy is in a phase of rapid development. New
types of modules are being developed, their efficiency factor is
being increased, production costs are being reduced. Even today,
each of us can become a full participant in the energy market by
buying and selling electricity. By creating your own photovoltaic
power plant, you can significantly reduce your dependence on
corporations, as well as protect yourself from rising prices.

0.502
0.504
0.505
0.507
0.508

The presented experimental setup in the development proves
that photovoltaic systems are an important resource, the rational use
of which can become the basis for increasing energy security and
independence and energy efficiency. Cloudiness and shading have
been shown to be important factors. Clear time is needed to
accurately measure solar radiation. Only then is there a maximum
approximation of the curve to the theoretical one. But for practical
purposes it is necessary to measure in different atmospheric
conditions. This gives a real idea of the possibility of using solar
energy in a particular place - in this case Gabrovo, Bulgaria. The
area has a value of solar radiation of 1291 kWh/m2 on a horizontal
surface or 1482 kWh/m2 on an optimal incline.

Table 6: Measurement of saving lamp SOLSUM ESL 12 V DC/11 W [8]

Час

Global
intensity of
solar radiation,
W/m2

Intensity of solar
Current
radiation on the
Incline of the PV through the
plane of the PV
module
load
module,
I, A
W/m2

11:52

875

889

80о

11:58
12:04
12:10
12:16

883
887
891
895

891
898
897
896

60о
40о
20о
10о

0.753
0.755
0.757
0.760
0.763

The flexible photovoltaic modules, powered by sunlight, are
really a very interesting and promising novelty. Big and small, wide
and narrow, for more or less power - they all require money to buy.
Most likely, such items will fill the market very soon, as there is a
general decline in the prices of this product.

The intensity of solar radiation is a major factor in the
production of electricity from photovoltaic modules. Different types
of electrical consumers were tested - purely active, active-inductive
and non-linear loads. It has been found that even at the highest
current consumption of 4.682 A (in the case of a UNITEC fan with
heater switched-on), the tested flexible photovoltaic module
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Abstract: In this work the possibilities of reducing the roughness and defects of surfaces obtained by 3D printing with selective laser melting
(SLM), via reactive electrospark surface modification (ESD) with low-melting AlSi alloys has been shown. The influence of the energy
parameters of the ESD process on the roughness, microstructure, microhardness and performance characteristics of the coatings has been
studied. Surfaces with new phases and ultrafine crystal-amorphous structure with particle sizes from micro to nano level, with new relief,
with thickness up to 15 µm and microhardness up to 11 GPa were obtained, as the initial SLM roughness from Ra = 8-11µm is reduced to
Ra=3-5 µm. Possibilities for control of the characteristics of the coatings and purposeful synthesis of new phases by changing the
parameters of the spark discharge have been established. The parameters of the ESD process, which provide simultaneous reduction of SLM
surface roughness, removal and erasure of the defects and targeted reactive synthesis of new phases with high performance properties and
wear resistance, are defined and optimized.
Keywords: DMLS 3D PRINTING, ELECTROSPARK DEPOSITION (ESD), ROUGHNESS, MICROSTRUCTURE, HARDNESS, WEAR
RESISTANCE

1. Introduction
In recent years, additive technologies (ATM - known as
Additive Manufacturing Process, or 3D printing of metals) [1,2,3]
are increasingly used for the fabrication of metal products.Thanks to
its many advantages [2-5], additive manufacturing is gradually
becoming a regular production operation that is seriously changing
the industry and transforming a number of branches. One of the
main disadvantages of 3D printing of metals, which hinders its mass
application, is the high surface roughness and the presence of
various surface defects - local accumulations, pores, protrusions,
cracks, etc., which degrade the properties of the resulting products
[4,6, 7]. In order to reduce the initial roughness and fill the surface
pores in most cases, subsequent complete or local treatment of the
part is required. Various methods [6-11] are used for this purpose,
which require the application of specific processes, including
relevant machines, technologies, equipment, tools and materials,
and also implies а need to include additives in the dimensions for
further processing, as wel as use of special technological regimes
for the different materials and shapes of products, which leads to to
significantly increase processing time and costs.Often, postprocessing can take up to 3 times longer than printing the part [2-5].
In many cases, these treatments, the time and cost of their
implementation, can be reduced by using one of the lightest, cheapest
and most affordable technologies - electrospark deposition (ESD),
whose advantages include high adhesion of the formed coatings, the
possibility of local treatment of the details, low cost and energy
consumption and high environmental friendliness of the process [1218]. ESD also implies increased wear resistance and a longer service
life of coated surfaces than the other ordinarily used finishing
treatments.In this regard, the aim of the present work is to study the
topography, composition, structure, mechanical properties and
tribological behavior of metal surfaces obtained by 3D printing and
subsequent ESD treatment with hypoeutectic alloy AlSi9, to assess
whether the electrode materials used improve surface characteristics
of the ATM products, and on the basis of the obtained data to
determine and optimize the conditions under which it can be
obtained a reduction of surface roughness and defects of the surface
layer.

2. Materials and Methods (Methodology)
2.1. Coating materials
The placed goals of the work require the selection of materials
in which under the action of the spark-plasma discharges to form a
liquid melt that fills the surface cavities and pores and
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simultaneously interacts with the elements of the substrate, forming
new wear-resistant phases.
This can be realized by reaction phase formation, or reactional
ESD, in which by appropriate selection of low-melting electrode
materials and parameters of the spark discharges is carried out
targeted synthesis of new reinforcing phases that are not present in
the electrode or substrate [14,15, 18].
For this purpose, processing electrodes-precursors of the lowmelting AlSi9 alloy with a silicon content of 9% were used. The
electrodes are made by technology [14,15,19], which allows both
their complete melting and increased transfer to the substrate, as
well as the formation of ultrafine and glassy phases as a result of the
spark-plasma discharges. The use of aluminum electrodes for ESD
is recommended in papers [20-22].
For comparison, electrodes of eutectic alloy ASi12 [22] were
used, as well as TiB2-TiAl compositions with nanosized additives
of ZrO2, and also multicomponents electrodes marked
KW10B10T10 with composition 60% WC, 10% TiB2, 10%B4C,
and 20%Co-Ni-Cr-Fe-B-Si-C.
2.2. Substrate.
Model plates of carbon steel 1.2709 prodused by Direct Metal
Laser Sintering (DMLS) [23] with composition Fe- base, Ni - 18-19
%, Mo 4,7-5,2%, Co 8,5-9,5 %, C 0,03%, with sizes 10×10×4 are
used for substrate.
2.3. Equipment for ESD
ESD equipment with low pulse energy E = 0.01-0.07 J is used
to obtain coatings with low roughness and fewer structural
defects.The surface treatment was performed by non-contact local
electrospark deposition (LESD) [24] on a mechanized
machine"Elfa-541" and by ESD with vibrating electrode in gaseous
medium (air) using a device "Hardedge" - UK.
The application of LESD is performed with a cylindrical
rotating electrode at mode parameters given in Table 1. The
productivity of the deposition is 0.5÷0.6 mm /s, the speed of
rotation of the electrode is 1200 rpm, System voltage / Circuit
voltage / U=90V.
ESD vibration deposition is performed with the following
parameters: Short circuit current – 0.2 – 1.5 A, Voltage – U=80 V,
oscillation frequency of the vibrator – 200 Hz. The individual
layering modes are numbered from 3 to 6 in the order of increase of
pulse energy are given in Table 2.
The research was conducted with pre-optimized process
parameters and pulse energy, which produce uniform and dense
coatings with acceptable roughness.
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Table 1. Mode Parameters at LESD
Pulse current Pulse duration Capacitance Pulse frequency
N amplitude
- – Ti, μs;
– C, μF;
- f, kHz
I,А
1
16
12
0.68
12.5
2
16
12
1
8
3
24.4
20
4.4
5
Table 2. Regimes used for ESD whit vibrating electrode on Device
for Manual electrical discharge deposition with vibrating electrode
“Harddege” - England, USA
№ of regimes,

3

4

6

Сapacity, µF
Pulse energy E, J

5
0.02

7
0.03

20
0.07

2.4. Types of research, Methodology of measurements, Research
Equipment
The influence of the parameters of the ESD modes on the
roughness, the composition, structure and tribological behavior of
the layered surfaces obtained immediately after DMLS and ESD is
studied.
- The roughness parameters Ra, Rz, Rq and Rt and the thickness
δ of the obtained coatings are measured using profilometer - AR132B according to EN ISO 13565-2: 1996) standards. Mathcad and
Excel software are used for data processing.
- The morphology and topography of the ESD layers were
examined with an optical and scanning electron microscope SEM
"EVO MA10 Carl Zeiss".
- The measured microhardnesses were performed with a Zwick
4350 hardness tester, Germany, according to ISO 6506-1: 2014, at a
load of 2 N (200 g) with a Vickers indenter.
- The identification of the phases in the surface layer were
performed using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer in
cobalt “Cu Kά” radiation .
- The comparative friction tests were performed with tribotester
type “Thumb-on-disk” under dry surface friction with hard-fixed
abrasive particles in plane contact at the following conditions: load
10N; nominal contact area 2.25x10-6 m2; sliding speed 0.239 m/s;
type of abrasive surface - Corundum № 800. The mass wear is
obtained as difference between the initial mass of the sample m0 and
its mass mi after a certain number of friction cycles: m = m0−mi,
mg. The mass of the samples before and after a given friction path
is measured with an electronic balance WPS 180/C/2 to the nearest
0,1 mg.
Calculated are the following wear characteristics:
- Wear intensity - the amount of wear per unit of friction work:
(1)
i  m / S , mg/m
- Wear resistance I  1/ i  S / m , m/mg, reciprocal value of the
wear intensity.
(2)

c)

Single pulse
energy,-E, J

3
4
4

0.01
0.02
0.045

ESD at Е=0.07J, АSi9
Ra=7µm, Rz=21 µm

е) ESD at Е0.03J, TiB2TiAl Ra=5,9µm,Rz=16,7
µm

d) ESDat E=0,03J, АlSi12
Ra=5µm, Rz=14µm

f)

ESD
at
E=0,03J,
KW10B10T10, Ra=6,5
µm, Rz=18 µm

Fig.1.Top view of model plates from 1.2709 steel before and after
ESD with diferent electrodes

a) 1.2709 steel, Ra=8,6 µm,
Rz=22 µm

c) ESD at E=0,03J Ra=4,2µm,
Rz=12 µm

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Coating characterization - Roughness Ra and thickness ,
structure and microhardness
The characteristic appearance and topography of the surface of
the coatings is shown in Fig. 1 and 2 at different magnifications,
and Table 3 shows the average values of roughness, thickness δ and
the measured microhardness HV of the studied coatings. They are
compared with those of coatings of ASi12, TiB2-TiAl and
KW10B10T10 electrodes.

a) 1.2709 DMLS steel ,
Ra=10,3µm,Rz=29 µm

Passages of
the electrode

b)

d)

ESD at E=0,07J, Ra=5
µm, Rz=14,2 µm

LESD at E=0.045J
Ra=3,4µm, Rz=9,6 µm

Fig.2. Microphotography of topography of the coatings produced
by ESD and LESD with electrode AlSi9 with different energy on
1.2709 DMLS steel
Fig. 3a shows the values of the roughness parameters Ra, Rz,
Rq, Rt, µm of coatings from ASi9 electrodes applied by ESD and
LESD at different pulse energy, and Fig. 3b shows the standard
deviation of the measured values of the roughness parameters .

b) ESD at Е0.03J, АК9,
Ra=4µm,Rz=12 µm
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Table
№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

3.

Roughness

Electrode
Substrate
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
TiB2-TiAl
KW10B10T10
Substrate
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
AlSi9
AlSi12
TiB2-TiAl
KW10B10T10

Ra,

thickness

δ

Process parameters
ESD, E=0.02 J

ESD, E=0.03 J

ESD, E=0.07 J
LESD, E=0.045J,
I=25A,Ti=20µs,C=4,4 µF
LESD, E0.015J,
I=16A,Ti=12 µs,C=0,7 µF

and
Ra, µm
8,55
5,70
5,4
4.43
4,25
5,10
6,50
7,92
5,03
5,55
3,40
3,84
3,28
3,38
5,90
5,95

microhardness
Rz, µm
24,18
16,10
15,2
12.47
11,95
14,40
18,40
22,38
14,20
15,73
9,63
10,9
9,25
9,55
16,70
17,03

HVof

Rq, µm
8,75
5,87
5,5
4.35
4,35
5,38
6,65
8,13
5,48
5,78
3,48
3,96
3,40
3,78
6,21
6,08

coatings

Rt, µm
24,43
16,25
15,3
13.42
12,05
14,58
18,60
22,6
14,35
15,88
9,73
11,12
9,35
9,65
16,90
17,03

δ, µm
9
8,53
10.3
11
9,4
12,5
16,4
15
12,6
12,22
8,6
8,2
7,8
10,4

on

DMLS

substrates

HV, GPa
4,48
8,44
8,62
9.67
9,88
11,15
11,64
4,65
9,87
10,12
9,15
9.64
9,03
9,14
10,46
10,84

a) ESD with electrode AlSi9, E=0.0 3J
a) Altitude roughness parameters

b) cross- section of ESD coating with electrode AlSi9, E=0.03 J
Fig.4 Cross- section microphotographs of microstructure of
coatings on 1.2709 steel
b) Deviation of the roughness parameters
Fig.3. Altitude parameters of the roughness of ESD coatings
depending on the pulse energy at initial roughness of the base
Ra=10,25μm
With AlSi9 electrodes, dense and uniform coatings were
obtained, similar in structure, with acceptable repeatability of
quality characteristics, with a specific relief formed mainly by
liquid phase and different from the original one. It can be seen that
their roughness is lower than that of the substrate and is close to
that obtained with AlSi12 electrodes. The standard deviation from
the mean value after ESD and LESD - Fig. 3b also has significantly
lower values than those of the initial samples.
From the data presented in Table 3 it is established that by
changing the pulsed energy the parameters of the coatings can
change in the range: thickness δ=8-16 µm and microhardness
НV=8 to 10 GPa.
Figures 4 and 5 show cross-sections and SEM images of
coatings from ASi9 electrode, deposited at a pulse energy of 0.03 J.

Fig.5. SEM microphotography of the coatings produced by ESD
with electrod AlSi9 on 1.2709 steel
From the presented data (Fig.1-5), it can be seen that the
reaction electrospark surface modification with AlSi9 electrodes
allows to smooth out the irregularities from the previous treatment,
to fill the cavities and pores from the initial DMLS treatment
(Fig.4) and to obtain surfaces with improved uniformity and
reduced roughness. However, the lower pulse energy (E<0.02J)
(Table 3, Fig.3a) is not always sufficient for the electrode melt to
fill the unevenness, pores and cavities of the initial surface and the
deepest traces of pre-treatment cannot be completely deleted.
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appropriate selection of the pulse energy and the pulse parameters,
it becomes possible to achieve a purposeful synthesis of certain
phases.
The new phases formed in the process of spark-plasma
discharges presuppose stronger bonding with the substrate, higher
microhardness, and correspondingly higher wear resistance.
The obtained results allow us to summarize that the application
of the ESD method and low-melting AlSi9 electrodes leads not
only to a reduction in surface roughness, but also to the formation
of new hardened phases. In addition, the presence of a liquid phase
of the molten electrode material helps to fill the micropores and
reduce defects in the surface layer.
Therefore, the use of the AlSi9 electrode provide improved
properties of the surface layer, due to the fine-grained structure, the
new compounds and amorphous phases in the composition of the
coatings.

The comparison of the surfaces obtained with different pulse
energies (Fig. 1-3a, Table 3) shows that the coatings obtained at
energy 0.03-0.04 J (Fig. 3a) are more uniform and have lowest
values of all roughness parameters - more than twice lower values
than the initial ones after DMLS, as well as the smallest deviation Fig.3b.
A comparison of the surfaces obtained by the two methods used
shows that in LESD with energies of 0.02 and 0.045 J the surface is
smoother and more uniform, the coatings have lower roughness,
smaller structural components, and such as the lowest measured
values are Ra ≈3 µm. In addition, AlSi9 electrode-treated surfaces
have a similar roughness and thickness to those of AlSi12
electrode-treated surfaces. The microhardness (HV) of the coatings
is more than 2 times higher than that of the uncoated substrates and
exceeds the corresponding initial hardness of the aluminum
electrodes.
Therefore, ESD with AlSi9 electrodes can be used for leveling
the relief of the original DMLS surfaces, and also to reduce the
scattering of roughness parameters.
Surfaces treated with TiB2-TiAl and KW10B10T10 electrodes
show a higher roughness and degree of unevenness than those with
AlSi9 electrodes. The hardness of the coatings obtained with these
electrodes is higher - Table 3, but due to the higher melting
temperature of the boride and carbide phases contained in them, the
initial surface pores and irregularities are not completely filled.

3.3 Wear of coatings applied with AlCi9 electrodes
Fig. 7 shows the wear and wear resistance of the coatings of the
studied electrodes as a function of the friction path.

3.2. Phase composition of coatings
Figure 6 shows an X-ray diffraction pattern of the AlSi9
electrode coating at a pulse energy of 0.03 J. XRD models of
coatings applied with different impulse energies differ mainly in the
intensity and width of the characteristic peaks of iron and
intermetallic phases.
a) Wear of coated surfaces sv. Sliding distance

Fig.6. Patterns of XRD spectra of the ESD coating of AlSi9
electrode at E=0.03J on 1.2709 steel
The expansion of the characteristic lines is most pronounced in
the modes with pulse energy above 0.04 J and indicates the
presence of solid solutions and amorphous-crystalline structures in
the surface of the coating, which are observed in Fig.5.
The registered expansion of the diffraction peaks of Al and Fe,
which is most evident in LESD, reflects the formation of both solid
solutions and new compounds in the resulting anode-cathode
molten mixture, and also the reduction in the size of structural
elements, reaching to amorphous structure. Since there are peaks in
the wider corner areas, which indicate the presence of crystallites, it
can be concluded that the coatings have a crystal-amorphous
structure.
The main registered phases in the composition of the coatings
are (Fe,Ni), AlFe, FeSi, Al5Fe2, Al3.2Fe, AlFe0.23Ni0.77, Fe0.7 Ni0.3,
AlO, Al2O3, FeNi.
Fe0.9Si0.05, FeNi3, NiAl3, AlNi, Al0.9Ni1.1, AlFe0.23Ni0.77,
Al2.67O4, AlO and traces of AlN, Si3N4 are found in small quantities
(low intensity and small number of peaks). The presence of Al2O3,
as well as traces of AlN and SiN, indicate that aluminum and
silicon have reacted with oxygen and nitrogen in the air to form
wear-resistant compounds. The average crystal size, calculated by
Scherer's formula, varies from 15 to 90 nm for the different phases,
which shows that the new phases obtained in the electrospark
coatings have a nanocrystalline structure.
As the pulse energy increases, the degree of dispersion and the
amount of newly obtained intermetallic phases increase. Вy

b) Wear resistance vs. Sliding distance –AlSi9/on 1=2709 steel
Fig.7. Wear and wear resistance of ESD coatings on 1.2709 DMLS
steel.
It can be seen from the figure that minimum wear and
maximum wear resistance are obtained in the modes with energy
0.03 and 0.04J, in which the roughness of the coatings Ra≈3.5µm.
Samples with coatings from AlSi9 electrodes showed 1.5-1.9 times
lower wear than uncoated ones.
The wear of the TiB2-TiAl electrode-coated samples is the
lowest, which was expected due to the presence of the highly wearresistant TiB2 and the nanostructured ZrО2 additives. However, the
coatings obtained with this electrode have a higher
roughness(Fig.1e, Table 3) and fail to completely erase the surface
defects of DMLS steel.
Тhe improvement of the technological characteristics of the
surface of the produced DMLS products by ESD can not only
eliminate a large part of the finishing treatments, but also to give
new properties to the treated surfaces and to allow expanding the
use of the DMLS methods for many new applications and
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production of various friction and cutting elements - for example
cutting elements for plant stems [25] and many others.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. In this work, the occurring changes in the surface structure,
composition, mechanical properties and tribological behavior of
DMLS steels with subsequent reactive surface electrospark
modification with AlSi9 hypoeutectic electrodes were studied and
evaluated.
2. Experimental studies have shown that by reaction
electrospark surface modification, topography, mechanical and
tribological properties of modified surfaces are significantly
improved as a result of the reduced roughness and erasure of the
surface defects, as well as of the new wear-resistant phases, new
ultradisperse and amorphous structures with increased hardness and
wear resistance.
3. The determined energy parameters of the electrical pulses,
the parameters of the ESD process and the conditions allow
achieving simultaneous erasure of surface defects and increasing
the hardness and wearing resistance of the treated surfaces. The
obtained dependences make it possible to obtain modified surfaces
with predetermined characteristics and properties.
4. The obtained results confirm the hypothesis that the
electrospark treatment with hypoeutectic electrode AlSi9 at energy
0.03-0.04 J allows both to reduce roughness and surface defects and
to form a modified layer with a thickness of more than 10 μm, 2.5
times more -low roughness and up to 2 times higher microhardness
and wear resistance compared to the original DMLS 1.2709 steel.
Coatings obtained with this energy by LESD have lower roughness
and better homogeneity than those obtained by ESD with a
vibrating electrode.
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Design of a press mold for chips compaction and extrusion of aluminum alloys compacts
Конструкция на пресформа за компактиране на стружки и екструдиране на компакти от алуминиеви
сплави
Assoc. Prof. PhD. Angel Velikov,
Senior assistant PhD. Tsvetan Tochev, Senior assistant PhD Veselin Petkov
Institute Metal Science, Equipment and Technologies with Hydroaerodynamics Centre “Acad. A. Balevski“- Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences
Резюме: Конструирана е специализирана пресформа за компактиране на стружки. Пресформата е изработена и чрез нея са
получени компакти от четири вида алуминиеви сплави. Изследвани са и възможностите за екструдиране на получените
компакти.
Ключови думи: пресформа, стружки, компактиране, алуминиеви сплави.
Abstract: It has been designed a specialized press mold for chips compaction. The press mold has been made and through it compacts of
four types of aluminum alloys have obtained. The possibilities for extrusion of the obtained compacts have also been studied.
Key words: press mold, chips, compaction, aluminum alloys

1. Въведение
Процесът на директното рециклиране на алуминиеви стружки
и скрап е екологично решение, което свежда до минимум
проблема с разходите за обработка. За да се получат найвисоки качества на продукта от директния метод за
рециклиране трябва да се обмислят няколко фактора по време
на обработката [1,2]. Стружките се получават най-често от
процесите струговане или фрезоване. Струговането е процес,
при който детайла се върти, а режещият инструмент отстранява
слой по слой от материала [3]. При процеса фрезоване рязането
се осъществява чрез въртеливо движение, извършвано от
инструмента, а подавателното движение се предава на
заготовката, като най-често то е праволинейно [4].
Компактирането на алуминиеви стружки е процес, при който с
прилагане на натиск върху матрица се получава определена
форма на заготовката, с плътност, порьозност и уплътняване .
Съществуват два начина за компактиране – студено и горещо

2. Конструктивна разработка на пресформа
Фиг.1

За осъществяване на гореказания процес е конструирана
специализирана пресформа (фиг.1).

Операциите за компактиране са в следния порядък:

Компактирането на стружките до брикети се извърши в
контейнер (фиг.1-поз.4) с вътрешен диаметър ∅40mm на
конструирана за целта пресформа. Основните ѝ елементи са:
бандажиращ пръстен (фиг.1-поз.6), горен поансон (фиг.1-поз.3)
, долен поансон (фиг.1-поз.8) и контейнер (фиг.1-поз.4) .
Нагряването на пресформата се осъществява с помощта на
нагревател (фиг.1-поз.7). Температурата се контролира с
термодвойка
желязоконстантан.
Поддържането
ѝ
се
осъществява с електронен терморегулатор тип ЕСПА с точност
±5 С°. Избиването на брикета от контейнера се осъществява с
долния поансон, който се задвижва от специален хидравличен
цилиндър, свързан с поансона посредством присъединителна
плоча (фиг.1-поз.9).
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Контейнерът се изпълва с определеното количество
материал, след което стружките се пресоват.



Пресформата позволява да се получи брикет с
височина 50мм.



Температурата се контролира с две термодвойки –
желязо константан, разположени в идеалния център
на обработвания материал и на границата нас
вътрешната повърхнина на контейнера, и се поддържа
с точност +/- 5оС.



Пресоването се осъществява на хидравлична преса
PYE 250 ss.



За установяване влиянието на параметрите, които
оказват съществено влияние върху свойствата на
крайния продукт се извърши вариране в следните
диапазони:

1)

Сили на пресоване - 50 и 60 tf

2)

Времена за осъществяване на пресоването - 30 и 60s
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3)

Температури
на
обекта
на
пресоване
инструменталната екипировка - 20,350,400оC

и

4)

За намаляване на триенето в зоната на контакт между
инструмент и пресован материал се извършва
нанасяне върху формообразуващите повърхнини на
инструменталната екипировка, последователно и в
комбинации на слоеве от следните материали:



COPPER SPRAY – MOTIP



METALSTAR PA111 – KLUBER LUBRICATION

На фиг.2 е показана пресформа за екструдиране на получените
компакти. Екструдирането се извършва в описаната по горе
инструментална екипировка, след подмяната на долен поансон
(фиг.1-поз.8), с матрица с вътрешен диаметър 12мм (фиг.2поз.8).

Фиг.3

3. Заключение
Конструирана
е специализирана пресформа за
компактиране на стружки и екструдиране на компаакти от
алуминиеви сплави. Експериментирани са технологии за
получаване на компакти и екструдирани образци, които са
съобразена с различни фактори (вид на материала, използвани
обмазки, вид и сила на пресоване, температурни вариации на
пресформата и обработвания образец), влияещи върху крайния
резултат. Изледват се качествата на изработените образци.
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проект СЕ „Национален център по мехатроника и чисти
технологии“, №BG05M2OP001-1.001-0008-C08

Фиг.2
При екструдиране се преминава през следните операции:


Полученият компакт при определените за неговото
създаване условия, престоява в контейнера до
достигане на необходимата температура.



Температурата се контролира с термодвойка –
желязоконстантан, осъществявано от директен
контакт между компакт и термодвойка.



Екструзията се извършва след темпериране на
системата компакт – инструментална екипировка със
сила на пресоване в диапазона 60-100 tf .
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Method for deposition of thin films from ceramics with high dielectric permittivity on
metal plates
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Abstract: There has been growing interest in the use of the sol-gel approach to form high-quality dielectric materials. Their tailored
properties allow for developing functional electronic devices in a scalable and rapid manner. According to physicochemical principles, the
displacement and response behavior of charges under an applied external field can manifest in unique dielectric properties, providing useful
information to improve the process, design, and quality of electronic devices. Therefore, a systematic and in-depth investigation of the
fundamentals of sol-gel dielectrics is necessary. In this Research Update, we present recent advances in various sol-gel-processed dielectric
materials and their applications to functional electronic devices. A brief introduction to sol-gel chemistry to form oxide dielectric films and
the basis of physical mechanisms under electrical fields are discussed. Along with the dielectric properties, recent achievements of proofof-concept experiments and their various applications to functional electronic devices are introduced. It is expected that further innovations
in solution-processed metal oxide dielectrics will achieve cost-effective high-performance functional electronics in the near future.
Keywords: CERAMIC, BATIO3, THIN FILMS, HIGH PERMITIVITTY
significantly lower synthesis temperature, the preparation of a
homogeneous product with higher reactivity, avoidance of
undesirable processes
( that can occur at higher temperatures) such as obtaining unwanted
intermediate phases, etc.Lower operating temperatures lead to the
synthesis of compounds with fewer structural and surface defects,
which is especially important for the production of good
supercapacitors and microelectronic elements.
Sol-gel technology proves to be very suitable for preparation
ofgood dielectrics. Dielectrics are electrical insulators composed of
non-conductive materials and sensitive to applied external electric
fields. They have a wide range of useful physicochemical properties
for obtaining functional electronic devices such as: thin-film
transistors, energy storage devices, including supercapacitors;
various types of memory, etc
In recent years, the sol-gel approach in the production of
supercapacitors has been particularly important. It proved to be very
suitable for the synthesis of compounds with high dielectric
permittivity, which is important for a good supercapacitor.
Characteristic of this dielectric permittivity is both its high value at
room temperatures, or close to them, as well as the presence of a
specific diffusive curve. Specific for the supercapacitor is its
ferroelectric behavior as well as the Curie temperature (Tc) with
which the phase transition from ferroelectric to paraelectric state is
related.
For application of thin films 2 techniques are realized - dip coating
and spin coating. Definitely better is dip coating, which allows
deposition on larger samples, as well as obtaining industrial
quantities of them. This method is used in the present work.
In recent years, barium titanate (BaTiO3) has been distinguished as
a ferroelectric with high dielectric constant. It is also a ceramic
material with a perovskite structure. Of specialinterest is its
preparationby sol-gel technology.Especially important for the
synthesis of BaTiO3 with high dielectric constant is correctly and
very precisely selected mode of heat treatment. It must include such
drying and annealing temperatures as to ensure the complete
removal of organic residues.Very high temperatures, which can lead
to excessive particle aggregation, must be avoided.Insufficient heat
treatment can cause the appearance of defective undecomposed and
unnecessary non-stoichiometric compounds. Very good information
about the mentionprocesses can be obtained by appropriate

1. Introduction
The present paper considers a method for applying thin layers,
which is based on the use of sol-gel technology. It involves the
production and application of a very wide range of oxide materials,
which is determined by their diverse application. This technology
has been successfully applied to obtain materials such as:
supercapacitors, microelectronic elements, catalysts, catalyst
carriers, photocatalysts, anti-corrosion materials, luminescent
materials, etc. [1-8]. The conventional sol-gel method is based on
the processes of condensation, hydrolysis and gelation
(polimerization), combine with suitable thermal treatment. At
present, it is considered that sol-gel technology is the most suitable
and relatively inexpensive low temperature approach for
synthesizing high quality oxide materials for microelectronics.The
methoddoes not require the use of complex and expensive
equipment as well as offers the possibilities for large-scale
industrial applications,while maintaining very good uniformity,
homogeneityaccompanied by the preparation the desired structure.A
characteristic advantage of this method is the effective control of
physicochemical and technological parameters by influencing the
mechanism ofabove mentioned reactions, as well as a significant
reduction of environmentally harmful compounds. [9,10]
The following physicochemical approach is usually applied in the
production of thin films by sol-gel technology: synthesis of stable
sol, deposition of the film by an appropriate method; heat treatment
including repeated drying andannealing and finally obtaining the
respective device according to its possible application.The correct
and intelligent application of sol-gel technologyin order to obtain a
material with desired physicochemical properties and structures
requires careful control: the selection of a suitable precursor inorganic, organic and organic –inorganic - solvent and complexing
agent, skill fully selected time for homogenization and aging,
appropriate pH, subsequent temperature treatment (including
drying and annealing) to remove organic residues and achieve the
desired phase composition).The heat treatment is necessary in order
to realize the necessary crystallization and compaction of the
obtained material. Sol-gel technology is applied under strict control
of the physicochemical and technological characteristics presented
above. As advantages of the sol-gel technology in comparison with
the classical solid-phase preparationdefinitely stand out:
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combination of thermal analysis with infrared spectroscopy.
Various doped compounds of BaTiO3 and systems such as BaTiO 3
- BaSnO3 with high values of dielectric constant at room
temperature and close to it with characteristic diffusion form were
obtained by sol-gel technology.Special attention is paid to the
synthesis and physicochemical study of samarium titanate - in this
case Ba0.95 Sm0.05TiO3. This compound is characterized by a high
value of dielectric permittivity at room as well as athigher
temperatures.
The tricritical phenomenon was also successfully used as an
effective approachin order to synthesize a powder sample with the
composition BaTi0.89Sn0.11O3 [11].
Of particular interest is the preparation of materials with very high
and colossal dielectric.permittivityby the sol-gel method as Nd
doped BaTiO3; [12] La doped BaTiO3 [13, 14] etc.
A combination of methods has been also used to prepare compound
with high dielectric permittivity [12-15].

Figure 2 presents a CEM of BaTiO3 on Nb at higher magnification.
The observed cracks in the layers are a result of more in tense
temperaturers and cooling.

Fig. 2 CEM of BaTiO3 on Nb support

2. Experimental part
In previous publications of the team the compositions of the zols of
BaTiO3 modified with Sm are presented. Typically, the barium
acetate is dissolved in distilled water and homogenized
continuously with a magnetic stirrer at room temperature. The
solution was stirred for 30 minutes. Titanium isopropoxides
dissolved in absolute alcohol and diethanolamine (DEA) by
controlling the rate of hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide.Barium
acetate solution was added dropwise to titanium sol with stirring
over a period of 1 hour and the newly obtained translucent and light
yellow sol was allowed to mature in a hermetically sealed flat
bottom flask and stored in a refrigerator for 24 hours.
Al2O3 and Nb substrates were cleaned with ethyl alcohol and
acetone for 24 hours. In some cases, a previous treatmenis realized.
A hand made dip-coater was used to deposit the thin films. Five
depositions were applied successively on each of the substrates.
The dipping lasts 30 seconds.The withdrawal of the substrate from
the solution was performed at a speed of 42.8 mm / min. After
deposition each filmis temperature treated in dryer at 120°C. The
thermal calcination of the samples is performed in a laboratory oven
at 600°C for 2 hours. The samples were characterized by XRD,
SEM and the relative dielectric permittivity

Fig. 3 CEM of BaTiO3 on Nb at higher magnification.
The figure 3 observed cracks are the result of more intense
temperature rise and cooling.
Figure 4 represent the temperature dependence of the absolute
dielectric permittivity for 1μm thick BaTiO3 layer.
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3. Results and discussion
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X-ray analysis of the samples was performed using a Philips
BruckerX-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation. For thinner
samples below 200 nm, a special setting is used to allow the
crystallographic phase of the sample to be read. A thinner layer
takes longer to read. The radiograph shows clear peaks of Nb 2O3
and BaTiO3. The obtained radiograph shows that good adhesion is
achieved between the carrier and the applied layer.
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Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the absolute dielectric
permittivity for ca. 4.9 μm thick BaTiO3layer.
For dielectric permittivity measurements, a ceramic thin layer of
monophase BaTiO3 was deposited on Niobium plate serving as
conductive support. Electrical conducting silver paste was spread
over the free ceramic surface in order toperform electrical capacitor
with thickness ca. 4.9μm. The obtained capacitance was measured
by means of bench type digital multimeter UT801 (UNI-TREND) at
1 kHz. The electrical capacitance was investigated in the
temperature range 25 -160ºC by keeping the samples in a

Fig. 1 XRD of Nb substrate with deposited thin films of Sm modified
BaTiO3.
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temperature controlled hot stage (Mettler FP82) with accuracy ±
0.1 ºC.The absolute dielectric permittivity was calculated according
to the formula:
ε=Cd/A ,
(1)

journal materials science, non- equilibrium phase transition,year
iv.issue“ 1,(2018) p.18-20.
8. Surface and morphological features of ZrO2 sol- gel coatings
obtained by polymer modified solutions, O. Dimitrov, I
.Stambolova, S.Vassilev, K.Lazarova, Ts. Babeva,”Material
proceedings 6 (2020).

where C, d and A are, respectively, the capacitance, layer
thickness, and surface area of the electrodes.

9. Summary of sol – gel synthesis of materials with electronic
application ,M. Aleksandrova, B.Jivov, L.Lakov “International
Scientific Journal Materials Science.Non – Equilibrium Phase
Transformation year VI” (2020) p. 83-85.

4. Conclusion:
A stable sol was obtained using titanium alkoxides, acetic acid,
diethanolamine (DEA) and ordinary barium acetate. The
synthesized sol was suitable for both BaTiO3 thin film and solid
samples.In order to obtain a coating of suitable thickness, several
dippingwere performed.By using XRD, SEM and date for the
relative dielectric permittivity, it was determined that the obtained
samples show very good physical chemistry properties.A very high
value for the relative dielectric permittivity was determined, which
is an indication that the obtained materials are applicable in

10. The Chemistry of the Sol – Gel Process, J.Livage, C.Sanches ,
M.Henry ,S.Doneff ,”Solid State Ionics „‟ 32/33 (1989) p.663- 638.
11. Enhancing dielectric permittivity for energy- storage devices
through tricritical phenomenon, J.Gao, Y.Wang, Y.Liu, X.Hu,
X.Ke ,L.Zhong, Y.He, X.Ren, ”Scientific Reports”/ 7:40916/
doi:10.1038/srep 40916.

electronics and microelectronics.
12. E. P. Kashchieva, V. D. Ivanova, B. T. Jivov and Y. B.
Dimitriev, „Nanostructured borate glass ceramics containing
PbMoO4”, Physics and Chemistry of Glasses, 41 (6), 2000, pp. 355357.
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Abstract: In order to test the tribological properties of the high alloy ledeburite steel X210Cr12, test samples were made on which the
mass loss was measured before and after the wear test. The test was performed using the “pin on disk” method on the Taber abraser device,
with part of the samples tested without lubricant and part with lubricant to compare and present the results. X210Cr12 steel was chosen as
the material for the pin sample, while low alloy steel was chosen for the disk sample. In the lubricant test, hemp oil was used and analyzed to
show the effects of this oil on the lubrication and wear of the material. During the test, each sample was subjected to a modified load and a
modified number of cycles. From the test results, it can be concluded that hemp oil exhibited satisfactory properties over all test cycles, with
an approximately constant pattern of mass loss. In addition, hemp oil showed more favorable properties at higher test loads and a greater
number of test cycles, so it can be used as a lubricant based on the test results obtained under test conditions such as those that prevailed in
this test.
Keywords: X210Cr12 steel, wear, lubricants, mass

Research of tribological properties and different methods of
processing technology of X210Cr12 steel are presented in
[1,5,7,9-12].

1. Introduction
Tribology „is not a science for science's sake“, but a
scientific approach that addresses the possibility of extending the
life of parts subject to wear [2-3, 6]. The main objective is to
reduce the costs and losses of the tribo nature [6]. In order to
study the problems of friction and wear, as well as the role of
lubrication, tribology considers the phenomena and processes as
parts of a whole that are interrelated and have a significant
influence on the cost efficiency of the technical means produced
and used. Tribology implies activities that comprehensively
combine the increase of work efficiency through the interaction
of knowledge from all major scientific and technical disciplines.
Tribological problems can be found in all industries. In recent
years, due to the increasing concern for the environment and
pollution caused by the use of commercial mineral oils and the
very good lubricating properties demonstrated in tests, more and
more efforts are being made to use vegetable oils as lubricants in
various industrial sectors. The advantages of these oils are low
environmental influence, simple combinations of additives,
biodegradability, low production costs, low toxicity, high flash
point, low volatility and, above all, high viscosity [14].
Therefore, vegetable oils are a very good alternative to oils from
oil refining. The aim of this paper is to investigate the influence
of hemp oil as a lubricant on the wear intensity of materials using
laboratory tests on wear.

2.1. „Pin on disk“ test method
The test equipment in this test method consists of a fixed pin
in contact with the rotating disk. It should be noted that instead of
a pin, a sample with a rounded tip or beads and a rectangular
parallelepiped can be used [11]. This test method is one of the
most commonly used in tribological wear testing of sliding
materials. Similar to this test method, the „pin on cylinder“ test
method is performed. The main difference is the placement of the
pin, which is perpendicular to the axis of rotation or oscillation.
The test sample can have a flat or rounded pin base.

3. Experimental part
The Taber abraser device, model 503, was selected for the
tribological tests. Due to the choice of the „pin on disk“ test
method, two standard sanding disks were removed from the
device, instead of which test sample 1 (pin) was attached to the
sample holder, while test sample 2 (disk) was attached to the
sample holder instead of sanding paper. The test procedure is
based on measuring the mass loss of test sample 1 after
completion of the wear test, showing a comparison of wear with
and without hemp oil, and weighing the mass of test sample 1
before and after the test. On the Fig. 1 shows the Taber abraser
device used in this test.

2. X210Cr12 steel
X210Cr12 steel belongs to the group of high alloy ledeburitic
steels (sub-eutectic) with 12 % chromium and is considered the
main representative of this group of tool steels. In addition to 12
% chromium, it also contains 2 % carbon and 0.1 % vanadium.
Due to its slightly lower toughness, X210Cr12 steel is often
modified by reducing the carbon content and adding
molybdenum and vanadium. The addition of tungsten also
increases the wear resistance, but not the loosening resistance
[13]. Heat treatment of X210Cr12 steel consists of austenitization
(≈1000 °C), hardening in oil and tempering at a temperature of
480 to 560 °C. This steel is characterized by very good resistance
to deformation during hardening, which is why it is often referred
to as „deformation-free hardenable steel“ [15]. The most
common application of this steel is the manufacture of tools for
cold forming, deep drawing, stamping, extrusion, shearing,
stamping, drawing needles, rolling, etc. The main disadvantage
of X210Cr12 steel is certainly its tendency to decarburization, so
it must be heated slowly in a protective atmosphere (e.g. vacuum,
inert gas, inert salt bath).

Figure 1 Taber abraser, model 503
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On the Fig. 2 shows the dimensions of the test samples used
in this test, which are defined according to the standard
dimensions of the wear test samples recommended for the named
device.

After weighing the initial mass of all test samples, they are
placed on the instrument holders. A schematic representation of
the set test samples with explanations can be found in Fig. 5.

Figure 2 Dimensions of test samples

Figure 5 Representation of the test procedure

Test sample 1 consists of the high alloy tool steel X210Cr12,
whose declared chemical composition is given in Table 1.

Before starting the test, it is necessary to place a load on the
test fixture that will act on test sample 1. Two standard loads, 500
g and 1000 g, were used during the test. Due to the weight of the
sample holder 1 of 250 g, the total loads were 750 g and 1250 g.
In addition to the loads, it is necessary to adjust the number of
cycles, i.e. the duration of the test of a group. The cycles were
chosen in four values and were 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 rpm in
combination with the loads. During the test, test sample 2 rotates
at a constant speed of 60 rpm, while test sample 1 is stationary
and positioned vertically with a radius of curvature relative to test
sample 2. In this way, both test samples are subjected to sliding
motion throughout the test procedure. When testing lubricant test
samples, hemp oil was dispensed from the dropper bottle, with 4
drops of oil placed on the surface of test sample 2 prior to the
start of the test. At the end of the defined cycle, the test samples
are removed from their holders and test sample 1 is reweighed
and the mass loss that occurred during the test is recorded. To
gain insight into the properties of the hemp oil selected for this
test, Table 3 shows the fatty acid content that makes up the
chemical structure of this vegetable oil [4]. It is important to note
that the oil content in the grain varies depending on the species
and variety and the treatment method of hemp cultivation.

Table 1: Declared chemical composition of the test sample 1 [3]
Chemical composition, %
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cr

V

2,00

0,30

0,30

0,035

0,035

12,00

0,10

The measured chemical composition of test sample 2 is
shown in Table 2. For the measurement of chemical composition
was used spectrometric analyzer „Belec“, which is designed for
the analysis of the composition of carbon and stainless steels.
Table 2: Measured chemical composition of the test sample 2
Chemical composition, %
C

Si

Mn

P

S

Cu

Al

Cr

0,912

0,371

0,565

<0,001

0,013

0,172

<0,003

1,899

Mo

Ni

V

Ti

Nb

Co

W

Pb

0,053

2,487

0,009

0,062

0,011

0,020

0,034

<0,003

The macro appearance of the test samples is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 3: The fatty acids content of hemp oil [4]

a)
Figure 3 Macro appearance of test samples
a) test sample 1; b) test sample 2

b)

The test samples were divided into two groups of eight
samples, the first group of samples was tested without lubricant,
while the second group of samples was tested with lubricant,
which in this case is hemp oil. Test sample 2, i.e. the disk, was
used in all 16 tests. The beginning of the test procedure starts
with weighing the initial mass of the 16 pin samples and
recording their values. The weighing was done on a laboratory
scale „Scaltec SPB32“ with an accuracy of 0.0001 g (Fig. 4).

Content of fatty acids, %

Hemp oil

C16:0
C18:0
C18:1 n9
C18:1 n7
C18:2
C18:3
C20:1
C22:1
C18H34O3
Other

6.5 (7.32)
2.6 (2.97)
11.1 (14.55)
1.1
56.4 (55.5)
16.2 (14.35)
1.3
4.8

In addition to the chemical properties of the oil, the physical
properties of the oil, especially the kinematic viscosity, are a very
important parameter in the selection process. Table 4 shows that
the value of kinematic viscosity decreases with increasing
temperature in the temperature range from 40 to 100 °C [8].
Table 4: The physical properties of hemp oil [8]
Properties
Kinematic viscosity on 40 °C, mm2/s
Kinematic viscosity on 100 °C, mm2/s
Viscosity index
Iodine value, g/100g

Hemp oil
27.4
6.9
230
170 (148)

It can be concluded that hemp oil loses its lubricating
properties at higher temperatures, which leads to increased wear
of the elements of the tribosystem that are in contact with each
other.

Figure 4 Laboratory scale „Scaltec SPB32”
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Table 6: Test results at a load of 1250 g

On the other hand, hemp oil shows very good lubricating
properties at lower temperatures, resulting in very good
lubrication and less wear of the elements of the tribosystem.
Regarding the viscosity index, it is important to mention that
hemp oil has a high viscosity index compared to other vegetable
oils tested in the laboratory, such as rapeseed oil (viscosity index
218), but also significantly higher than commercial mineral oils,
whose viscosity index according to ASTM D2270 is 95 [6].

Without lubrication
Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

5,6137

5,6130

0,0007

2

1000

5,7159

5,7146

0,0013

3

1500

5,4538

5,4519

0,0019

4

2000

5,3467

5,3439

0,0028

4. Research results and discussion
Table 5 shows the results of mass loss (Δm) of test samples
without lubrication and with lubrication at a load of 750 g, while
Table 6 shows the results of mass loss of test samples at a load of
1250 g. The mass m1 is the measured value before the tests, while
the mass m2 is the measured value after the end of the test.

With lubrication

Table 5: Test results at a load of 750 g

Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

4,7542

4,7538

0,0004

2

1000

3,9968

3,9964

0,0004

3

1500

5,3142

5,3140

0,0002

4

2000

5,3718

5,3716

0,0002

Without lubrication
Sample

Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

5,3906

5,3903

0,0003

2

1000

5,3382

5,3376

0,0006

3

1500

5,3813

5,3805

0,0008

4

2000

5,3835

5,3824

0,0011

On the Table 5 shows that at a load of 750 g, wear decreases
when hemp oil is used as a lubricant compared to the test without
lubricant. At all test cycles, the oil showed satisfactory results,
with a slight increase in wear at 1000 and 1500 cycles, while at
the highest test cycle number of 2000, the difference in mass loss
of the test sample with and without lubricant is most significant.
On the Table 6 shows that at a load of 1250 g, the difference in
mass loss is even more pronounced with and without the use of
hemp oil. Hemp oil showed satisfactory performance over all test
cycles, with an approximately constant mass loss pattern. On the
Fig. 6 gives a graphical representation of the dependence of mass
loss (Δm) from the number of cycles for different sizes of load
and types of lubrication (without lubrication and with lubrication
at a load of 750 g and 1250 g).

With lubrication
Number of cycles

m1, g

m2, g

Δm, g

1

500

4,9001

4,9000

0,0001

2

1000

5,3225

5,3222

0,0003

3

1500

5,1078

5,1074

0,0004

4

2000

5,5952

5,5950

0,0002

Δm [g]

Sample

0.0030
0.0025
0.0020
0.0015
0.0010
0.0005
0.0000
0

500

1000

1500

Load of 750 g without lubrication

Load of 750 g with lubrication

Load of 1250 g without lubrication

Load of 1250 g with lubrication

2000
2500
Number of cycles

Figure 6 Graphical representation of the dependence of mass loss (Δm) from the number of cycles for different sizes of load and types of
lubrication

wear between the elements of the tribology system is a major
problem that still cannot be completely stopped and is therefore
being reduced as much as possible through constant research and
cooperation between various experts in parallel.

From all this, it follows that hemp oil has more favorable
properties at higher test loads and a greater number of test cycles,
and therefore can be used as a lubricant under test conditions
such as those that prevailed in this test. With the development of
tribology as a scientific and technical discipline, the process of
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With the laboratory equipment available today and the
constant technological progress, especially in the computer
simulation of the actual wear process, it is possible to fully
monitor all the parameters required in wear testing. In this way,
the characteristics of both materials and lubricants are detected,
reducing wear between moving elements and thus preventing
possible damage and subsequent accidents.

5. Conclusion
Due to the increasing need for environmental protection, as
well as the reduction of fossil fuels, by which is meant primarily
oil, from which mineral oils are produced through refining, the
majority of which are currently used, lubricants of natural origin
are increasingly being developed and researched, such as hemp
oil, which was used in the tests in this paper. Lubricants of
natural origin are interesting not only because of their ecological
compatibility, but also because of their physicochemical
properties, especially viscosity and flash point, due to which they
show very good lubricating properties in tests in practice. With
the further development of lubricants of natural origin, as well as
additives that improve the properties of the base oil and reduce
the cost of processing vegetable oils, it is possible to qualitatively
replace mineral oils obtained by refining oil.
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Extrusion of nanoparticles for introducing in melts of aluminum and aluminum alloys
Chief Assist. PhD B. Krastev, Assoc. Prof. PhD A. Velikov, Chief Assist. PhD R. Dimitrova, Chief Assist. PhD V. Petkov, Assoc. Prof. PhD
V. Manolov
Institute of Metal Science, Equipment and Technologies with Hydroaerodynamics Center “Acad. A. Balevski“
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
Summary: By extrusion, wires of nanomaterials for introducing in metal melts has been developed and manufactured. The obtained blanks
are with different types of nanomaterials mixed with aluminum powder. Experimentally, a certain amount of wire has been introduced in
molten aluminum and aluminum alloy. It has been obtained samples, subject of further research.

Екструзия на наночастици за влагане в стопилки от алуминий и алуминиеви сплави
Гл.ас.д-р Б. Кръстев, доц.д-р А. Великов, гл.ас.д-р Р. Димитрова, гл.ас.д-р В. Петков, доц.д-р В. Манолов
Институт по металознание, съоръжения и технологии с център по хидро- аеродинамика "Акад. А. Балевски"
Българска академия на науките, София, България
Резюме: Разработени и изработени чрез екструдиране са телове от наноматериали за влагане в метални стопилки. Получените
заготовки са с с различни видове наноматериали, примесени с алуминиев прах. Експериментирано е влагане на определено
количество тел в разтопени алуминий и алуминиева сплав. Получени са образци, които са предмет на по-нататъшни изследвания.
Фиг.1
- получената смес се насипва в тънкостенна алуминиева ампула
и се уплътнява посредством винтова преса;
- така получената заготовка се полага в работния цилиндър на
специално коструирана за целта пресформа;
- пресформата е монтирана към хидравлична преса, чрез която
се осъществява налягане;
- екструдираната тел ”изтича“ през специално конструиран и
изработен отвор на пресформата (фиг.2);

1. Въведение
Получаването на алуминий и алуминиеви сплави с висока
порестост или наричани още пени е предмет на работата на
редица изследователи. Тези материали имат ниска плътност с
голямо количество разпределени пори. Интерес представлява
повишаването на механичните качества на получаваните
продукти, с цел по-нататъшното им приложение.

2. Получаване
на
наноматериали

заготовки

с

При предходни изследвания [1] са доказани повишения на
механичните показатели на получаваните изделия, след
модифициране с нанопрахове. Настоящото изследване има за
цел предварително модифициране на алуминий или
алуминиева сплав, подлежаща на разпенване, с нанопрахове
(Al2O3, SiC и др.). За да се избегне изплуването на
наноматериала на повърхността на стопилката, бе използвана
технология за екструдиране на примесен с алуминиев прах
наноматериал [2]. Разликата се състои в това, че в цитираният
източник става дума за заваряване и наваряване на алуминиевомагнезиеви деформируеми сплави, докато тук се използват
чист алуминий и подевтектична алуминиева сплав, а методът за
получаване на заготовките е леене.
Технологията за получаване на тел чрез екструдиране е
следната:
- нанопрахът се смесва с алуминиев прах в определено
съотношение;
- сместа се хомогенизира посредством ултразвукова уредба
(фиг.1);

Фиг.2

3. Изследване
екструзия

на

продукти,получени

чрез

Получените телове бяха подложени на SEM изследвания. На
фиг.3 е показано SEM изображение на екструдирана смес на
прах Al с микронни размери и наноразмерен прах SiC.
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От така получените телове се отрязват необходимото
количество пръчки, които се привързват за пропелер, за
влагане в стопилката (фиг.5).
Фиг.5
Разтварянето се осъществява посредством устройство, което е
специално конструирано за влагане на различни елементи в
стопилка (фиг.6).

Фиг.3
Изработен е шлиф, от напречното сечение на получен
посредством екструзия. Част от него е показан на фиг.4

Фиг.6
След влагане на наноматериал, стопилката се обработва за
разпенване по технология, описана в [3]. От получените
заготовки (фиг.7) се изрязват образци за последващи
изследвания и изпитания.

Фиг.4
Ясно се забелязва сместа от прах Al с микронни размери и
наноразмерен прах SiC, както и „опаковъчната“ част, получена
от алуминиевата ампула.

Фиг.7

4.Заключение
Разработени и изработени чрез екструдиране са телове от
наноматериали за влагане в метални стопилки. Получените
заготовки са с с различни видове наноматериали, примесени с
алуминиев прах. Експериментирано е влагане на определено
количество тел в разтопени алуминий и алуминиева сплав.
Получени са образци, които са предмет на по-нататъшни
изследвания
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Concept of an energy system emulator
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Abstract: Research, optimization and practical implementation of the optimization processes of energy subsystems of power, heating and
industrial plants is a relatively complex task that is unimaginable today without specialized computer support tools. The energy system
emulator itself represents a tool for development and application work with energy systems, which is based on today’s standard
decentralized control systems. The basic principles of the modular construction of the emulator and an example of its implem entation based
on the Siemens SIMATIC-S7 DCS system are shown. In addition to the design of the energy systems emulator concept, the article also
presents a design of a hydraulic turbine model as the most important subsystem of a hydropower plant, the efficiency calculation of which is
analytically demanding and dependent on parameters that are often obtained only by a theoretical estimation. In this article, a fuzzy system
was used to create the model based on measured operating data of the turbine flow ra te and the height of its water column without any need
to know the exact turbine parameters.
Keywords: ENERGY PROCESS MODELLING, DECENTRALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM DCS, EMULATOR BASED ON DCS
(Human Machine Interface), which significantly improves the
quality of their acquired knowledge and experience. Another
advantage of this solution is the possibility of testing the specific
involvement of individual measuring and action members of the
proposed system directly on the emulator before the project
proposal. which diminishes the number of necessary changes to the
project in implementation and also significantly accelerates the
implementation time for a particular energy system in practice.

1. Introduction
Currently, the management of electricity generation and
distribution of energy companies (power plants, heating plants and
energy in large industrial enterprises) is carried out largely on the
basis of specific solutions and by improving existing algorithms
based on continuously acquired practical experience. Large
multinational companies often have their own research teams and
methods, but these are not available to many businesses and
companies due to the associated financial demands. The aim of this
paper is to propose a concept of a universal energy emulator that
would correspond as much as possible to a particular real energy
system. It is a device that would enable modelling as faithfully as
possible in accordance with the actual system to examine and
design specific subsystems of power plants, heating plants and other
production processes. Furthermore, the knowledge achieved could
be directly used in the practical deployment of a particular control
system, in particular in the management of such systems [1-2], their
visualization [3], and also in the training of operators (turbine
operators, boilers, small hydropower plants, etc.).

Due to the requirement of universality of the proposed
emulator, it is necessary to build the software hierarchically and
with strict modularity. There are three basic types of modules:
1. Control modules. The most frequently used types of such
modules are now a standard part of any DCS system. These
are classic PID controllers, binary actuators and valves of
various types, sequential regulators, etc. If necessary, other,
less standard controllers (fuzzy regulators, neural networks,
reference model controllers, adaptive controllers, etc.) it is
necessary to create a new library module in the DCS system
based on the standards of the system used.
2. Interface modules. This type of module is now also a
standard part of any DCS system and it is designed to
connect this system with the relevant technology. Since the
proposed emulator will mainly be used to interconnect
internally with technological modules, they need to be
modified, especially in view enabling simple redirection of
their input and output signals.

2. Concept of an Energy Systems Emulator
The emulator concept derives from the requirements for its use
in the technical work of companies and organizations engaged in
the deployment of control systems for energy and heating processes
[4]. The scheme of the controlled energy system that needs to be
emulated is shown in Fig.1.

3. Technological modules. These modules are the core of the
emulator and need to be developed, verified and
implemented for each individual subsystem of the energy
equipment in the most general form.

3. Implementing the Energy Systems Emulator
Using the Siemens DCS System
Based on the concept of the energy system emulator from
Fig. 1, the hardware equipment of the emulator based on a Siemens
SIMATIC-S7 system was designed and implemented as shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Illustrated scheme of the controlled energy system

The energy system has two main parts, technological and
control. It is practically impossible to emulate realistically the
control part of the energy system with a (simpler, cheaper, etc.)
computer system other than a decentralized system (DCS). For this
reason, it is optimal and most convenient to build the technical
means of the proposed emulator on the basis of a standardized DCS
system. Part of the emulator will simulate the DCS subsystem itself
and the other part the energy process with its subsystems.
Furthermore, this solution enables the designed emulators directly
to apply and deploy the designed control and visualization blocks to
control the specific energy device being studied. This concept also
makes it possible to train device operators practically on a real HMI

The complete emulator is built on two processors, one of which
emulates the control itself while the other emulates the energy
technology device. The emulator includes two operator stations
(they can also serve as engineering stations) for visualization and
one portable programming station. Processors are interconnected
via the Profibus DP bus. When emulating and training operators, all
signals between the control and technological parts of the emulated
device (i.e. processor 1 and processor 2) will be transmitted through
this bus. When connected to a real device, the signals from the
modules will be switched to the real IO cards of the system.
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for the Grid. Fig. 3 depicts all the previously stated main subsystems, creating the basic simulation model of the SHP.

Fig.3 Block diagram of a small hydropower plant
Fig. 2 Siemens DCS emulator block scheme

The Hydraulic Turbine is considered to be the heart of the
hydropower plant, mostly because of its important function in the
whole process of electrical energy production. Therefore, using an
accurate model of it is necessary to achieve realistic and relevant
results. The turbine converts the kinetic or potential energy of the
water into a mechanical rotation that moves the generator’s rotor via
the common shaft.

The emulator software is built on program modules
corresponding to individual subsystems of the energy equipment.
Technological modules are implemented according to a specific
technological subsystem. Each such module is to have the following
parts:
Module core. A program block in which the functional
dependence between the relevant inputs and outputs of the
technological subsystem are programmed. This dependency can be
analytically modelled explicitly (see Fig.3) or implicitly (for
example, using fuzzy rules describing sessions between inputs and
outputs).

5. Modelling the Hydraulic Turbine subsystem
For modelling purposes, the proposed Hydraulic Turbine
subsystem does not differ according to the type of the hydraulic
turbines. However, incorporating its efficiency into the model is one
of the most important parts of the proper modelling of the turbine as
part of the SHP.

Module parameter block. Given the required versatility of the
emulator, it is clear that the difference between two energy blocks
of the same type will be determined by the set of their internal
parameters, therefore each technological module must have a
subsystem for the registration of its parameters and the form of their
adjustment. This can be a problem especially in nonlinear systems,
since their nonlinearities might not be explicitly described
mathematically. For a given specific technological element (such as
a turbine), nonlinearities can be obtained by measuring and
displaying using a table or an appropriate FIS (Fuzzy Inference
System) structure.

Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the hydraulic turbine
subsystem that was created based on the turbine’s theoretical and
mathematical description mentioned in the literature [6].

I/O interface module. This interface is used to connect the
technological module with other modules or with the DCS
environment. In addition to preparing IO signals, it must also
include the possibility of redirecting signals from its IO board to
defined hardware IO cards.

Fig.4 Block diagram of the hydraulic turbine

Modeling the penstock, as a part of the depicted model’s
structure, was done assuming incompressibility of the water and
under the assumption that the penstock is strong enough, with
length L and cross-sectional area A. The loss of the water column
caused by the penstock characteristics is thus far neglected.

Visualization interface of the module. Unlike control modules,
which receive signals (commands, mode switching, etc.) from the
operator (or parent modules) and also visualize their states,
technological modules only need to be visualized (and very rarely
some switched state needs to be set, for example, with the turbine
“stuck”). On the other hand, an energy subsystem normally has
significantly more signals to visualize than a standard control block.
Therefore, this interface mainly contains visualization screens for
the given technological element.

dq
Dt

= h0 − h − hl g

A

(1)

L

Equation 1 represents the basic formula used in the hydraulic
turbine’s simulation model development.

4. Model of a Turbine at a Small Hydroelectric
Power Plant

Table 1. List of the parameters used in the equation (1)

A small hydroelectric power plant can be used as an example of
an energy facility. In general, the simulation model of a small
hydropower plant (SHP) consists of five main sub-systems, i.e. the
Governor – representing the turbine control system; the Servodrive,
that serves as an actuator to regulate the flow of the water through
the hydraulic turbine by controlling the valves or guide vanes
according to the Governor output signal; the simulation model of a
Hydraulic Turbine – representing the process of conversion of the
energy; and also a block for the Electric Generator and another one

Symbol

Quantity

q
A
L
g
h0
h

Turbine flow
Cross-sectional area of the penstock
Length of the penstock
Gravitational acceleration
Static water head (water column)
Water head (at the turbine’s inlet area)
Loss of the water head caused by the
friction in the penstock

hl
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Unit
[m3/s]
[m2]
[m]
[m/s2]
[m]
[m]
[m]
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5.1. Simulation model of hydraulic turbine
efficiency: no load flow calculation method

λ=

(7)

q

Therefore, the input signals (values) for the calculation of the
hydraulic turbine’s efficiency in this case would be the actual
turbine water flow q and the mechanical angular velocity of the
turbine ωm.. Using the mathematical description shown and
described above, gives all the necessary data for creating a submodel for hydraulic turbine efficiency (see Fig. 6). Thus, this submodel could replace the At coefficient and no-load flow value qnl
used in the previously-mentioned method.

In reality however, there are many other factors affecting the
turbine’s efficiency. Therefore, one of the basic ways to model
turbine efficiency is to use a “no load flow” variable, qnl, which is
considered to be a parameter characterizing the constant power
losses. The equation (2) describes the relationship between the
variables.
𝑃𝑚 = 𝐴𝑡 ℎ 𝑞 − 𝑞𝑛𝑙 − 𝐷𝐺∆𝜔

R blades A blades ω m

(2)

where: Pm is mechanical power at the shaft; q represents the actual
flow through the turbine; D is considered to be the Damping
coefficient; G is the above-mentioned Guide Vane Opening Position
[%]; and ∆ω represents the speed deviation [6, 9].
The IEEE Working Committee considers parameter At as a
some kind of Hydraulic Turbine Gain, the calculation of which
differs in scientific papers. Equation (6) serves to calculate the At
parameter according to the paper [9].
𝐴𝑡 =

𝑇𝑈𝑅𝐵𝐼𝑁𝐸 𝑃𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅 [𝑀𝑊]

(3)

(𝐺𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑅𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑅_𝑃𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅 𝑀𝑉𝐴 ℎ𝑟 𝑞𝑟 −𝑞 𝑛𝑙 )

where the hr is the rated head needed for the rated flow qr. The
corresponding simulation model is shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 6 Turbine efficiency calculation sub-model

6 Fuzzy model of Hydraulic turbine´s efficiency
All the previously mentioned ways of calculating turbine
efficiency are based on a quite complicated and not always accurate
calculations, mainly because of the need for detailed knowledge of
parameters, or at least estimated parameter values.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the Hydraulic Turbine Subsystem taking turbine
efficiency into account

5.2. Simulation model of hydraulic turbine
efficiency: Direct efficiency calculation

The next steps in our research regarding Hydraulic Turbine
Subsystem modelling involve considering other possibilities in
terms of universal, but still accurate and fast, efficiency calculation.
In Fig. 7 there is an obvious difference in the maximum possible
efficiency of the turbine, caused only by wear on the turbine’s
blades, or its runner, and thus by the change in the inner area of the
blades Ablades, which is one of the key values in the calculation
defined by [8]. This relation between the turbine wear rate and its
efficiency is strongly nonlinear and therefore it is often difficult to
implement this phenomenon into the simulation model.

Another way of taking turbine efficiency into account is to
calculate its specific value. In [8] the authors explore this topic in
detail. This way of modeling hydraulic turbine sub-systems is based
on a very basic formula (equation (4)) for mechanical power
calculation.
𝑃𝑚 = 𝜂𝜌𝑞𝑔ℎ

(4)

where η represents hydraulic turbine efficiency; ρ is water density
(the commonly used value is 1000kg/m3); q represents actual
turbine flow; g is gravitational acceleration (9.81m/s); and h that is
the actual water head available. In the simulation model, the values
used are in per-unit form.
This efficiency calculation method requires to know exactly
some of the turbine’s characteristic parameters, namely the radius of
the turbine’s blades Rblades [m] and the size of the areas of the blades
Ablades [m2]. The actual values of its mechanical angular velocity ωm,
and also the actual turbine’s water flow q, are also necessary for the
correct calculation.
η λ, q =

1 90
+q
2 λi

+ 0,78 exp

−50
λi

3,33q

a)

(5)

Fig. 7 The efficiency of the hydraulic turbine
a) Rblades =1.9m and Ablades=9m2- max. turbine’s efficiency 87,75%
b) Rblades =1.9m and Ablades=8m2-max. turbine’s efficiency 77%

Equation 5 shows the relation between the turbine efficiency
value and all the above-mentioned parameters, where λ i is defined
as:
λi =

−1
1
− 0,0035
(λ+0,089)

b)

Therefore, so called efficiency “image” of the hydraulic turbine
can be determined by measuring the water flow q; the turbine
mechanical speed ωm and the turbine’s efficiency at the steady state
operation points, as stated below in Table 2.

(6)

and λ is defined as:
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Table 2. Measured efficiency at different steady state operation points
Efficiency  [%]

q

7 Conclusion
The submitted article describes the design of the concept of an
energy system emulator, which is intended for research, simulation
and verification of specific energy devices. This emulator can also
serve as a trainer for training the operators of such systems, since
training them (especially in the early stages) on the real system is
demanding and often threatens unwanted losses or damage to
technical equipment.

ωm

0.2
0.4

0.2
12.77
2.74

0.4
30.36
26.40

0.6
36.23
49.60

0.8
37.83
64.41

1
37.97
73.24

0.6

0.35

13.64

40.90

66.92

87.22

0.8
1

0.04
0.00

5.68
2.11

27.20
16.07

56.26
42.03

84.31
72.49

The emulator was built according to the concept described in
the article in the laboratories of EnergoControl s.r.o. Košice in
cooperation with the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Mechatronics of FEI TUKE.

The data from Table 2 can be used for searching the fuzzy
inference structure (FIS) of the modelled efficiency describing the
measured relationship between [ωm, q] → .

The presented article additionally describes a brief overview of
the current knowledge and methods in the field of modelling
hydraulic turbines as parts of small hydropower plants, and it also
describes a proposed fuzzy model of a hydraulic turbine, while
taking into account its efficiency. The mentioned fuzzy model can
be obtained from the measured data of the turbine water flow and
the water head available. It is shown that the model reached
practically the same accuracy as the analytical models did. Such a
model can be used in the design and development process of
optimal energy control of hydraulic turbines, and also in the
effective determination process of an actual turbine’s wear rate.

The fuzzy model is designed based on this data using standard
cluster analysis tools with an adaptive approach resulting in
improved quality of simulation modelling and reduced time needed
for the development process [10]. The adaptive neuro-fuzzy
interference system Anfisedit (included in the Matlab software) was
chosen out of the large number of available methods in the field of
adaptive fuzzy system development [11]. The basic characteristics
of cluster analysis are the reduction of total number of fuzzy rules
and good initial setting of rule parameters. Subtractive clustering
was used, and also the robust data analysis method, with the
following parameters: Range of influence = 0.5, Squash factor =
1.1, Accept ratio = 0.45, and Reject ratio = 0.005. As a result, we
obtained a static Sugeno type fuzzy system with twelve rules, as
depicted in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Efficiency fuzzy model – Sugeno type with 12 rules

The proposed fuzzy model replaces the numerical calculation of
the turbine efficiency based on equations (5)-(7). These equations,
as already mentioned, contain several parameters that we cannot
determine quite accurately.
From Fig. 9 we can see that the efficiency based on the fuzzy
model for  m = 0.65 and q = 1 is Based on the
comparison of the efficiency obtained from the fuzzy model and the
efficiency calculated analytically (see Fig. 7) we can conclude that
the proposed fuzzy model achieves almost the same accuracy as the
analytical model.

Fig. 9 Fuzzy model of turbine efficiency based on measured data the water
flow q and turbine’s mechanical speed ω m
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Study of the defect closure behaviour during forging in a step-wedge strikers
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Abstract. This work is devoted to the study of the internal defect closure during metal broaching in step -wedge strikers with wedge and
depression by FEM in Deform program. A through cylindrical hole with a diameter of 3 mm was considered as an internal defect. At the
same time, three variants of the defect vertical location were modeled – in the workpiece center, near the upper face of the wedge and near
the lower face of the depression. In all three cases, the internal defect closure is uneven. The most intense defect closure is observed when it
is located in the workpiece axial zone. Defects located near the strikers surface zones are not closed well enough. The stress-strain state
analysis showed that the defect location affects the distribution nature of stresses and strains along the workpiece section.
Keywords: FORGE, STEP-WEDGE STRIKERS, FEM, DEFECT CLOSURE, STRESS-STRAIN STATE.

1. Introduction
When obtaining blanks for forging and stamping production,
one of the main tasks is to eliminate various defects formed at the
casting stage. The most typical defects of this class are discontinuity
defects – cracks, gas bubbles, non-metallic inclusions, etc. Their
presence in the finished forging leads to a significant anisotropy of
mechanical properties along the section of the workpiece, which can
lead to breakage of the part made of this forging. Therefore, the
research of traditional and the development of fundamentally new
methods and devices that allow to increase the level of internal
processing of metal during forging operations remain relevant.
In the course of previous studies, new designs of forging
strikers were proposed, the configuration of which allows to
develop both shear and alternating deformations in the metal [1]. A
comparative analysis of the strikers of two configurations revealed
that the use of a wedge on one striker and a depression on the other
is the most optimal solution from the point of view of surface
shaping of the metal [2]. This work is devoted to the study of the
closure of internal defects during metal broaching in step-wedge
strikers of optimal configuration with finite element modeling in the
Deform program.

2. FEM-simulation
A square section blank with a side of 30 mm and a length of 15
mm was created as the initial part. The choice of a small length was
due to the fact that on each of the three strikers sections, the surface
configuration (the nature of the faces inclination) remains
unchanged, i.e. the use of a workpiece whose length is obviously
less than the length of the smallest section, equal to 20 mm, makes
it possible to simultaneously assess the shape of the metal at the
front and rear ends, as well as in the central workpiece zone. When
using a billet of a longer length, similar results would be obtained
during different broaching stages.
As an internal defect, a through cylindrical joint with a diameter
of 3 mm was created. At the same time, three variants of the vertical
location of the defect were considered – in the center of the
workpiece, near the upper face of the wedge and near the lower face
of the depression. To optimize the calculation on the workpiece,
vertical symmetry was used (Fig. 1). AISI1035 steel heated to
1100°C was chosen as the workpiece material. The compression of
the workpiece in each section was regulated by the size of the gap
change of 10% during deformation in the first section. The friction
coefficient at the contact of workpiece and strikers was assumed to
be 0.3.
During the analysis of the models, the shape of the workpiece
(the closure degree of the through defect), as well as the main
parameters of the stress-strain state – equivalent strain and average
hydrostatic pressure were studied.

Fig. 1. Initial models
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distribution in models with an upper and lower location of the
defect has a "mirror" character, i.e. the patterns of the distribution of
the strain fields are opposite in the horizontal direction. In the case
of the central location of the defect, the distribution of strain fields
has a relatively symmetrical appearance.
When analyzing the average hydrostatic pressure in models
with the upper and lower location of the defect, the "mirror" nature
of the distribution of stress fields was also revealed (Fig. 4). At the
same time, the zone of maximum compressive stresses (-138 MPa ÷
-250 MPa) covers almost the entire workpiece in height, but does
not affect the defect area. In a model with a central location of the
defect, the specified zone of maximum compressive stresses passes
through the defect area, which contributes to its more intensive
closure.

3. Results and discussion
As a result of the calculation of the models, the following
results were obtained (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Defects closing

In all three cases, the closure of the internal defect is uneven. At
the same time, the most intense closure of the defect is observed
when it is located in the axial zone of the workpiece. Defects
located in the surface areas are not closed well enough. This is a
consequence of the fact that in the axial zone the workpiece
receives deformation from the simultaneous action of the wedge
and the depression of both strikers, which is characterized by the
slope of the defect generator. In surface defects, the slope is
observed only from the side of the nearest configuration element
(wedge or depression), in the same zone, the maximum closure of
the defect occurs, which is still insufficient due to almost a single
impact.
Analyzing the parameters of the stress-strain state, it was found
that their distribution over the section of the workpiece also depends
on the location of the defect. When analyzing the equivalent strain
(Fig. 3), it was revealed that the numerical value of the level of the
developed strain in one pass in all three models is approximately the
same and ranges from 0.3 in the least processed zones to 0.9 in the
most processed zones. At the same time, the nature of the strain

Fig. 3. Equivalent strain
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Conclusion
The study of the internal defect closure during metal broaching
in step-wedge strikers with wedge and depression by FEM in
Deform program showed that the most intense defect closure is
observed when it is located in the workpiece axial zone. Defects
located near the strikers surface zones are not closed well enough.
The stress-strain state analysis showed that the defect location
affects the distribution nature of stresses and strains along the
workpiece section. Taking into account the fact that the main share
of defects in cast blanks (in particular, forging ingots) is located
precisely in the axial zone, this configuration of strikers is quite a
preferable choice for the effective study of the inner layers of metal
in order to close possible defects.
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Effect of the forging process in a tool implementing alternating deformation on the
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Abstract: The article describes the concept of a new forging method of circular cross-section blanks in a forging tool, the design of
which makes it possible to develop significant alternating deformations in the deformable metal. The results of comparative studies of the
microstructure and mechanical properties of AISI-5140H low-alloy structural steel, formed in a new forging tool that implements alternating
deformation and in flat strikers are presented.
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the tool for its implementation. And it has long been proven that
one of these technologies is forging technology, which allows
additional shear deformations to be realized during deformation [1].
It is possible to achieve significant additional shear
deformations during forging in practice for forging workpieces of
circular cross-section by using a new forging tool [2] shown in
Figure 1.

1. Introduction
One of the advanced methods of metal processing, which allows
to significantly reduce the metal consumption coefficient in the
manufacture of various metal products, and at the same time will
ensure an increase in their quality, is metal forming, including such
method as forging. Improving the metal quality when forging ingots
and blanks largely depends on the chosen forging technology and

Fig. 1. Forging tool and scheme workpiece deformation

The purpose of this work was to study the influence of the
forging process of round cross-section blanks in a forging tool that
implements shear deformation in the entire volume of the deformed
metal on the microstructure evolution and changes in the
mechanical properties of AISI-5140H steel. The choice of AISI5140H low-alloy structural steel for the experiment is justified by
the fact that this steel is widely used in the manufacture of various
machine parts and equipment.

fed into a forging tool of a new design and deformed according to
the scheme shown in Figure 1. After the entire billet (along the
entire length) was formed according to this scheme, another series
of compression of the billet along the entire length was carried out
in the same forging tool, but already at first with its edging at 45°,
and then at 30°. This made it possible to approximate the shape of
the cross-section formed in the new forging tool of the workpiece to
a circle having a diameter of 35 mm. The second batch of blanks
made of AISI-5140H steel, heated to the temperature of the
beginning of forging, was formed according to the current
technology - broaching in flat strikers, also up to a diameter of 35
mm. Section reduction in both cases was 1.65.
Metallographic studies of blanks formed according to the
proposed and current technologies were carried out on a
metallographic microscope DM IRM of Leica (Germany) in
accordance with the requirements of GOST 5639-82. Also, nondeformed (annealed) billets made of AISI-5140H steel were
subjected to metallographic studies. The results of the
microstructure evolution study are shown in Figure 2.

2. Experimental part
An experiment on the deformation of AISI-5140H steel billets
with dimensions DL = 45300 mm in a forging tool of a new
design implementing alternating deformation was carried out in
laboratory conditions on a hydraulic press with a force of 100 tons.
All blanks of AISI-5140H steel were annealed at a temperature of
700°C with an exposure time of 45 minutes to ensure the restoration
of the initial structure.
The technology of forging blanks in the new forging tool was as
follows: the blanks were preheated to a forging start temperature of
1100°C and were kept at this temperature; then the first billet was

а)
b)
c)
Fig. 2. Microstructure of AISI-5140H steel: a – initial, b – shaped in flat strikers, c – shaped in a new forging tool
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this increase is: the tensile strength increased by 12.9%, and the
yield strength increased by 13.9%. The plastic characteristics of the
workpieces forged in the proposed tool increase in comparison with
their initial values, too, more significantly than when forging with
flat strikers. For example, the relative elongation during forging in a
new forging tool increases on average by 7.3%, and the relative
narrowing by 5%, and when forging in flat strikers, the relative
elongation increases by only 3% and the relative narrowing by
2.2%. A more intensive increase in the mechanical properties of
blanks forged using the proposed technology in a new forging tool
is primarily due to the fact that the compression of blanks in this
tool is accompanied by intense shear deformations and, accordingly,
more intensive grinding of the initial microstructure, which was
proved earlier.

Comparison of average grain sizes with reference scales showed
that in the initial state, the dimensions correspond to 5 points; after
deformation in flat strikers the average grain size lies in the range 67 points, and after deformation in a new forging tool - 9 points.So,
the grain size of AISI-5140H steel, deformed in a new forging tool,
the entire cross-section is 2-3 points higher than when deforming it
in flat strikers. At the same time, when deforming workpieces in a
new forging tool, there is also a more uniform distribution of
equiaxed grains over all sections of the workpiece, compared with
flat strikers.
Also, standard tensile samples (type III) were prepared from all
experimental blanks (deformed and not deformed) in accordance
with GOST 1497-84 "Metals. Tensile testing methods". To conduct
tensile tests, the TCB – 101-50 installation was used. During
mechanical tests, the following mechanical properties of AISI5140H steel were determined: tensile strength, yield strength,
elongation, contraction. The average values of these mechanical
properties obtained after statistical processing of test results are
shown in Table 1.

3. Conclusion
The conducted studies have once again proved the advantages
of forging workpieces in forging tools, which allow additional shear
or alternating deformations to be realized in the entire volume of the
deformed metal during the deformation process. Also, the above
studies suggest that the introduction of the proposed technology into
production will allow to obtain an economic effect, since this
technology will allow to obtain forgings and billets of circular
cross-section with a given level of mechanical properties with less
forging than using flat strikers.

Table 1 – Mechanical properties of AISI-5140H steel
Average values of
properties
Tool
Property
After
Initial
deformation
Tensile strength, MPa
579,7
684,6
new
Yield strength, MPa
265,4
344,8
forging
Elongation,%
10,8
18,7
tool
Contraction,%
23,7
35,6
Tensile strength, MPa
579,7
654,7
flat
Yield strength, MPa
265,4
302,4
strikers
Elongation,%
10,8
14,1
Contraction,%
23,7
28,9
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Analysis of mechanical properties shows that the strength
characteristics of AISI-5140H steel blanks forged in the proposed
forging tool increase more intensively, compared with the strength
properties of blanks formed in flat strikers. Thus, when using a new
forging tool, the strength characteristics of the workpieces increase
on average after one deformation cycle: the tensile strength
increased by 18.1%, and the yield strength increased by 23% of its
initial values (after annealing). When using flat strikers for forging,
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Abstract: The assembly base is a permanent building site, where the elements of the track panel are assembled. It is characterized by large
dimensions and weights of the processed parts and the final product. The report is based on observation and measurements of the existing
assemble base in Kazichane and possibilities of modern computer technologies for modeling and simulation of the operation of the
individual crane track elements. The unique of the studied crane track is that the rails are joined to half-sleepers lying on 1 m distance, not
to a continuous beam, like in crane tracks in industry, and that the using materials are typical for the railway superstructu re.
Keywords: CRANE TRACK, RAILWAY TRACK, ASSEMBLY BASE FOR THE RAILWAY TRACK, GANTRY CRANE

1. Introduction
The railway track assembly bases Mezdra, Odarne and
Razdelna are along the 2nd railway line - Sofia-Varna. Kazichene
base is on the 1st line - Sofia-Svilengrad, and Bezmer base (Yambol
region) is along the 8-th railway line - Plovdiv-Burgas.

The mechanized renewal and construction of new railway lines
in Bulgaria is most often done in a unit way. From the point of view
of the railway, it includes:
 complete renewal of the rail-traverse grill or construction
of a new railway track;
 screening of the ballast prism, delivery and addition of
new crushed stone with the required fraction if necessary;
 repair, restoration or rehabilitation of drainage facilities gutters, bridges, drainages and ditches. Construction of
new drainage facilities;
 reconstruction of existing and construction of new
retaining walls;
 construction of a protective layer to the ground, as it is
possible to use the existing sieved ballast for this purpose;
 repair of weak points on the ground surface or ground
base, etc.

The basic device on such a railway track assembly basis is
given in fig. 2.
In the present study is considered in detail the railway track
assembly base Kazichene, fig. 3.

2. Location and role of railway track assembly
bases
The railway track assembly bases are open construction sites,
where works on installation and dismantling of the rail-traverse
grate of the railway, storage of the new rails, sleepers and fasteners
are carried out. They are part of the process of renewal,
reconstruction and new construction of railways in a unit way,
including the construction of a non-stop railway [1]. During the
construction of a rail track without welds, they are used for
assembling the rail-traverse units with inventory rails, delivery and
storage of the inventory rails and new reinforced concrete sleepers.

Fig. 2 The basic device on railway track assembly basis

The railway track assembly bases are part of the critical
infrastructure serving the railways. In some assembly bases, in
addition to the new units and the materials for their assembly,
reinforced concrete sleepers are also stored. On the territory of
Bulgaria there are 5 railway track assembly bases, shown in fig. 1,
at the state enterprise "Transport Construction and Restorution".
They are at a distance of over 200 km from each other with the idea
to achieve optimal service at any point of the railway network.

The Kazichene railway track assembly center is located next to
the Kazichene station.
It was built in 1975 and since then it has been used for
assembling the rail-traverse grate of the railway and storing the
necessary rails, traverses fig. 4 and fasteners.

Fig. 3 The railway track assembly base Kazichene

Fig. 1 Map of the railway track assembly bases
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Fig. 6 Heavy road in operation at Kazichene assembly base

Currently Kazichene base is served by 2 gantry cranes and a
total of 6 are available in the base.

Another application of the used sleepers is given in fig. 7, as a
loading and unloading site [3].

Fig. 7 Loading and unloading platform of reinforced concrete sleepers

3. Crane road - features
The track on which the gantry cranes move is a guide consisting

Fig. 4 Storage of new ST6 sleepers at Kazichene base

of:

The cranes have an opening (transverse distance between the
legs) 9.15 m. Equipped with electric motors driving the crane itself
and the crane trolley.






rails 49E1 fig. 8 with a length of 25 m,
"K" type fasteners,
wooden half-beams fig. 9, located in 1 m and
ballast prism.

In the base, in addition to the new units and materials for their
assembly, reinforced concrete sleepers are also removed from the
road, Fig. 5 [2].

Fig. 8 Rails 49E1 with a length of 25 m

These are rails elements typical of a conventional railway. The
track gauge is 9.15 m. Along its entire working length, the road is
located in a straight section.
No lateral wear of the rails is observed fig. 9, rotation of the
fasteners and different wear of the flanges Fig. 10 of the crane
wheels. It can be said that horizontal forces transverse to the axis of
the road do not lead to visible deformations and additional wear.

Fig. 5 Storage of used reinforced concrete sleepers in Kazichene base

An interesting application of some of the reinforced concrete
sleepers removed from the road was found in fig. 6. The sleepers
are used as pavement on the road on which the trucks supplying the
base move. Despite the passage of heavy machinery, the road is in
good condition.

Due to the large track gauge, the road under each of the crane
legs can be considered as a separate structure.

Fig. 9 Condition of rails and half-beams
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of wooden and reinforced concrete half-beams. The load
corresponds to a crane with a lifting capacity of 12.5 t [4].

Fig. 10 Wheel condition: flanges and rim

The wooden half-beams and the ballast prism in which they are
located give the necessary stability to the road. The general
condition of the road is good. Significant contamination of the
ballast prism can be noted.
The crane wheels have double flanges fig. 11 and electric motor
drive. The motors are powered by a separate cable route attached to
a metal structure.

Fig. 11 Wheels with double flanges, electric motor and gearbox

Fig. 13 3D road model and moment diagram

Most of the processes are mechanized, but there are also a large
number of manual operations and processes. Hard physical labor is
currently being replaced by mechanization, but it is not at the level
of industrial production. There is a possibility for automation and
robotics of production. Most of the operations are monotonous and
repetitive. They can be automated and robotic in a modern
industrial line. Moreover, such already exist in the world. For
example, all-in-one train replacement trains.

The power supply is done with a suspended cable network
fig.12.

5. Conclusions
The review of the condition of the assembly bases available to
the state enterprise "Transport Construction and Reconstruction" in
our country leads to the following conclusions:
 the bases are functional, but in poor condition due to lack of
funding and targeted investments;
 The bases have huge reserves for the implementation of
automation and industrial robotics.
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It can be said that the construction used for crane construction is
suitable and with a guaranteed long service life. This construction
may serve as a basis for the development of other types of crane
tracks.

4. Prospects for development
The tendency is to increase the weight of the processed loads
due to the need to put in the railway heavier type rails, traverses
with higher weight and density. This means increasing the required
load capacity of the cranes and more working hours. The
construction of the crane track is related to these parameters.
To increase the stability and strength of the road, wooden halfbeams can be replaced with reinforced concrete ones. In this
situation, the stiffness of the road increases and it should be
monitored how the bending moment in the rail changes. In fig. 13 is
shown the digital model of the road, and a study of the current use
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Abstract: The technology of work in some industrial enterprises involves the using of the heavy lifting machines moving on a special railway
track. The type and dimensions of the gantry crane and the crane track are in accordance to the size and weight of the processed loads and
the final product. The gantry cranes and the crane tracks usually work outdoors in all weather conditions and aggressive environmental
influences. Most of these facilities were built 30 ÷ 40 years ago. During this period the regulations and requirements for their operation have
been changed. Digital technologies now allow more precise modeling and calculation of the structure of the crane track, as well as
inspection the impact of individual elements on the stress state of the structure as a whole.
The effect of the present study will have the greatest impact on loading and unloading platforms in railway stations, harbors and
intermodal terminals.
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• Rail → modeled by FRAME - elements with a length
corresponding to the distance between the points of support
(fastenings). The joints at the beginning and end of each element are
modeled with 6 restrains, which means translation and rotation
about the X, Y, Z axes of the coordinate system is prevented.

1. Introduction
With the development of modern computer technology and
software, the issue of modeling of the building structures is
becoming increasingly important. The subject of this paper is the
study of the stress state of a gantry crane's track with the help of
SAP 2000 computing software. Gantry cranes are used to carry out
loading and unloading operations in ports, railway stations and in
some industrial enterprises. These lifting machines usually operate
outdoors and the crane roads are exposed to all kinds of weather
conditions and aggressive environmental influences. The type and
dimensions of the elements inserted in the road depend on the load
capacity, working hours and productivity of the gantry crane. The
rails and fastenings used in the crane track are standardized
elements used as a finished product with fixed geometric and
strength characteristics. However, there are different options for the
sub-rail base, the suitability of which shall be proven. A variant
with a continuous reinforced concrete beam on which the fastenings
and rails are attached is considered in the present study. The impact
of the rail cross-section, the intensity of the fastenings and the
strength characteristics of the ground base on the stress state of the
sub-rail beam was traced.

• Fastenings → LINK - elements. The elastic characteristics of
the fastenings does not take into account. The directional properties
in X, Y, Z are fixed. The study was performed for the distance
between the fastenings 0.60, 0.80 and 1.00 m.
• Sub-rail reinforced concrete beam → modeled by FRAME –
elements with cross section 0.4/0.5m. The characteristics of the
frame elements are the same as the rail frames. Strength
characteristics of the material are as for concrete C20/25, according
to Eurocode 2 [4]. The springs are putted in the beginning and in the
end of every frame element. The stiffness of the springs
corresponds to the strength characteristics of the different ground
base.
• Ground base – the strength characteristics are represented by
the coefficient of subgrade reaction ks . Three values of coefficient
of subgrade reaction are used:
ks =10000 kN/m3 - weak soil
ks =20000 kN/m3 - connected soil, medium plastic
ks =35000 kN/m3 - fine gravel, coarse sand, semi-hard clays [5]

2. Model of the structure
The cross-sections and strength characteristics of rails 49E,
60E1 [1], A55 [2] are introduced in the digital model for the needs
of research. The load model is from a gantry crane with a load
capacity 12.5t [3]. The rails are point-supported on a continuous
reinforced concrete beam. A scheme of the construction is given in
Fig.1.

• The load - only load from crane and lifting load are included
in the study. Loads from wind, snow, icing and seismic impact does
not take into account. The crane load is modeled as concentrated
vertical and horizontal forces for each wheel. Direction of the
horizontal force is parallel to the axis of the road. This horizontal
load represents tractive or braking force. The loads are static
because of low speed of the crane in operation 1.25m/s. The load
combinations are
1) self-weight + vertical force
2) self-weight + vertical force + horizontal force
The loading and unloading platform are served by two or more
cranes very often. The relative position of the cranes must be such
as to obtain maximum value of the member force diagram in subrail beam.
For this purpose, the already made model of the structure is
loaded with a single vertical force and the zero points of the
moment's diagram of the sub-rail beam are determined.
The continuous elastic base is modeled by assign of spring
supports in joints of the reinforced concrete beam, corresponding to
coefficient of subgrade reaction ks =20000 kN/m3. It has been
studied whether the distance between joints affects to the distance A
between the applied point of force and the zero point of the moment
diagram.

Fig. 1 Scheme of the construction and gantry crane

Model description
A three-dimensional model of the structure was made in the
software product SAP 2000. The characteristics of the elements and
load as follows:

The distance between the joints coincides with the distance
between the fastenings. The data are given in Fig. 2.
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agreement between the theoretically obtained value and the values
calculated using the digital model.
Load combination type using in SAP 2000 for calculation of
element forces is Linear Add. In this case for maximum value of
moment is necessary distance between wheels of cranes to be
shorter than A. The scheme of loads and the type of the moment
diagram in the sub-rail beam is given in Fig.3.

3. The results
The values of the bending moment and shear force in rail and
sub-rail beam are given on table 1. The values are calculated for
different distances between fastenings, rail section 49E and
ks =35000 kN/m3.
Table 1: The bending moment and shear force
Distance
Distance
between joints
between joints
0.6m
0.8m
Moment 3-3 in
19.00
19.87
rail [kNm]
Shear 2-2 in
124.09
214.30
rail [kN]
Moment 3-3 in
84.85
83.06
beam [kNm]
Shear 2-2 in
100.61
98.31
beam [kN]

Fig. 2 Moment 3-3 diagram in sub-rail beam

The distance A can be calculated by using of the basic value of
the beam L [6].

Distance
between joints
1.0m
28.84
201.78
88.95
95.26

The dependency between shear force, bending moment and
fastenings distance is given in Fig.4.
(1)
By L the continuous beam is convert to the beam of two
supports, and distance A is:

(2)
For given on fig.2 cross sections of rail and concrete beam are
received as follow
The stiffness of the structure ЕI=83903kNm2
Width of the sub-rail beam b=0.5m
The basic value of the beam L=2.4069m
Distance A=1.89m

Fig. 4 Moment 3-3 and Shear 2-2 in rail, and in sub-rail beam

The first part of the graph shows that the distance between the
fastenings significantly affects the values of the shear forces in the
rail. Different options for the distance between the fastenings should
be considered when choosing the cross section of the rail. The
second part of the graph shows that the distance between the
fastenings changes the values of the shear forces and bending
moments in the reinforced concrete sub-rail beam slightly. The
values of the shear force decrease with increasing distance, but the
difference is small 5.2% between the maximum and minimum
value. For the bending moment, the difference between the
maximum and minimum value is also small 6.6%.

Fig. 3 The scheme of loads and the type of the moment diagram

We can see from Fig.2 that the values of A are approximately
the same. The difference between the minimum and maximum
value is 5.7%. It can be assumed that the distance between the
fastenings does not affect the position of the zero points in the
moment diagram. The difference of A value calculated with
equation 2 and with the SAP 2000 is less than 5%. There is a good

The influence of the rail section on the bending moment and
shear force in the sub-rail beam was also studied. The data is given
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in table 2. All values are calculated for fastenings distance 0.6m and
coefficient of subgrade reaction ks =35000 kN/m3
Table 2: The internal forces in sub-rail beam by different rail sections
Rail A55
Rail 49E
Rail 60E
Moment 3-3 in
102.51
84.85
79.06
beam [kNm]
Shear 2-2 in
119.63
100.61
94.15
beam [kN]

The dependency between shear force, bending moment and rail
cross section is given in Fig.5

Fig. 7 Shear force in sub-rail beam by different values of k s

4. Conclusions
The conclusions from the examinations made so far are the
following:

Fig. 5 The dependency between shear force, bending moment and rail cross
section

-

Replacement the cross-section of the crane track rails can
reduce the internal forces in the sub-rail beam.

-

The distance between fastenings does not affect the values
of the internal forces in the sub-rail beam.

-

The strengthening of the ground base under the crane road
also leads to a reduction of the internal forces in the subrail beam.
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It can be seen that as the weight of the rail increases, the
bending moment and the shear force in the sub-rail beam decrease.
However, almost doubling the weight of the rail reduces the
bending moment by 16% and the shear force by 21%.
To establish the relationships between the coefficient of
subgrade reaction and the beam forces in the digital model, bed
coefficient values were used for weak soils, for connected soil
medium plastic and for fine gravel coarse sand semi-hard clays. The
numerical values of the forces are given in Table 3. The study was
performed for rail type 49E and distance between the fastenings 0.6
m.
Table 3: The internal forces in sub-rail beam by different values of
coefficient of subgrade reaction ks
ks=10000 kN/m3
ks=20000 kN/m3 ks=35000 kN/m3
Moment 3-3 in
109.66
95.56
84.85
beam [kNm]
Shear 2-2 in
108.97
105.06
100.61
beam [kN]

Based on Table 3, it can be concluded that the bending moment
and shear in the beam are higher with a weaker ground base. The
moment decreases by 23% if the weak base is changed with
sustainable soil base. The shear force decreases by 8%.
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are shown the generalized relations of the
moment and the shear force.

Fig. 6 Bearing moment in sub-rail beam by different values of k s
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Abstract: Application developers mostly must choose between two main categories of the database: SQL (Structured Query Language) and
NoSQL (Not Only SQL) to build their solutions. SQL databases, also known as relational databases, have been in use for a very long time
and despite their age, SQL databases remain extremely popular with developers. Six of the top 10 results on DB-Engines’ list of most
popular DBMS are relational DBs (September 2021). In the meantime, NoSQL databases or non -relational databases, have gained
popularity year after year. One of the most widely used NoSQL databases is MongoDB, ranked 5th on DB-Engines’ list. In this article, we
will explore what are the differences between SQL and NoSQL, and which database to use for application development.
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meaning that a record can’t reference another record that doesn’t
exist in the table of the database. A normalized database and
validations/constraints used in databases make our data reliable.

1. Introduction
There are many databases used today in the industry to develop
software applications. Some of them are SQL (Structured Query
Language) databases and some are NoSQL (Not Only SQL)
databases. The conventional database is an SQL database system
that uses a tabular relational model to store data and to organize
their relationships between tables objects. The NoSQL database
concept is the newer one, and those databases provide an
architecture for storing and retrieving the data other than the
traditional model used in SQL DBMS.

With other features, like transactions, indexing, etc, SQL
databases are very fast, reliable, and robust.
Most SQL databases are vertically scalable, which means that
we can increase the load on a single server by increasing/upgrading
hardware components of a server like RAM, HDD/SSD, CPU, etc.
Some relational databases like Oracle, MS SQL Server, and DB2
RDBMSs also offer the support of horizontal scaling through
Shared disk clusters. But if we have a relationship between records
from different tables, we cannot store data on a different partition
on different storage hardware because this will decrease the
performance dramatically.

The programming languages and the type of the database are
two most important decisions for a developer to develop a system.
For the database first important decision is choosing a relational
(SQL) database or a non-relational (NoSQL) database, and after that
choosing the database engine. While relational databases are mostly
used databases, they may not be suitable for large datasets and big
data analysis. Big companies like Google, Amazon, etc, usually
prefer the NoSQL database systems because they have very large
datasets, and they need to implement their solutions on multiple
servers and NoSQL are horizontal scalable databases.

3. NoSQL databases
NoSQL databases are non-tabular databases and store data
differently than relational databases. A misconception regarding
NoSQL databases is that the “No” means no SQL instructions are
used in the database, but the “No” is for “NOT ONLY”. So, in
NoSQL databases may find some SQL instructions/commands.

However, choosing the type of database to develop a system is
harder than it looks, because both the SQL and NoSQL databases
have different functionalities and work on different architectures.

There are four different categories of NoSQL database:






Choosing the right database can simplify application
development, and a wrong choice can add troubles and difficulties.
This article will help you expand your knowledge with an in-depth
overview of SQL and NoSQL databases.

2. SQL databases

Document stores
Graph databases
Key-value stores
Wide-column data stores

Some NoSQL DBMS, such as Cosmos DB, uses different
categories, but NoSQL databases typically look very different from
each other and are rarely interchangeable between them. One
common thing that they generally are that they lose some robustness
to have much more speed and scalability.

The SQL language is a programming language for relational
databases, and it is an (ANSI) standard [1]. Some RDBMS
companies like Oracle or Microsoft have extended this language
with the procedural features of programming languages and
provided some dialects, like PL/SQL (Oracle Database) and T-SQL
(Microsoft SQL Server). The advantage of writing standardized
SQL scripts is that we can use the same scripts to another SQL
database and obtain the same result in case we have the same
structure of the database (same objects included on scripts).

The “Document stores” type of NoSQL database is the most
popular for application development. This type of NoSQL database
is very similar to the traditional SQL databases, except there are no
tables and relations to define a schema and no data normalization.
The columns and rows are replaced by a collection of whatever is
inside. Adding or removing a new data field to an existing entity is
very easy, but existing entities will remain unchanged, and the
changes are for new data. The same entity with different values can
be stored multiple times and, the developer must take care of the
application side because is very easy to make mistakes for the same
entity with different fields.

The most popular list of SQL databases includes Oracle,
MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and PostgreSQL, which are also on
the top of DB-Engines Ranking for a long time. Below, we’ll
describe some of the main features that make SQL so popular for
most of the developers.
Organizing the database with a schema has its advantages and
disadvantages because knowing the entities and values the
application expects is very good, but it’s not good with dynamic
data scenarios based on end-user requests to our system. Having a
schema means we can validate our data based on existing/new
records, for example, an ID field on a table must be unique and
should not be NULL (empty). We can also use a foreign key
relationship between two tables, to keep the integrity of data,

NoSQL databases are used mostly in environments and
conditions with dynamic data and scale, so they are much better
compared to SQL databases for dynamicity and scalability.
Document store type runs on multiple servers, while relational
databases are usually configured on a single server architecture or
multi-servers using shared storage technology. Since “Document
stores” type doesn’t implement field validations and constraints
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check, they’re very fast. The most popular document store
databases are MongoDB, Firebase, DynamoDB, Couchbase, and
Cosmos DB.



The graphical database is a special type of NoSQL database that
is a highly specialized type based on graphs theory. It consists of a
set of objects, which can be a node or an edge.[10] The most typical
use cases for graphical NoSQL databases are object mapping, social
networks, fraud detection, etc. Some social websites, like Facebook,
Twitter, or LinkedIn, which shows you friends/followers that your
friends/followers know is a good example of those types of
databases.
All objects in a graph NoSQL database are nodes, and the
relationships between them are as edges. To find all the nodes
(friends of friends), we would start with a fixed node and simply
browse all the edges from this node. Firstly, we browse the edges of
our friends, and then their friends’ edges. For example, if we have
200 nodes (friends), and each of those nodes had 100 to 200 is own
nodes (friends), we must browse more than 20,000 nodes. We could
go deeper recursively by browsing all edges of those nodes.



In a very big graph database does not take too much time to
read all these nodes (friends of friends). A traditional SQL database
can get stuck quickly by doing this and in a sample like a social
network database it would need to compare millions of records,
each with millions of records and so on. The most popular graph
databases are Cosmos DB, Neo4j, and ArangoDB.
The key-value store type is the simplest NoSQL database. This
type of database uses a key-value method to store data and the keyvalue store holds collections of key-value pairs where a key serves
as a unique identifier. The key and the value can be anything, from
a simple to a complex object. The key-value store type is not very
widely used, but it can be used in cases such as storing session data.
Memcached, Redis, and Cosmos DB are the most popular key-value
store NoSQL databases.



The wide-column data store type of NoSQL databases is very
similar to the key-value store type. In those types of databases, a
key can be used to link many columns instead of having a single
value for each key. Wide-column data stores type are very scalable
compared to other types and can store up to thousands of Terabytes
of data. Their use cases are for big data, like online sales, internet of
things (IoT) data, etc. The most popular databases of this type are
Bigtable, Cassandra, Cosmos DB, and HBase.



4. Differences between SQL and NoSQL databases
There are many differences between SQL and NoSQL database
technologies, and to decide about what might be the best DBMS for
our system we must understand very well all the differences. These
include main differences in:


Language: The biggest differences between SQL and
NoSQL databases is the language used to process data
and structure. Relational databases use SQL (Structured
Query Language) as a programming language to define
the structure of objects and manipulate data. This
language is easy to learn, powerful and very useful. SQL
is one of the most used programing languages which
means it is a better choice, and it can be very useful for
complex queries. But on the other side, it can be
restrictive because SQL language requires to use of
predefined schemas to determine the structure of data
before using it. Also, all data must be in the same
structure.[2] A change in the structure would be difficult
and disruptive to the whole system. A NoSQL database
uses a dynamic schema for unstructured data, and the data
are organized and stored in many ways using NoSQL
database categories like document-oriented, columnoriented, graph-based, or a Key-Value store category.[5]
This flexibility helps the software developers store data
without having a predefined structure. Also, each

document can have its structure and it can be different for
each one, which means it is very easy to upgrade the
system without taking care of the existing data.
Scalability: The relational databases are vertically
scalable, so we have possibility to change the load on a
single server by increasing HW like RAM, CPU, SSD,
etc. NoSQL databases are horizontally scalable, so we can
process more requests by adding more servers. It is like
adding more floors to the same building versus adding
more buildings to the neighborhood [9]. Thus, NoSQL
can become larger and more powerful, making these
databases the preferred choice for large or ever-changing
data sets [9].
Community: SQL databases have a much bigger
developer community compared to NoSQL databases.
There are very many websites/forums available where
developers can share their knowledge about SQL
language and publish the different solution for the same
case. Nowadays NoSQL databases are getting better and
better every day, but we cannot say the same for its
community, it is not as well defined as relational
database’s community because it is still relatively new.
SQL database vendors offer great support for those
databases. Also, a lot of experts certified by RDMBS
vendors are there who share their experience with SQL
databases for a very large-scale deployment but for some
NoSQL databases still must rely on community support
and the number of experts is still small for NoSQL
databases.
Data Structure: The relational databases are table-based,
and it is fixed for all the records on the same table. The
NoSQL databases are four types, key-value pairs,
document-based, graph databases or wide-column stores.
The relational SQL databases a better option compared to
non-relational for software that require multi-row
transactions such as a data entry application where
relationship between data records is important.
Performance: The NoSQL databases are not faster than
SQL databases just as the SQL databases are not faster
than them. The requests execution speed is depended on
the context and not on the type of database. The relational
databases are normalized, and the data is stored in logical
tables to avoid data duplication and data redundancy. In
this case, SQL databases are faster than their NoSQL
counterparts for joins, queries, updates, etc. [4]. NoSQL
databases are used for unstructured data which can be
document-oriented, column-oriented, graph-based, etc.[4].
In this case, a particular data entity is stored together and
not partitioned into different objects. So, performing read
or write operations on a single data entity is much faster
compared to relational databases.

5. SQL databases with dynamic data structure
Sometimes, NoSQL is the only option to choose to develop our
system. However, some SQL databases added some NoSQL
features while still being relational databases. For example,
RDBMS such as Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server offer the
possibility to use dynamic datatype like JSON or XML fields. The
have the possibility to use indices and SQL queries on those values.
Some other databases are a step further, they have the possibility to
be horizontally scalable. Snowflake RDBMS is a decentralized SQL
database, and it can be hosted in the cloud. This means SQL
databases solved the challenge of SQL databases are just vertically
and not being scalable horizontally while the uses just SQL
statements. Snowflake moved up a whopping 107 spots in the DBEngines ranking between September 2020 and September 2021,
climbing to position 21 (five spots ahead of Cosmos DB). This is an
interesting trend for so called NewSQL databases. CockroachDB
and Spark SQL are also part of NewSQL databases.
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6. How and what to choose
It is hard to choose the right database with all these databases.
We often hear, “pick the right tool for the right job.”, and the right
tool is the tool the developers know better. Developing an
application using a database that they do not know very well may
impact negatively on the solution, while a well-known one may be
sufficient to do the job. Based on what we decide to use a new
database, we must ensure the developers must get the training and
experience they need for it.
The relational databases are a very good choice for most
systems. However, for more specific work, a NoSQL database may
be the better choice because it can offer speed or simplicity for the
development. For example, the Redis NoSQL database is very
useful choice for caching. In case we are looking for a fast and
scalable database and have robustness is not so important,
MongoDB is the right choice.
Developers usually like try new tech, but what’s trend to learn
nowadays may be discontinued after a few years. This means, it will
be challenging to support a discontinued database engine and
replacing it with a new one is usually time consuming and very
costly.
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Keywords: ID-1 Card, Laser Engraving, Digital Signature, Data Personalization, Smartcard
The security features on production are organized into fourlevel based on the difficulty to produce and verifying them.

1. Introduction
The ID-1 cards are very common in our live starting from
identity cards, bank cards, driving licenses, membership cards, etc.
Normally every person has different ID-1 cards and uses them for
different purposes. The most common purposes are as follows.

Level 1: The first level relates to security features that the
public can easily check without special tools. For example,
guilloche, tactile effect, CLI/MLI features, etc. [3]
Level 2: The second level relates to security features that can be
checked with simple tools, such as magnifiers and UV-lamps. For
example, microprinting, UV Color, thermochromic ink, etc. [3]

Identification: The most common use of an ID-1 card is to
verify the holder of it and to check if the information is correct.
Usually, the ID must be issued by a legitimate agency, such as a
government agency, and must have some security feature so it can
be extremely hard to counterfeit. Examples include national identity
cards, passports, driver’s licenses, etc. These cards typically include
a picture of the holder, so matching visually the holder's face is very
easy. Additional information such as an address, birth date, and
signature may also be engraved with laser technology.

Level 3: Third-level security features are for qualified forensic
laboratories and other sophisticated laboratory equipment. For
example, digital watermarking. [3]
Level 4: The fourth security level is secret and includes safety
measures known only to a narrow range of experts, in many cases
the manufacturer only. [3]

Access: An organization or a company uses ID-1 cards for its
employees to control individual access to different areas, monitor
working hours, offer reduced prices on selling machines, etc.
Usually, for a small company with a limited number of employees
where they know the employees, a picture is optional. Those types
of cards in most cases are with machine-readable features, and
employees can easily swipe the ID at a scanner to open and close
doors to restricted areas, to use different devices/machines like
printers, selling machines, etc., to purchase on shopping mall as a
privileged client, etc. The picture is also unnecessary to a customer
who uses the ID card to get a discount on purchases.

To fight the counterfeiting different security features for ID
cards can be used in the production and the personalization. Some
of the most important security features are as follows.
Photo: Photographs are one of the most basic security features
to be used on the ID card because they offer an easy way to quickly
check the holder’s identity. This security feature also reduces the
possibility of fraud, but they are not foolproof as photographs can
be replicated using optical scanners and copiers, etc. This security
feature combined with a database where the photo is verified as a
match for the cardholder can take security to the next level with a
simple barcode, QR code, or RFID with HID prox iclass or Mifare
technologies. A simple swipe or tap of these technologies can
instantly bring up the user record with a matching photo on file to
compare with the person in front of you or the ID that has been
presented for access.[4] This security feature is applied to the card
through color printing, or through laser engraving which is more
secure because the laser engraves on the second or third layer of the
card and other techniques.

Payment: The usage of cash to pay wells or services is not
anymore, the most secure payment method and everyday credit or
debit cards are used more and more for the same purpose. Those
types of cards have different security features like magnetic strips
(old cards), contact chips, and last year’s contactless chip. They can
be used on the different points of sales and offer the possibility to
do the financial transaction online. Those types of cards do not have
many visual security features because the security is on-chip and on
the banking systems.

Barcodes: Barcodes are of the most widely used forms to read
data on simple and low-cost devices. They are easy to create, as the
information in a barcode can be encoded onto an ID card during the
personalization or printing process. The one-dimensional barcodes
as usually used for short codes for example to identify a product, on
tickets, etc. The two-dimensional barcodes, especially QR codes
have become very popular for automation processes. They store
much more data compared to one-dimensional, so can store data
generated from an algorithm to provide a security feature during the
personalization, for example, data encryption.

Tracking Services: An ID card can improve customer response
and services if it is used to organize and access customer
information. For example, in a medical business, the customer
database can contain insurance information, medications, health
background, medical conditions, and current treatments. When the
client comes in for a consultation, his ID can be used to access the
database and quickly answer questions about his history, how much
he must pay out of pocket and what therapy he must undergo. [2]

2. ID-1 card security features

Magnetic Stripe: Magstripe cards are ID cards containing a
band of magnetic material on the back of the card. Magnetic stripe
ID cards store readable and writeable information on a magstripe,
which is read/written through a magnetic stripe card reader/writer.
Most magstripe badges these days use high coercivity (hico) but
there are a few applications that rely on low coercivity (lo-co) cards.
Few applications rely on mag stripes these days because they are
easy to copy which makes them a popular target for fraud.[4]

Many different security features can be used on ID cards. Some
ID card security features can be implemented during
personalization/printing data on cards, while others must be added
to the production phase of the ID cards. In many cases when
thinking about security, we must also look for ways to improve
automation in different processes with barcodes, magnetic strips,
contact, and contactless chips.
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Smart Card/Proximity: Sometimes is not enough to use the
card just for identification of the holder or to read some information
from barcodes but is necessary to have much more information and
to store digital data during the usage of the card, for example, a
tachograph card which stores the driver’s identification data and the
data generated from truck driving. Those data are transmitted
securely using a card reader/writer via contact or contactless from a
distance, usually just 3-4 cm away for standard read range. In many
cases, those id card security features, are used on a solution for
secure door access control, time, and attendance applications. In
these applications is not necessary to use a smart card (with a chip
to store too much data), so for those applications can be used
proximity cards which store unique data on each card. Card
information is then transmitted via this antenna coil to the card
reader and if the information is found to be accurate access is
granted. This process is used with low frequency 125Khz
technology like HID prox or Mifare, in addition to more secure high
frequency 13.56Mhz technology which relies on smart chips for
encrypted data on HID iclass Seos and Mifare DesFire EV2
cards.[4]

professional drivers. The aim of a digital tachograph is to register,
record, display, print and issue the electronic data related to the
driver’s activities. A tachograph card is a chip card for using in a
digital tachograph. Tachograph cards enable the digital tachograph
to verify the identity (or identity group) of the owner of the card and
forward and record the data. In those cards chip is a must, and it
must be secure to prevent modification of data stored during the
working hours. Those cards are very expensive.
Some countries like Nederland, Austria, Slovakia have
implemented new vehicle registration card with chip where the can
store different data like vehicle related data (owner, technical, road
pricing data, etc.), key to online processes (for example transfer
registration) and key to third party services (insurance for vehicles,
maintenance, parking, rental etc.). Those cards must be smart cards
with dual interface contact and contactless chip. Even here the
security of data on card is very important so these means the cost
per card are also expensive.
A driving license card or a CPC card is an official document
confirming the holder can operate one or more types of motorized
vehicles, such as motorcycles, cars, trucks, or buses on a public
road. Almost every country in Europe uses ID-1 card for driving
licenses. The card must have some security as it is described on EU
directives for driving licenses and CPC card. Most of the European
countries do not use smart cards for driving licenses or CPC card
because they are not used to share the data digitally. Usually, those
cards have visual security feature like micro text, guilloche, UV
printing, hologram, etc. to prevent counterfeit of them. The price of
those cards depends on number of security features on the card but
usually they are cheap.

Ultraviolet: This security feature is implemented during the
production of cards or sometimes during data personalization via
printing technique. This feature uses a special ink which is visible
only in UV light reduces the risk of counterfeiting and is a low-cost
technology. This visual feature is not visible to the untrained eye
unless the card is held under a UV blacklight. Usually, this feature
can be found on national ID cards, driving licenses, etc.
Hologram: This visual security feature is used very commonly
today, and most are used on identification cards that provide value
for the cardholder. Holograms are almost impossible to copy
because of their unique visual effects and there are not so many
companies that produce personalized holograms. They cannot be
replicated by computer scanning/alteration or with standard printing
color equipment, making them a highly secure feature. Personalized
holograms, as a surface overlay or embedded into the card, are the
most secure for any application that expects this feature to improve
actual security. [4]

All those cards for transportation are laser engraved cards to
make difference with the printed cards. The laser engraves on
middles layers of card while printing is on first and last layer
(outside) of card.

4. Adding a
personalization

security

feature

during

the

Mostly the fake cards are issued by people who work on card
issuing authorities, so they use the regular card and personalize the
fake data with the same laser engraving machines used for a regular
one. To prevent this type of counterfeit usually the chip and the
digital data signing with a private key is necessary. So, by adding a
chip to the card and using the digital signature we increase the
security of the personalization but at the same time, we increase the
costs per card.

Microtext: This security feature is one of the most difficult to
reproduce, micro text printing is commonly used in passports,
identification cards, and currencies. This technique can be
combined with deliberate errors to confound potential fraudsters.
Upon visual examination, micro text appears as a regular thin line
on an ID card, but when inspected using a microscope or
magnifying glass, the lines are repeating text that says authentic,
genuine, or valid.[4] This security feature, cannot be printed on a
normal printer, it requires industrial equipment to produce. So, this
security feature must be implemented on card production, and it
limits this option to personalization.

Besides the chip, there are other techniques like barcodes to
store machine-readable data. Those techniques are very cheap, but
they do not offer the possibility to store too much data like chips.
We can store hundreds of bytes on a QR barcode, and they are
enough for a card like a driving license or CPC card.

Laser Engraving: Laser engraving is a highly secure technique
of card personalization usually in monochrome that etches features
into the second or third layer of the card. This provides tamperproof and highly durable personalization, making forgery and
manipulation virtually impossible. Attempts to alter engraved
information will result in visually evident card damage.[4] With
different laser power, the tactile feature can be implemented during
personalization.

The digital signature is a very important security feature, and it
can be implemented in different algorithms. The most common
algorithms for digital signatures are RSA and DSA. The algorithms
use a key pair consisting of a public key and a private key. The
private key is used to generate a digital signature for some digital
data, and the public key of the signer is used to verify the validation
of a signature. The digital signature provides message
authentication (the origin of the message can be easily verified),
integrity (the message has been or has not been modified), and nonrepudiation (The signature cannot be generated by anyone who does
not have the private key, so the sender cannot falsely claim that they
have not signed the message).

3. ID cards on transportation
The transportation is one of the b iggest sections where the ID-1
cards are used, for example driving licenses, tachograph cards,
vehicle registration cards, Driver Certificate of Professional
Competence (CPC), ADR cards, etc. Almost every country in
Europe uses ID-1 card for driving licenses and every driver who
gets permissions to drive under TachoNet must have a smart ID-1
card with chip and some special software for those smartcards.

The algorithms first calculate the hash (like SHA1, SHA256,
etc.) of the data to be signed and with the private key, they encrypt
the hash data. This means if we change even a bit from the data the
signature will be different. The size of the digital signature depends
on the algorithm we use to calculate the hash, the algorithm to
encrypt the hash (like RSA or DSA), and on the key size (1024,

A digital tachograph is an electronic device installed on road
vehicles that automatically or semi-automatically shows, registers,
and records the movement of vehicles and working hours of
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2048, or 4096). The size of a digital signature is the same number of
bytes regardless of the size of data to be signed. The RSA algorithm
has a larger output than the DSA algorithm for key size and they
offer the same security. For example, the signature generated by the
DSA algorithm with a 1024-bit key size is 40 bytes. So, they can be
added at the end to the data to be stored on the QR barcode and the
barcode is still readable.

so they can detect if the information is coming from a known source
or not.
Data personalization: This module does the data
personalization on the ID card with laser engraving technology. The
laser engraving machines (IXLA machines) are programmable
(Microsoft OS installed on machines) so before writing data on the
card they verify the signature on the barcode if it is valid and if it is
not valid signature the machines stop the personalization of the
data. After the personalization of each side of the card, the
machines take photo of personalized cards and sends them to the
data enrollment module after the quality control.

With the QR barcode and digital signature combined, we can
generate a very high-security feature in the data personalization
phase. It offers the same security as a chip but with fewer data.
Another security feature that can be used during personalization
is the tactile effect. Usually, this feature is used to have the tactile
effect on an entity like first name, last name, etc. but we can
combine the tactile feature with the algorithms and the data of QR
barcode to tactile different characters of the data on cards. So, if
somebody tries to counterfeit the data by adding some other data
like a driving category the barcode data cannot be changed and the
tactile characters must be different.

Based on data from issued cards till now the maximum number
of bytes on a QR barcode is 170 bytes and the barcode is readable
even on an old barcode reader.
The verification process is very easy with a mobile application
by reading data from the barcode, veryfing the signature with public
key and by generating the driving license or CPC card as image in
the application.

The proposed technique of QR barcode with the digital
signature of data on card adds a high-security feature on
personalization with laser engraving has been implemented on
Albanian driving license and CPC cards and it is a story of success.

6. Conlusions
Having a smart card used on the driving license or CPC cards
offers much more space to write data inside the chip like the photo
for example and it is more complex to write and read data from the
chip. Also, if we have a chip contact or contactless it is necessary to
write on the card the MRZ lines. They are more secure because the
smart cards have an OS on the card and an application to write and
read data from the chip.

5. Implementation of the proposed security feature
on real ID cards (Albanian Driving License and CPC
card)
The proposed security feature is implemented on Albanian
driving licenses and CPC cards. As we explained above, to
implement this security feature there are two key elements. The first
one is the barcode, and the option for 1D barcode type is useless
because it is not possible to write much data inside the barcode. So,
the barcode must be a 2D one. There are different types of 2D but
the most used and does not need too much space is the QR barcode
type. Also, QR barcode type offer the possibility to correct data
from unreadable zone.

To have a smart card with a dedicated application inside the
chip is very expensive. Also, the cost of the card is at least 0.5-1
Euro more expensive compared to cards without chips.
Even the smart cards use a digital signature, so they need also to
have HSM devices and a PKI.
The proposed and implemented security features is very secure
and very cheap. The data are readable from different devices, but
they are limited to hundreds of bytes. This security feature
combined with laser engraving and the tactile effect of
personalization makes it one of the most secure features in the
personalization of a non-smart card. The data card cannot be
modified as long they are not printed on the card top and bottom
layers.

The second key element is the digital signature, and as we
explained before, different algorithms offer the possibility to sign
data digitally. To minimize the size of data to be written on barcode
the best choice is the DSA algorithm. The key size 1024 bit offers
the smallest signature but it is not secure anymore so the key must
be 2048 bits or bigger. To minimize the risks of usages the private
key by employees the system is developed with three separated
modules as bellow.
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Digital signature: This module is the core security module and
offers the possibility to sign different data. There are different ways
to store the private key in a secure place and to use it only when it is
necessary. But the key must be safe and inaccessible even from the
IT. To minimize the risk of leaking the private key it is strongly
recommended to use a hardware security module (HSM). There are
different HSM starting from simple and cheap ones like YUBI
HSM to very complex and secure ones.
The HSM device used in this project has two main features, one
is that it can sign data internally without exposing the private key
and the second one is tamper resistant and self-destroying the
private key in case of tamper detection. The cost of an HSM device
to offer this feature and to have a speed of 1500 signature per
second are about $15,000 – $20,000.
The module of digital signature is stored in a separate
environment from the data enrolment and data personalization
modules. The communication between them is done through Web
services technology and they know the public key of each module
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Improving the accuracy of electron-beam processing of small thickness optical plates
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Abstract: The article presents the results of increasing the accuracy of the operating parameters of the electron flow (power density, speed of
electron-beam processing) in obtaining optical plates of small thickness as components of optical instrumentation devices. It is shown that
flexible control of such parameters of tape electron flow allows to significantly (1.5-2 times) increase the accuracy and quality of surface
processing of small thickness (up to millimeters) optical silicate plates (glass K8) by low-energy electron flow. The implementation of such
management was carried out using an information-measuring system, the general principles and functional scheme of which are given in this
article. The proposed system allows with high accuracy (relative error does not exceed 4.5%) and efficiency (the time between the moment of
determining the parameters of the electron flow to the moment of its formation with the adjusted values of these parameters does not exceed
12-17 μs).
KEY WORDS: ELECTRON-BEAM PROCESSING, LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON FLOW, SMALL THICKNESS OPTICAL PLATE,
INCREASING THE ACCURACY, INFORMATION-MEASURING SYSTEM
Therefore, it is important to develop and apply an information
and measurement system of the operating parameters of the tape
electron flow to provide flexible control of these parameters in
obtaining optical plates of small thickness.
The purpose of the study: to increase the accuracy of the
operating parameters of the tape electron flow (power density,
speed of electron-beam processing) by using information-measuring
system that allows flexible control of these parameters, thereby
improving the accuracy and quality of surface processing of optical
silicate plates (K8 glass) of small thickness (up to millimeter units).

1. Introduction
The Industry 4.0 initiative envisages the creation and
development of automated production facilities, where all processes
are managed in real time and taking into account changing external
conditions [1]. Thus, the introduction of this initiative in the
technology of creating components of modern optical microdevices
and microsystems of precision instrumentation with the
involvement of a promising method of electron beam processing,
allows for high-efficiency and high-precision processing of optical
plates (including small thickness optical plates) of silicate optical
glass. The main advantages of the above technology are the ability
to obtain defect-free surfaces with residual irregularities up to 5 nm
with complete elimination of the near-surface defective layer [2].
However, the modes of such processing are selected by
experimental studies and do not provide for the possibility of
automatic controlled electron beam surface processing of optical
plates to give them new functional properties, such as asphericity
and hydrophobicity of optical microlens surfaces of modern
projection systems.
The main factor in high-quality electron-beam processing of
optical materials is compliance with the high accuracy of the
operating parameters of the electron flow (power density, speed of
electron-beam processing and others). Thus, [3] shows the
possibility of controlling the energy distribution of the tape electron
flow (the deviation from the specified distribution did not exceed 25%). However, the proposed scheme does not allow dynamic
control of power distribution in the electronic tape, has low stability
(temperature and heating time of the cathode significantly increases
its resistance, which leads to a decrease in energy efficiency of the
electron flow), which eliminates the possibility of automatic
correction voltage.
A number of leading domestic and foreign scientists are
working on the development of new methods and means of
electron-beam processing of optical materials, such as:
I.V.Yatsenko, V.S.Antonyuk, V.A.Vashchenko, G.V.Kanashevych,
H.Bluhm, A.Kowalik, K.Góra and others [4-6]. However, despite
the scientific achievements of these scientists, the issue of
improving the accuracy of compliance with the operating
parameters of the electron flow (power density, speed of electronbeam processing, etc.) in the dynamic process of obtaining optical
plates of small thickness still remains.

2. Features of processing of optical plates of
small thickness by a tape electron flow
According to the authors' own experience [7], the processing
of small-thickness optical plates can be carried out on an upgraded
vacuum unit УВН-74, which includes heating and cooling furnaces,
fittings for holding and moving objects, Pierce electron-beam gun
with tungsten wire cathode (cathode diameter 0.4 mm, wire length
90 mm). At the heart of this technology is the fact that when
incandescent, the cathode emits electrons that are accelerated by an
electrostatic field, pass through the anode slit (slit length 80 mm,
width can vary within 1-4 mm) and are directed to the sample. The
scheme of control of the electron flow of the tape form in the
processing of optical plates of small thickness is shown in Fig.1.
The electrical characteristics of the electron-beam gun are as
follows: cathode heating current I = 10-50 A ±15%; range of
accelerating voltages - Uac = 0-10 kV ±2-3%; current stream range
Is = 50-400 mA ±1-5%. The residual pressure in the vacuum
chamber required for the operation of the gun is p0 = (3-5).10-4 Pa.
The distance from the electronic gun to the object of processing can
vary
from
H = 10-60 mm ±0.1 mm. Accelerating voltage up to 10 kV
characterizes low-energy electron-beam processing and provides
energy to electrons, which is enough to heat the surface of the
optical material in vacuum to temperatures of 800-1500 °C. In this
case, the surface of the material is melted by electron flow to a
depth
of
200 μm, and the final stage of formation of the modified surface
layer is the slow cooling of the treated sample according to a
predetermined temperature law.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of control of electron flow of a tape form at processing of small thickness optical plates: 1 - Pierce electron-beam gun,
2 - tape electron flow, 3 - a mobile platform, Istream - current of an electron flow; Iem - cathode emission current
Based on the data of [8], where thin plates (1 mm thick) made
of K8 silicate glass were used as experimental samples, it was found
that the optimal processing speed of optical glass should not exceed
20 cm/s. The quality of processing of such samples by the above
technology was determined by the state of the technological
environment (residual pressure, heating and cooling temperature of
products), perfection of processing tools – electronic gun and
electron flow, as well as equipment and software that provide
flexible and high-quality processing.
The source of electron radiation during tape electron-beam
processing is a tungsten wire cathode with a diameter of 0.5 mm.
The main operating parameters of the cathode include: emission
current Iem, glow current cathode I, service life t, positioning
accuracy and cathode efficiency . At the same time, it should be
noted that high cathode temperatures (T = 2100-2200 °C) and
periodic contact with the atmosphere leads to erosion of its surface
[9].
The feature of using a wire cathode is that the deviation of the
width of the electron flow along the length is relative to the size of
its central part, for distances H = 10-40 mm does not exceed 2-5%,
which allows to classify the electron flow on the surface of the
product as a tape.
During the research carried out in [10], it was determined that
the term of effective operation of tungsten wire cathodes brand BA1 with a diameter of 0.1-0.6 mm in terms of their use in the
technology of electron-beam processing of optical materials is 40120 hours. This time difference is due to the different physical
states of the cathode surface and is determined by the operating
temperature, emission current, wire diameter, electrical
characteristics of the cathode load and the time of its contact with
air during technological depressurization of the vacuum chamber.
The effective operation of the cathode is determined by the period
during which its diameter decreases by no more than 10% [11].
However, the decrease in cathode diameter is primarily due to the
uneven evaporation of the material due to temperature instability
along the wire. At the same time, such a change in the diameter and,
accordingly, the physical characteristics of the cathode, leads to
uncontrollability and uncontrollability of the processing process,
which is unacceptable.
In the course of research, in [12] the dependences of the width
of the thermal impact zone b, the central part of the thermal impact
zone b and the coefficient of concentration ke from the distance to
the object (metal strip) of H action were shown in Fig.2.
Such dependences are in good agreement with the results
presented in [13] for medium-energy electron beams with a round
cross-section. The zone of maximum energy action of the electron
flow b is explained by the presence of two maxima of the intensity
of the electron flow, which is characteristic of the used electronoptical system.

Fig. 2. Dependences of the width of the zone of thermal influence b,
its central part b and the coefficient of concentration of the
electron flow ke from the distance to the object of action of the
electron beam gun H.
At the same time, under the same conditions of the influence
of the electron flow on materials with different nature of electrical
conductivity, it should be noted that the electron flow on dielectric
materials (eg optical glass) has 1.5-2 times the width of the thermal
zone. This is due to the surface polarization of the dielectric
material by a concentrated stream of electrons, which in turn leads
to the formation of an electron cloud above the surface of the
material, which acts as a scattering electron lens.
Given the energy of electron beam processing, this expansion
of the zone of influence of the electron flow on the dielectric
material at a constant value of specific power leads to a proportional
reduction of the maximum current density (compared to conductive
materials) by 1.4-1.65 times. This opens up the possibility of using
controlled electron flow for the implementation of high-precision
low-energy processing of small thickness optical plates.

3. Quality management of optical products
processing of optical products
To control the quality of the processing of small-thickness
optical plates by electron flow, the energy distribution in the tape
electron flow must be measured. To do this, the authors used a
microprocessor device to sense the electron flow, in which the
probes are located in parallel to each other, Fig.3.
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distribution across its cross section. The current recorded by the
sounding system was fed to the converter "current-voltage". Next,
the control microcontroller was used to process the obtained data
(calculate the difference of probe characteristics between paired
probes  analog-digital conversion of the results due to current 
conversion of currents to the cross-sectional area of the probes 
differentiation of characteristics gun by adjusting the operating
parameters of the electron-beam processing mode, for which the
latter were formed by the microcontroller into data packets and
transmitted to the control system.
The probe current, which is used to determine the current
density distribution over the cross section of the electron flow
(which, in turn, determines the quality of processing of optical
products by electron flow), is converted into digital form by an
automatic digital device and processed by a microprocessor
according to the formula:

Fig. 3. Scheme of sensing the tape electron flow: 1 - module of
Pierce electron-beam gun, 2 - tape electron flow, 3 - tungsten
probes, 4 - ceramic insulator, 5 - movable platform, 6 - probe
module, 7 - collector

j(x) = (I(х) – I(х – х)) . d . V . t,
where j(x) is the current density at a given point with coordinate x;
I(х) - probe current at this point; I(х – х) - probe current during the
previous measurement; d is the diameter of the probe; V - speed of
the platform with probes; t is the period between measurements and
data conversion by analog-to-digital converter.
As a result of calculations of probe characteristics of
electronic tape according to the above formula and their comparison
with experimentally obtained data (Fig. 4) proved the possibility of
flexible control of electronic tape shape and, accordingly, the
quality of processing optical products by electron flow.

To reduce the impact on the measurement results of the
phenomenon of secondary electron emission, as well as to eliminate
interference from electromagnetic waves due to the reflection of
electrons from the surface, the probes are arranged in pairs with an
offset in the direction of the probes.
Processing quality management was carried out as follows. In
the process of switching on the rotating device, first, the sounding
system came under the electron flow, and only after it - the
processed products. The probe current from each probe through the
copper wire and the vacuum electric input was recorded by an
automated system located outside the vacuum chamber. The signal
received by each of the probes changed as a result of the passage of
the electron flow and was the result of integrating the current

Fig. 4. Probe characteristics of the electron flow: the current density distribution is calculated on the basis of the probe current in the electron stream (solid lines) and obtained experimentally (points) for different modes of obtaining of small thickness optical plates (Uac = 3500 V):
1 – Umod = 0 V; 2 – Umod = 25 V; 3 – Umod = 35 V; 4 – Umod = 45 V; 5 – Umod = 55 V

 determining effective width of the electronic tape flow;
 identification of factors that affect the distribution of energy in
the cross section of the electron flow;
 study of the parameters of the electron flow in the process of
electron beam processing;
 presentation and transmission for further processing of the PC
or the system of automatic control of the obtained results, which
are converted into digital form directly for stabilization and control
of the electron flow.
The scheme of the developed information-measuring system
of working parameters of the electron flow is presented in Fig.5.

4. Information-measuring system of working
parameters of electron flow
During the research of the process of electron-beam
processing of small thickness optical plates and in order to increase
the accuracy of the operating parameters of the tape electron flow
(power density, speed of electron-beam processing) was developed
information-measuring system. The main tasks solved by this
system:
 measurement of energy distribution density in the cross section
of the electron flow with a power density of 100-1000 W/cm2;
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the information-measuring system of the operating parameters of the electron flow
The peculiarity of this scheme is that the current recorded by
the probe measuring system is fed to the converter "currentvoltage", based on precision amplifiers OP-295.
Then, with the help of the control microcontroller, the
received data used for e-gun control is processed by adjusting the
operating parameters of the electron-beam processing mode, for
which the latter are formed by the microcontroller into data packets
and transmitted to PC via RS-232 interface and automatic control
via CAN interface. The signal used to determine the distribution of
current density in the cross section of the electron flow, using an
automatic digital device is converted into digital form and
processed by a microprocessor that performs numerical
differentiation of the measured characteristic. In this case, the time
between the determination of the parameters of the electron flow to
the moment of its formation with the adjusted values of these
parameters does not exceed 12-17 μs, which guarantees high
efficiency of its work.
Thus, an information-measuring system has been developed
that provides flexible control of the operating parameters of the tape
electron flow (power density, speed of electron-beam processing)
when processing the surface of optical silicate plates (glass K8) of
small thickness (up to millimeters).

5. Discussion
system test results

of

a.

information-measurement

As a result of experimental tests developed by the informationmeasuring system, the values of the operating parameters of the
tape electron flow were obtained and studied, according to which
the electron flow current distributions on the anode and dielectric
material were constructed (K8 optical glass). The dependences of
the electron current Is on the accelerating voltage Uac at different
values of the width of the anode gap and the heating current of the
cathode I, Fig.6-8.
b.
Fig. 6. Dependence of the current stream Is on the accelerating
voltage Uac at the cathode (a) of Pierce electron beam gun and on
the glass plate K8 (b). Anode slit width ba = 2.0 mm, the area of the
impression on the optical plate from the action of the electronic
tape 4.0 mm  90 mm.
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As can be seen from Fig.6 for the optimal geometric
parameters of the Pierce electron-beam gun, which were given in
[14], namely: at the width of the anode gap b = 2.0 mm, the
dependence of the electron current on the accelerating voltage, as
on the cathode of the electron gun, and on the glass plate have high
stability in the range of accelerating voltage 3-6 kV and processing
current of 30-180 mA (on the anode) and 5-30 mA (on the
dielectric) at a cathode current of up to 13 A, which corresponds to
the main technological modes of low-energy electron-beam
processing of dielectrics (including optical glass). Such modes
correspond to the structural modification of the surface layer of
dielectrics in which there is a complete remelting of fractured and
defective layers resulting in the formation of a new surface in terms
of chemical structure and physical properties. The basic
technological modes of electron-beam processing of products from
optical glass are based on such modification.
For comparison, Fig. 7, 8 shows the volt-ampere characteristics
for the anode slit width b = 1.5 mm (Fig. 7) and b = 3.0 mm (Fig.
8).

a.

b.
Fig. 8. Dependence of the current stream Is on the accelerating
voltage Uac at the cathode (a) of Pierce electron beam gun and on
the glass plate K8 (b). Anode slit width ba = 3.0 mm, the area of the
impression on the optical plate from the action of the electronic
tape 6.0 mm  90 mm.

a.

At the same time, at the value of b = 3.0 mm (Fig. 8), high
stability, as in the case of b = 2.0 mm (Fig. 6), is observed in the
range of accelerating voltage 3-6 kV and incandescent current
cathode
12-14 A. The electron current at the anode is in the range of 30300 mA, while the dielectric values of the processing current
increase to 16-70 mA, which corresponds only to the modes of
electron beam processing, which is intense evaporation and boiling
of the substance of the surface layer of optical glass, and its
practical use is unpromising and extremely limited.
In general, the energy modes of processing, which were
obtained by studying the operating parameters of the tape electron
flow (power density, speed of electron-beam processing) through
the use of information-measuring system, allow to choose modes of
flexible control of electron-beam processing changes in other
parameters of electron-beam processing (for example, processing
speed) and degradation processes that occur at the cathode due to
heating temperature and the influence of external conditions (in
particular, the atmosphere). This allows you to significantly (1.52 times) increase the accuracy and quality of surface processing of
optical silicate plates (glass K8) of small thickness (up to
millimeters). Thus, after electron-beam processing (in optimal
modes) of optical samples, the surface condition of these samples
and its residual micro-irregularities were compared with the results
of electron-beam processing of control group samples obtained
according to the scheme without using the developed informationmeasuring system. As a result, the reduction of residual surface
microroughness for optical glass K8 from 40-110 nm to 3.3-15.8
nm (electron-beam processing without the use of the developed
information and measurement system) and up to 1.5-6.5 nm radiation processing according to the control modes obtained by the
developed information and measuring system), Fig.9.

b.
Fig. 7. Dependence of the current stream Is on the accelerating
voltage Uac at the cathode (a) of Pierce electron beam gun and on
the glass plate K8 (b). Anode slit width ba = 1.5 mm, the area of the
impression on the optical plate from the action of the electronic
tape 2.7 mm  90 mm.
Figure 7 shows the volt-ampere characteristics on the cathode
of the electron gun and on the plate made of glass K8 at the value of
the anode gap b = 1.5 mm. The results of the study of these voltampere characteristics indicate high stability in the range of
accelerating voltage 3-6 kV and processing current 30-300 mA (at
the anode), while the dielectric stable value of accelerating voltage
is observed only in the range of processing current 5-15 mA, which
corresponds only to the modes of electron-beam processing,
characterized by heat processing of surfaces, which is carried out
without the formation of a liquid phase.
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Fig. 9. Microgeometry (a, b) and profile along the line A-B (c) of the surface area (10 10 μm) of a thin plate of K8 glass, which was treated
by electron flow without (a) and using the developed information-measuring system (b) : 1 - profile of the output surface; 2 - profile of the
surface treated with electron flow; 3 - profile of the surface treated by the electron flow using the information-measuring system of the
electron flow operating parameters
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6. Conclusion
The results of increasing the accuracy of the operating
parameters of the electron flow (power density, speed of electronbeam processing) in obtaining optical plates of small thickness as
components of optical instrumentation devices are presented.
It is shown that flexible control of the operating parameters of
the tape electron flow can significantly (1.5-2 times) increase the
accuracy and quality of surface processing of small thickness (up to
millimeters) optical silicate plates (glass K8) by low-energy
electron flow.
The implementation of such control was carried out using the
developed information and measurement system, which allows to
determine and adjust the operating parameters of the tape electron
flow in the processing of small thickness optical plates with high
accuracy in real time (relative error does not exceed 4.5%) and
efficiency (time between determining the parameters of electron
flow to the moment of its formation with adjusted values of these
parameters does not exceed 12-17 μs).
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not have a significant impact on the geometric correctness or
surface roughness of the component on their own, but their
interactions with other parameters may make them more influential
[3]. For ABS and PLA pieces, a layer thickness of 0.1mm to
0.2mm appears to be optimal. Low extrusion temperatures in the
specified range are preferred, however, this parameter appears to
rely little on the kind of material. The parameters are also affected
by the shape of the component. [4].

1. Introduction
3D printing is a growing manufacturing process that competes
with other manufacturing processes such as machining, casting, and
forging. This manufacturing method is used in a variety of
industries, including construction, prototyping, and biomechanics.
This process has many advantages, including low material loss,
freedom of shape of the part during design, low manufacturing cost,
and simplicity of the process. However, there are some drawbacks to
3D printing, as the often-long printing time-poor mechanical
properties, a limitation in the materials that can be used, the "layer
by layer" appearance, or even poor surface condition. 3D printing
by FDM (for Fused Deposition Modeling) is an additive
manufacturing process that makes it possible to manufacture 3D
parts directly from the models generated on design software. The
process consists of printing several layers of material on top of each
other in order to eventually form a volumetric part. A continuous
filament of thermoplastic polymer is used to print the layers of
material. The filament is typically purchased on a spool and
continuously fed to the printer nozzle, where it is heated to a pastelike state so it can be deposited on the printer bed. The
thermoplastic nature of the material is essential for the proper
functioning of this process since it allows the deposited filaments to
bind during printing and then solidify at room temperature after
printing. The geometric precision or mechanical characteristics of
3D printed parts may vary depending on the printing parameters
used and the shape of the parts. However, these characteristics are
not always well mastered, and numerous studies are conducted to
investigate the impact of printing parameters on the final part. The
subject of this report will thus be the investigation of the impact of
printing parameters on thermo-mechanical properties of the part.

2.

Influence of parameters: parameters with great influence
The results have been gathered in order to emphasize the
parameters that have the greatest impact on the geometric precision
and roughness of components manufactured in 3D using the FDM
technique. The parameters that seem to have a great influence on
the geometric accuracy are: layer thickness, number of layers, the
gap between layers, printing speed, and extruder temperature. The
layer thickness seems to be the parameter having the most influence
on the surface roughness of the parts.

Influence of parameters: parameters with low influence
The findings are grouped in order to reinforce the
parameters which have the least influence on the geometric
precision and roughness of 3D printed components by using the
FDM technique. The filling density tends to be a parameter with
hardly any impact on the part's geometric precision. Print speed,
print path, and extruder temperature do not exhibit a significant
impact on component surface roughness.

2.2. Mechanic
A comparison of samples printed in PLA by FDM and
injection molded PLA samples was carried out. The tensile strength
of the two types of samples was similar [10]. Two different types of
rupture appear for components printed by the FDM process:
"classic" tensile rupture occurs when a tensile force is applied in the
direction perpendicular to that of the layers while the layers peel off
when the tensile force is in the direction parallel to the layers [11].

Literature review

The bibliography has been divided into two sections: the
geometric and the mechanical section. In the geometric sections are
discussed the effect of printing settings on the geometric precision
and/or surface roughness of the printed item. In the mechanical
section, are discussed the effect of printing settings on the
mechanical qualities of the printed part.

Influence of parameters

2.1. Geometric

In order to emphasize the elements that have the largest effect
on the mechanical qualities of 3D printed components using the
FDM technology. Young's modulus and tensile strength decrease as
layer thickness decreases. The greater the infill density, the greater
Young's modulus, and tensile strength. The printing orientation also
has a significant impact on mechanical properties: if a tensile force
is applied parallel to the layers, the tensile strength will be reduced
(layer detachment starts earlier than rupture by "classic" traction).
However, the effect on Young's modulus is negligible. The printing
ambient temperature seems to have a fairly significant impact on the
mechanical properties of the part as well, due to the fact that it

Surface roughness is high in FDM 3D printing compared to
other more traditional machining processes (in FDM, surface
roughness is greater than 12 µm). In addition, there is great
variability in the results depending on the measurement point [1]
The deviations from the nominal values rise as the size of the
geometric components increases. Also, there are larger deviations
from nominal values for cuts (holes) than for extruded shapes in the
X-Y plane. The results obtained for the holes were all below the
nominal value while those of the extruded shapes were well
distributed around the nominal value [2]. Some characteristics may
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influences the quality of the bond between the layers during
printing.

3.

Methodology

The Young's modulus E is given by the slope coefficient m of the
regression line 𝜎𝑖 = 𝑚𝜀𝑥x + 𝑛 obtained from the measured points (𝜎,
𝜀) on the elastic part of the behavior. Similarly, the Poisson's ratio µ
is given by the slope coefficient m of the regression line 𝜀xx = 𝑚𝜀yy
+ 𝑛.

Tensile tests were performed to determine the thermomechanical behavior of a material: Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio. This assessment is characterized by its own simplicity of use
and the volume of information presented. The principle of this test
is to apply a tensile force to a tensile sample of defined dimensions
until it breaks, after a loading procedure at a consistent strain rate.
To measure deformations, we employ optical methods. Therefore,
we installed a camera in front of the traction machine to acquire
images every 1 second. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) [12-14] is
used to determine the displacement and strain field on the surface of
the specimens. The method consists in following the displacement
of subareas during loading from a speckle painting of the surface of
the specimen. The strain fields are quasi homogenous in the zone of
interest, then the average strains are calculated and allow us to plot
the stress-strain (-𝜀𝑥x and -𝜀yy curves) as shown in fig. 2. The x
direction is the longitudinal direction of the samples (the tensile
direction) and the y direction is the transverse direction.

Increasing the filling density rate makes it possible to have a higher
Young's modulus and therefore a more rigid material. Similarly, the
higher Young's modulus, the more the thickness of the layer. This
first point is consistent with the bibliographic research mentioned in
the first part: the filling density found to have a significant impact
on the mechanical resistance and Young's modulus of the sample. In
the context of ABS, the components produced by 3D printing are
more rigid than the solid examples. This is an un excepting
conclusion since we would have expected the contrary. This is
almost obviously due to the bulk material's amorphous form,
whereas the printed material behaved almost like a crystalline
material. The other parameters such as the direction of printing, the
layer thickness have no influence on the rigidity of the material. It
can therefore be noted that although the direction of printing
influences the type of rupture and the value of the elastic limit of
the material, it does not influence the Young's modulus and
therefore the stiffness of the material.

3.2 Comparison of solid ABS / printed ABS
behaviour
In the case of ABS, we compared the curves of the solid samples
with those of the samples obtained by 3D printing. The following
graph represents the evolution of the deformation (along the x and y
directions) as a function of the stress (MPa) for two samples: that in
solid ABS in direction 1 and that printed in the "flat" direction.

Fig. 1: Specimen production

The following code is used to name the samples used in the
following:
-

Material: ABS or PLA

-

Manufacturing: Molding = M or Printing 3D = 3D

-

Direction of extrusion = 1 or 2 (for solid ABS only)

Direction of printing: Vertical = d or A Horizontal = p
or Edge = t
-

Layer thickness = 0,1 or 0,2 mm

-

Fill density = 25% or 50% or 100%

Wall thickness = P0,5 or P1 or P2 (only if the infill
density is different from 100%) ;
Fig. 2: Deformation at the center of the specimen as a function of stress for
solid and printed ABS

3.1 Analytical results
The deformations in the transverse and longitudinal directions,
the force exerted as well as other quantities. The true stress is
calculated by the ratio between strength and area of section

3.3 Comparison of thermo-mechanical behaviour
The average values of the temperature in the center of the samples
as a function of time were used in order to plot the curves studied
below. We decided to work with the relative temperature in order to
be able to ignore the initial temperature of the specimen. We then
grouped the relative temperature curves of the PLA and ABS
samples on two separate graphs (one per material), allowing us to
observe the potential differences in the thermal behaviour of the
samples during the tensile tests. In order to facilitate the
comparison, we constrained all the curves to a value of 0° at the
start of the tensile test (about 10s). The temperature evolution in the

There are two types of stresses that may be calculated: nominal
stresses and actual stresses. Because the real constraint is of interest
here, a variable section will be used at each moment, calculated
from the initial section (a0b0) and the deformation.
The section s is calculated:
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elastic behaviour of the materials is the same for PLA and ABS
samples. As a result, the filling density, the fact that it is printed in
3D or solid, and so on have no effect on the energy involved during
the tensile test. The difference in plasticity behaviour between the
solid and printed ABS test samples may also be shown. Indeed, the
printed samples are fragile and fracture as soon as they leave the
elastic zone, but the massive samples display the plastic behaviour
that thermoplastic polymers are known for.

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental technique was developed to
evaluate the thermo-mechanical behaviour of 3D printed objects.
This experiment was conducted with twelve samples: two solid
samples and ten 3D printed samples. We employed the Young's
modulus (stiffness) and the Poisson's ratio (contraction of the
material perpendicular to the direction of the applied force) to
examine the mechanical behavior of these samples' materials. The
study focused on five parameters: material type (PLA and ABS),
printing orientation, layer thickness, filling density, and layer
thickness. The main findings are presented below:
i.
The filling density has a great influence on the stiffness of
the material. At 100% infill density Young's modulus is higher so
the material is stiffer. We were able to observe this for the two types
of materials considered;

Time (s)

Fig. 3: Evolution of the absolute temperature of PLA samples in tensile test
as a function of time

ii.
The results obtained are in agreement with the
bibliographical research carried out: as expected, the filling density,
as well as the layer thickness, are the most influential parameters in
the resistance of the part;
iii. The direction of printing and the layer thickness has no
influence on the stiffness of the material, which corresponds to the
results of the bibliographic research as well. However, the direction
of printing influences the type of rupture and the value of the elastic
limit of the material;
iv. Whether for PLA or ABS samples, the evolution of the
temperature in the elastic behavior of the materials is identical. The
filling density or the fact that it is printed in 3D or solid, therefore
does not influence the mechanical energy involved during the
tensile test on the surface of the specimen

Fig. 4: Evolution of the relative temperature of ABS samples in tensile test
as a function of time

3.4 Comparison of the results
It is important to note that several parameters must be taken into
account to make a useful comparison: in this first case, we sought to
highlight the shape of the surface after rupture. The first image
shows a sample filled at 50%, while the second shows a sample
filled at 100%: in the first, the rupture appears to occur between the
intersection of two layers of triangles (triangle fill the shape),
whereas in the second, it appears to correspond to an almost clean
separation of the layers. We found an interesting phenomenon:
depending on the filling density of the component, the break does
not always occur in the same position: for a complete filling, the
break occurs near the zone taken in the holding jaws. It might
possibly be because the sample was placed improperly. Whenever
the density is low, the rupture occurs closer to the centre of the
component, which is the weakest zone of the sample.

v.
So, because differences between the Poisson's ratios are
minimal, the changes in the contraction of the material
perpendicular to the direction of the force applied in the test
samples may be ignored.
vi. Parts obtained by 3D printing are more rigid than solid
samples.
It could be interesting to analyze the results in order to carry out
the geometric component characterization and therefore have a solid
base of optimal parameters to employ for each characterization.
Furthermore, because this work focused on the characterization of
polymeric materials, it can be easily envisioning a follow-up
investigation utilizing alternative materials to see whether the
behaviors are the same, and if not, to discover new processes
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Abstract: Presented article deals with the description of the technology of pattern steel production – forging welding, evaluation of fracture
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prepared by forge welding from a packet consist of a few hundred layers. Marbling was created by folding layers of 2 components: hard and
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of grains, the tensile strength, yield strength, elongation and
hardness (about 62-67 HRA) [17]. Similarly, a study [18]
examining historical objects (of true damask steel) and observing
the high content of cementitic nanowires, which interact with
dislocations and which might have influenced the nucleation of
perlite. The nanohardness as measured separately for cementite and
perlite indicated striking differences in the inelastic behavior of
those phases. Other groups of authors, on the other hand, are
exploring the possibilities of fake damask steel production
technology and its acquired mechanical properties. For example, the
work of S. Fedosov – comparing several types of false damask
steels after heat treatment: HRC – (numbers were received by
conversion of HV) = 48-52 / KCU [J.cm-2] = 20.2-36 / bend angle
[°] = 0-6.5 / Tensile strength [MPa] = 822-853 / Elongation [%] =
10.3-18.0 (the work also briefly evaluates the assessed fracture
areas) [7]. Similar studies by Czech authors – Černý et al.
describing the values of mechanical properties of damask steel
samples after heat treatment (average value of Impact energy =
3.9 J.cm-2 – tested sample in the direction of stored layers, average
value of impact energy = 5.26 J.cm-2 – tested sample in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of the deposited layers, both samples
after heat treatment, Rm values in the range 1169.52-1264.75 MPa)
[1]. The material portal [19] states the values: yield strength = 800
MPa / HRC = 62-64 approximately (Ultra-high-carbon steel –
Damascus steel). Material properties are intensive properties, that
means they are independent of the amount of mass and may vary
from place to place within the system at any moment. The basis of
materials science involves studying the structure of materials, and
relating them to their properties (mechanical, electrical etc.) [20].

1. Introduction
The term damascus steel: Damascus steel is a material with a
characteristic pattern – the so-called marbling. The number of layers
in the final phase is about 100-500, but there are also so-called
micromaskets with thousands of layers [1]. Marbling is created by
folding (combining) several layers of steel (with different carbon
content / properties), joined by a blacksmith welding method.
Hundreds of layers of preforms need to be translated to create a
drawing. There are currently two types of damascus steel:


genuine damascus steel – applied to tools produced in the
past, the production process is not known, production by
nanotochnological process is assumed (high values of
mechanical properties of damascus steel were supplied by
hollow carbon microfibres, coated with iron carbide
fibers, production was random, not targeted) characterized
by its properties – sharpness and hardness blades (used to
make swords / weapons / knives),



false damascus steel (pattern steel) – resulting from the
above-mentioned interleaving of layers and joining by
forging welding into patterns [2, 3].

History: Historical perspectives on production technology are
due to the diverse steel designations (Damascus, Pulad, Bulat,
Wootz, Crucible steel) do not match [4, 5, 6, 7]. The first written
mention of Damascus steel dates back to the 3rd century AD (by the
Alexandrian historian Zosimos – he gave facts about its application
in India and Persia) [8]. Current studies suggest that damascus steel
was produced in Central Asia and India (not Syria or the Middle
East – as originally expected). The processed ingots were
subsequently distributed to Middle Eastern cities, including the city
of Damascus (the center of the then trade). The designation damask
steel therefore does not have a clear origin (it is not based on the
designation of the place), but probably from the Arabic expression
damas = water (Damascus blades are often described as exhibiting a
water pattern on their surface) [4, 9]. Damascus steel production
technology brought to perfection by Japanese samurai sword
makers in the 13th century [10, 11, 12]. The production of patterned
swords gradually declined until it completely disappeared around
1750 (the cause of the cessation of production is still unknown).

2. Experimental method
Description of material: W-Nr. 1.2842 steel (hard phase) and
W-Nr. 1.2705 steel (tough phase) were applied for production of
pattern steel. Heat treatment of W-Nr. 12842 steel: detailed scheme
of heat treatment describes Fig. 2 (Fig. 1 – tempering diagram),
steel W-Nr. 1.2705: etching resistant, achieves hardeness 44 HRC.

Many foreign authors deal with the production of damask steels
(Bulat / Wootz steels), the resulting properties and history. A group
of Russian authors stands out – starting in the early 20th century.
Russian metallurgists tried to renew the technology of damask steel
production (technology applied in production until 1919), followed
by the work of N. I. Belaiew, V. I Basov and others [7, 13].
Scientific work also deals with testing "found" historical objects
made of real damask steel [14, 15, 16]. In the case of Peterson, D.
T., Baker, H. H. and Verhoeven, J. D. – the knife blade is subjected
to a number of analyzes: chemical analysis using mass spectroscopy
(damask steel reports low carbon content and low impurities of Mn,
P, S, Si and Cu, only the elements Pb, Zn, and Au were found at the
0,01-0,05% range), analysis of microstructures, the shape and size

Fig. 1 Tempering diagram of W-Nr. 1.2842 [21].
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Fig. 2 W-nr. 1.2842 steel heat treatment scheme (1 – annealing to remove
internal stresses, 2 – cooling in the furnace, 3 – preheating stage, 4 –
hardening, 5 – oil, 6 – salt bath, 7 – cleaning / hardness test, 8 – tempering
per working hardness, 9 – air cooling [21].

Fig. 5 The resulting material – a view in a layer line.

3. Experimental testing of steels (components and
resulting material)

Pattern steel production process: the material is created by
folding the selected components, the resulting number of layers:
300, the ratio of hard and tough component: 2/1. Dimensions of
applied semi-finished products: 3 x 30 x 1000 mm (W-Nr. 1.2842) /
1.6 x 30 x 1000 mm (W-Nr. 1.2705).

To observe the fracture surfaces of resulting steel (or its specific
components) – samples were made with the dimensions: 10 x 10 x
55 mm (with a V-shaped notch and standardized depth). The
direction of the fibers on the damask samples / the dimensions of
the normalized sample are shown in Fig. 6. The test was performed
on Charpy hammers in accordance with the current standard STN
EN ISO 148 [22]. The principle is based on dynamic three-point
bending (see Fig. 7), the body is placed on supports, and the load F
acts on the side opposite the notch. hammer equals the initial

Prior to joining, both steels and impurities were removed from
the surfaces (belt grinder). They were then cut to the required length
of 100 mm and cleaned with degreasing agent. The components
were stacked – folded, clamped and welded, applied method: arc
welding at the edges and in the middle → packet generation
(principle of packet generation – Fig. 3). The package (Fig. 4) was
then heated to the desired temperature (800 °C) and sprinkled with
borax (eliminates oxides on the surface, helps to increase the
temperature). This was followed by heating to a temperature of
1100-1200 °C and overtaking (blows – fast, even and strong
enough). By repeating the mentioned procedure, a package with 100
layers (resp. 300 layers) was created, which was subsequently
ground and inserted into hydrochloric acid (for visibility of
marbling – interconnection of layers of tough and hard phase).
When making a 300-layer packet, the layer boundary is almost
unobservable in some parts. The resulting damask – see Fig. 5.
Component 1 – W-Nr. 1.2842 steel is heat treatable steel (hardness
and wear resistance for finish material), component 2 –
W-Nr. 1.2705 steel was selected, which gives toughness to damask.
Thanks to its resistance to etching the 1.2705 steel appears as the
light components in the resulting structure (Fig. 5).

potential energy Wk – according equation: (

). In the

event of an impact, part of the kinetic energy is used for the
deformation work of the test piece and the rest will allow the
hammer to swing up to the height h (
). The more
kinetic energy is consumed to deform the body, the less the
hammer deflection will be h, and thus, a higher value of material
toughness → this is the difference between the potential energies
.
of the hammer in position 1 and 2:
The measured KV values were then divided by the cross section of
the test sample at the notch S0 → thereby obtaining a notched
toughness value of KCV according to the formula:
[J.cm
2

]. The values captured in Tab. 1 represent average values from the
total number of measurements.

Fig. 3 The principle of pattern origin.

Fig. 6 Layer lines on the prepared samples (dimension of the normalized
sample with V-notch) / sample for the impact bending test – placement of
layers in relation to the movement of the hammer.

Fig. 4 Welded package.
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3. Conclusion
The aim of the presented study is to point out the technology of
production of false damask steel created by joining the layers into a
whole (using the technology of welding forging). The marbling
effect is created by folding hard and tough steel in a ratio of 2: 1, in
relation to the different thickness of the components. The values of
the consumed energy of the hard and tough component at the
fracture occur correspond to the expected values. For the resulting
damask, the value of energy consumed is in the range of KCV
values hard versus the tough component (the conclusions of the
quarry study are similar, where damask is a combination of
intercrystalline and transcrystalline failure).
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the project
KEGA 018TUKE-4/2021 (Revitalization of the educational process
for modeling and prediction of mechanical properties of new
materials based on microstructural analyzes using e-learning).

Fig. 7 Principle of the performed impact bending test (1: initial position of
the hammer, 2: supports, 3: end position of the hammer, 4: test specimen, 5:
notch on the body).
Table 1: Averages of measured values of notched toughness KCV (Charpy
impact Test).
Material
Average value KCV [J]
Standard deviation
Component 1
3.10
0.95
Component 2
73.6
0.98
Resulting steel
13.4
0.96

1.
2.
3.

Note: the toughness test was performed in a direction
perpendicular to the direction of the line (deposited layers).

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

+

10.
11.
a) component 1

b) component 2

12.

=

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

c) resulting steel

21.
22.

Fig. 8 View of the fracture surface of examined samples at SEM.

23.

Figure 8 capture the fracture surfaces (types of fractures): the
components of the damask (hard component / tough component)
and the resulting damask itself at the set magnification of the
scanning electron microscope. Component 1 shows facets of brittle
– fission fracture, the energy consumed in the formation of fracture
is low about 3 J (it can be stated that the fracture is low-energy –
according to [23]). The images of component 2 capture the
morphology of the more ductile – intercrystalline and
transcrystalline fracture with a higher number of well disturbances
(compared to component 1). The value of the plastic deformation
energy consumed to break the sample also tells about it. The
resulting damask is a combination of intercrystalline and
transcrystalline damage (so-called mixed fracture surface).
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Abstract: On the basis of review of last developed combined metal forming processes the new concepts of severe plastic deformation
combined processes aimed at further improving the deformation performance are proposed. The presence in all three proposed variants of
the ECAP scheme will allow deforming without significantly changing the initial dimensions of the workpiece.
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In recent years, the principle of implementing severe plastic
deformation (SPD) in metal forming is one of the main ways to
improve the properties of processed materials by grinding the
structure to an ultrafine-grained state. The most well-known
classical SPD method is equal-channel angular pressing [1-3] is
discrete by its nature and does not allow the deformation process to
be carried out continuously, as well as to process large-length
workpieces. Because of these two disadvantages, this method still
remains investigated only at the laboratory level.
In order to increase the productivity of the ECAP process, it is
necessary to get rid of these technological shortcomings. This is
possible if the ECAP is combined with other metal forming
processes that allow deforming long blanks and having the
possibility of continuous deformation, i.e. with the rolling or
drawing process. For this purpose, a number of combined
deformation processes have been developed in recent years. These
include the following processes: "rolling – ECAP" [4] (Fig. 1, a),
"screw rolling – ECAP" [5] (Fig. 1, b), "ECAP – drawing" [6] (Fig.
1, c).

and then into a calibration fiber, i.e., in essence, the process of metal
movement does not differ from the movement of wire in the fiber
during the standard drawing process. After the end of the workpiece
comes out of the drawing, it is secured with gripping tongs and
wound onto the drum of the drawing mill. In this case, the process of
stretching the workpiece through an equal-channel step matrix and a
calibration fiber is realized by applying a pulling force to the end of
the workpiece.
A feature of the Linex method (Figure 2), proposed by
specialists of Western Electrik Co (USA), is that the pressure
required for the implementation of the process is created through
the use of active friction forces that arise between the flat surfaces
of the links of infinite chains and the upper and lower planes of the
workpiece having a rectangular cross section [7].

1- drive chains, 2- matrix, 3- workpiece, 4- product
Fig. 2. Scheme of the continuous pressing process by Linex method

1 – first pair of rolls; 2 – ECA stepped matrix; 3 – blank; 4 - second pair of
rolls; 5 – conical rolls; 6– setting device; 7 – wire; 8 – drawing die; 9 –
winding drum
Fig. 1. Schemes of combined processes

When implementing these combined processes, conditions for
continuous deformation of unlimited length workpieces are created.
Moreover, in the first case, this becomes possible thanks to the
rolling rolls installed on both sides of the matrix. The first pair of
rolls, due to the contact friction forces, capture the workpiece and
push it through the channels of an equal-channel stepped matrix.
After the workpiece completely exits the channels of the matrix, it is
captured by a second pair of rolls, which also, due to contact friction
forces, capture the workpiece and completely pull it out of the
matrix. When implementing the combined "screw rolling – ECAP"
process, after the workpiece completely leaves the gap of rolls, the
next workpiece is fed to them, which, after passing through the rolls
and entering the matrix, pushes the previously deformed workpiece
out of the matrix.
When implementing the combined process "ECAP – drawing",
the pointed end of the wire is set into an equal-channel step matrix,
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At the same time, the value of the pressing pressure turns out to
depend on the ratio (difference) of the friction forces on the nonlubricated and lubricated planes of the workpiece. This method is
used for the production of aluminum tires and wire at the factories
of the company Venscuck (USA).
It is also possible to combine material processing processes in
different aggregate states. In this case, the most well-known method
is the combined process of casting, rolling and pressing (Fig. 3) [8].
In this process, the metal in the liquid state is fed to the cooled
rolling rolls, which act as a crystallizer. Upon contact with the rolls,
the metal hardens, is rolled and pressed through the matrix.

Fig. 3. Combined casting, rolling and pressing process

Based on the analysis of these processes, the following new
concepts of combined processes were proposed:
1) combined process "ECAP – Linex" (Fig. 4) for continuous
pressing of non-ferrous metals and alloys, the key difference of
which from the classical Linex process will be the possibility of
deformation without significant change in the initial dimensions of
the workpiece.

movement along the workpiece and fixed locking blocks that
perform a clamping role. To reduce the deformation force, grease is
applied to the walls of the fixed matrix, while there is no lubricant
supply to the moving parts in order to increase the gripping ability.
2) combined process “rolling-ECAP” with combined rolls (Fig.
5). The previously considered rolling- ECAP deformation scheme,
despite all its advantages, still has one drawback. With multi-cycle
deformation according to this scheme, the workpiece will be
compressed several times in height, which as a result will lead to a
significant change in the size and shape of the original crosssection, which is often undesirable, and sometimes a negative
factor. Therefore, this scheme has been improved by replacing the
second pair of horizontal rolls with vertical rolls. Thus, after leaving
the matrix, the workpiece will receive compression not in height, as
before, but in width. As a result, the change in the shape and size of
the cross-section will not be so intense.

Fig. 5. New scheme of the combined process “rolling-ECAP”
1 - movable belt blocks, 2 – ECAP matrix, 3 – blank, 4 – idle pulleys,
5 - drive pulleys, 6 - fixed locking blocks
Fig. 4. Combined process "ECAP – Linex"

3) combined process “casting-rolling-ECAP”. Since the
“rolling- ECAP” process itself is quite innovative, it was decided to
carry out its further improvement. The proposed process option will
include a casting and rolling unit combined with the well-known
design of the “rolling- ECAP” process. At the same time, a scheme
with two pairs of rolls is possible, as well as with three or more
(Fig. 6).

Deformation in this device is carried out as follows. The heated
workpiece is fed to the device, where movable tape blocks grab the
workpiece and push it through the channels of the fixed matrix.
Each belt gripping block is clad on two pulleys, one of which is
idle, and the other is driven by an electric motor. It is due to this
that the tape gripping blocks are set in motion. The horizontal
forming of the tape gripping blocks is created due to their

Fig. 6. Scheme of the combined process “casting-rolling-ECAP”

ECAP scheme will allow deforming without significantly changing
the initial dimensions of the workpiece.

Conclusion
The considered combined deformation processes have
significant technological advantages over classical discrete SPD
processes. At the same time, they also have certain disadvantages.
The proposed new concepts of combined processes of severe plastic
deformation are aimed at further improving the deformation
performance. And the presence in all three proposed variants of the
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Abstract: Corrosion behavior of plain steel in alkaline copper-containing solutions was studied. Cementation of steel is inhibited by
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programs.1 Each measurement was carried out at least in duplicate.

1. Introduction
When copper or copper-containing galvanic coatings are
deposited onto a steel base, there is a risk of contact copper
deposition after immersing an item in the electrolyte but before
cathodic polarization is applied. Copper deposited in contact
manner adversely affects the adhesion of the coating deposited later
by impairing its adhesion to the steel base. Moreover, contact
exchange results in contamination of the electrolyte with iron ions
that can adversely affect the performance of the electrolyte,
especially in case of the electrodeposition of alloys.
The most popular method to solve the issue of contact exchange
in electrolytes for deposition of copper and its alloys involves
binding copper ions into complex compounds [1-3]. At the same
time, practical recommendations for the operation of alkaline
cyanide-free copper plating electrolytes that are most common in
the industry, such as loading parts into the electrolyte under current,
indicate that these complexes are not strong enough to prevent the
contact deposition of copper on a steel surface [4]. According to
literature data, the stability constants of organophosphate copper
complexes are comparable to the stability constant of the
pyrophosphate copper complex [5].
In the development of an alkaline cyanide-free electrolyte for
bronzing based on nitrilotrimethylphosphonic acid, it was noted that
in the absence of external polarization, the formation of contact
copper is not observed on the surface of a steel electrode even after
prolonged exposure of steel to the electrolyte, though, in accordance
with literature data on instability constants, its formation is possible.
Thus, it can be assumed that the inhibition of the contact exchange
reaction is due not only and not so much to the binding of copper
into a complex ion but also to the adsorption processes on the steel
surface involving the organophosphorus ligand.
This work deals with a study on the mechanism of inhibition of
the contact reduction of copper on the surface of steel in solutions
containing components of cyanide-free electrolyte bronzing.

3. Results and Discussion
The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy method is widely
used to study the interface processes in electrochemical systems.
The advantage of this method is not only that it allows one to
estimate the corrosion resistance of a metal under the effect of
various factors but also that information about the mechanism of
reactions occurring on the metal being studied can be obtained.
Figure 1 shows the Nyquist diagrams obtained in the solutions
studied. The lowest rate of corrosion processes and the greatest
hindrance of charge transfer across the interface are observed in the
cold solution in the absence of stirring (Figure 1A, curve 1).

2. Experimental
Experiments were carried out at solutions listed below
Solution 1. ATMP 0,25M, pH 10
Solution 2. ATMP 0,25M + CuSO4·5H2O 0,11M, рН 10
Experiments were carried out at solution temperatures of 20 and
55°C. The measurements were carried out in solutions without
stirring or with stirring with a magnetic stirrer at 700 rpm.
Polarization and impedance measurements were performed
using an IPC-Pro MF potentiostatic complex with an FRA-2 unit
(Russia). The measurements were carried out using a temperaturecontrolled three-electrode cell with a volume of 250 ml. A silver
chloride electrode was used as the reference electrode, and a
platinum anode with an area of 3 cm2 served as the auxiliary
electrode.
To measure the currentless potential of the electrode, we used
an IPC-Recorder (Russia) that allows one to record the potential
variation over time. The measurements were carried out for at least
5 minutes until a constant potential was attained.
The frequency dependences of the impedance were obtained in
potentiostatic mode at the open circuit potentials, with superposition
of a harmonic signal with an amplitude of 10 mV in the frequency
range of 20 kHz - 0.13 Hz. The impedance spectra obtained were
processed and equivalent circuits that adequately reflect the
experimental plots were simulated using the ZMonitor and DCS

Figure 1. Nyquist plots. A - solution 1; B - solution 2; 1, 1’ – 20°С; 2,
2’ – 55°C; 1, 2 - without stirring; 1', 2' - with stirring.

According to the Pourbaix diagrams (Fig. 2), at about pH 10
iron dissolves either to give the Fe2+ ion (Fig. 2A) or the FeOH+ ion
(Fig. 2B).
Under conditions of corrosion with oxygen depolarization in an
alkaline medium, the near-electrode layer can be alkalized by the
reaction O2 + 2H2O + 4e → 4OH- (1). Alkalization can give rise to
the formation of iron hydroxide films on a steel surface. The
formation of a new non-conductive phase on the electrode surface
causes an increase in the polarization resistance in the lowfrequency part of the plot, which is consistent with the appearance
1
The ZMonitor and Dummy Circuits Solver programs were designed by
V.E. Kasatkin specifically for use in combination with the IPC-FRA
electrochemical complex.
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of a second semicircle on the hodograph in the low-frequency
region (Figure 1A, curve 1).

The mechanism of formation of adsorption layers described by
Eqs. (4) - (7) is supported by the results of XPS analysis of the
surface layer of a steel sample kept for some time in solution 2 at
55°C that confirm the presence of mono- and bivalent copper
compounds on the sample surface.
In addition to mono- and bivalent copper compounds, XPS
spectra show that oxidized forms of iron, phosphorus, and
potassium are present on the surface. This indicates that ligand
molecules and iron dissolution products are also involved in the
formation of passive films.
The results of elemental analysis are shown in Table 1.
Element
Carbon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Iron
Copper
Potassium

Figure 2. Pourbaix diagrams of the Fe-O-H system.

In accordance with the assumption that the charge transfer is
hindered due to the accumulation of steel corrosion products in the
near-electrode layer, stirring results in an increase in the charge
transfer rate, as the decrease in the hodograph radius indicates
(Figure 1A, curve 1'). This is due to the removal of dissolved iron
into the solution depth and easier formation of iron – ATMP
complexes. It should be noted that a distinct pseudo-inductive loop
is formed in the low-frequency region of the hodograph obtained in
the stirred solution. It is known from literature that this loop is
associated with electrochemical processes that occur via
intermediate stages and with the existence of an adsorption
equilibrium of the products of these reactions on the electrode
surface [7]. For example, the following stages are possible in the
system in question:
Fe0 → Fe+(ad) + e
(2)
Fe+(ad) → Fe2+ + e, or Fe+(ad) + OH- → Fe(OH)+ + e (3)
With stirring, i.e., under conditions of intense removal of
hydroxide ions formed by reaction (1) from the surface, the
adsorbed intermediate corrosion products (Fe+(ad)) do not form
passivating hydroxide films, unlike in the unstirred solutions.
The nature of the hodographs obtained with heating (Figure 1A,
curves 2, 2') is completely identical to that of the hodograph
obtained in the cold stirred solution, but heating the solution
facilitates charge transfer and increases the corrosion rate of steel to
a greater extent than stirring. Stirring the hot solution intensifies the
described processes even more, as indicated by a decrease in the
radius of the hodograph loop (Figure 1A, curve 2').
The addition of copper ions to the solution significantly affects
the impedance hodographs (Figure 1B). First, the presence of
copper in the solution significantly reduces the radius of the
hodograph arc, which indicates that the corrosion processes in the
system accelerate. This acceleration is more significant in the hot
solution (Figure 1B, curves 2, 2'). It should be noted that in the
presence of copper ions, stirring nearly ceases to have a noticeable
effect on the hodographs. This fact can be explained by the absence
of diffusion limitations on copper ions in the solution. The main
differences in the behavior of the system at different temperatures in
the presence of copper ions are observed in the low-frequency
region. Pseudo-inductive loops are observed on the hodographs
obtained in the cold solution (Figure 1B, curves 1, 1'), indicating
that adsorption layers are formed on the steel surface. In the hot
solution, low-frequency loops are transformed to a so-called
unresolved second semicircle, like in a cold solution without stirring
(Figure 1A, curve 1), which may indicate that the nature of
conductivity changes and stable passive films are formed on the
electrode surface.
The observed phenomena can be explained considering the
concepts developed elsewhere [6, 8]. According to these concepts,
the following reactions can occur in the system being studied:
Fe0 → Fe2+ + 2e
(4а)
[CuHL]n- + Fe2+ → [FeHL]n- + Cu2+
(5а)
Fe0 → Fe(OH)+ + e
(4b)
[CuHL]n- + Fe(OH)+ → [Fe(OH)HL]n- + Cu2+
(5b)
Cu2+ + 2OH- → Cu(OH)2↓
(6)
2Cu(OH)2(тв) + 2e → Cu2O + H2O + 2OH(7)

Table 1: XPS analysis results
Content, at.%
62.19
27.43
3.33
0.77
4.08
1.48
0.73

Conclusions
1. It has been found that the inhibition of copper contact
deposition is due to the formation of passivating adsorption films on
the steel surface.
2. It has been shown that the formation of passivating layers is
due to the electrophilic substitution of copper ions by iron ions
formed upon steel corrosion in an ATMP solution.
3. It has been found that the passivating layers comprise
compounds of mono- and divalent copper, iron, phosphorus, and
potassium.
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Abstract: This contribution deals with the study of cut surface after the abrasive water jet application on the material Maraging Steel MS-1,
prepared in the form of 3D printing method Direct Metal Laser Sintering. The aim of the study is to point out the morphology of the cut
plane under the use of various technological parameters, like feed rate of machining and abrasive mass flow at the constant cut pressure.
For the track morphology monitoring after the abrasive water jet application, scanning electron microscope SEM MIRA 3, f. Tescan, was
used. For the identification of observed particles stabbed in the cut track, chemical composition EDX analysis was used.
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Printing itself, run on the EOSINT M280 printer. EOS EOSINT
M280 is industrial 3D printer by German manufacturer EOS. EOS
EOSINT M280 is based on DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering)
3D printing technology, developed by EOS company. Such a 3D
printing technique uses fiber laser for fine metal powder melting.
Industrial EOSINT 3D printer series is compatible with metal
powder selection, like aluminum, high-strength steel, stainless steel,
titanium, nickel, cobalt and chromium alloys. [7,8]

1. Introduction
Powder sintering technologies, like Selective Laser Sintering
(SLS) or Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), are special
technologies, which use input material in a powder form. During
last years, these technologies develop intensively. A quality of final
parts increases and a technology advances. Nowadays, a technology
is considered as the most perspective for metal powder parts
manufacturing and more often is used commercially, not only for
prototypes production. A principle of technology starts with the 3D
model design in CAD system. 3D model is divided to individual
layers, using the slicer software. Few negative properties of
technology result by this 3D model to individual layers’ division.
Subsequently, data are sent to the 3D printer. Next, a final part is
created by sintering of metal powder layer-by-layer, using the high
power laser. A DMLS principle is depicted in Fig. 1 [2- 6], [ 9-15]

Fig. 2 Sample of the material during printing process

Printed samples´ dimensions were 10x10x50mm.
Printed material was age hardened, according to
manufacturer´s recommendation. Heat treatment run as follows:
heating on age hardening temperature (490 °C) during 1 hour. Heat
treatment at 490 °C run for 6 hours. Cooling down run at approx. 20
°C for roughly 15 hours. A comparison of properties of printed and
heat treated material are in a Table 1.

Fig. 1 Working principle of DMLS technology [1],

Required amount of metal powder, in quantity and height equal
to one layer, is applied on metal building platform, using the
recoated arm. A programming software controls laser beam motion
in a certainly set tracks through the component´s contour. A metal
powder is melted in this place and metal particles are connected
under the heat influence. This metal powder recoating and sintering
process is repeated until the whole final model is made. [2- 6], [ 915]

Table 1: Properties of the printed and hardened materials (EOS) [7,8]
Printed and age
Parameter
Printed
hardened

2. Materials for experiments
A material chosen for samples production was powder material
by EOS company, labeled as EOS Maraging Steel MS1. EOS
Maraging Steel is martensitic steel. A chemical composition of a
material refers to the American standard 18% Ni Maraging 300,
European standard 1.2709 and German standard X3NiCoMoTi 189-5. Parts are highly strength in combination with high toughness,
according to the manufacturer. Manufactured components can be
additionally hardened and machined easily. Material composition:
Ni (17-19%), Co (8,5-9,5%), Mo (4,5-5,2%), Ti (0,6-0,8%), Al
(0,05-0,15%), Cr Cu (0,5%), C (0,03%), Mn Si (0,1%), P S
(0,01%), Fe (rest). [7,8]

Tensile
Strength [MPa]

XY: 1100 ± 100; Z: 1100
± 100

Min. 1930 ; typ:2050 ±
100

Yield Strength
[MPa]
Elongation at
break [%]
Modulus of
elasticity [GPa]

XY: 1050 ± 100; Z: 1000
± 100

Min. 1862; typ: 1990 ±
100

XY: (10 ± 4 ); Z: (10 ± 4 )
XY: 160 ± 25; Z: 150 ±
20

Typ. 180 ± 20

Hardness

33 - 37 HRC

Typ. 50 - 56 HRC

Ductility [J]

45 ± 10

Typ. 11 ± 4

Min. 2; typ: (4 ± 2)

Microstructure comparison of heat treated material is plotted on
Fig. 3. Dark places arise after the etching process. Samples after
heat treatment reacted after a few seconds. Microstructural
observation run on the optical microscope type Nikon MA100 at
100x magnification.
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Fig. 4 Sample of heat treated MS1 material (S1) after AWJ application, 25x
magnification

Fig. 3 Material surfaces after grinding and etching, observed using the
optical microscope at 100x magnification

Characteristic DMLS technology signs are observed on material
microstructures at individual planes (x-y, z-y), where laser layering
direction and sintering (0,1 μm), can be seen. Microstructure, which
was heat treated is composed by fine martensitic needles, what is
typical for heat treatment and is the proof of measured higher
hardness as the consequence of heat treatment. A heat treatment
process caused material properties´ variation, like hardness for
example, which should change from 30 HRC to 55 HRC, according
to the manufacturer data. [7,8]

3. Experimental process
Fig. 5 Sample of heat treated MS1 material (S2) after AWJ application, 25x
magnification

Samples of printed and subsequently age hardened material
were cut using the abrasive water jet technology, available on
TUKE FVT Prešov. Operational pressure was on 413 MPa and as
the abrasive, Australian garnet with MESH 80 was used. A length
of focusing tube was 76,2 mm and a diameter of focusing tube was
1,02 mm. Samples of heat treated EOS MS1 (S1, S2) material were
cut at Q4 quality (fine quality), which refers to the cut process
parameters in Table 2.

In a marked area A, surfaces of cut material S1, S2, were
observed using the electron microscope SEM MIRA 3, f. Tescan,
with magnification 500x and 3500x.

Table 2 Cutting process parameters
Q4
(quality)

Traverse
speed
[mm/min]

Abrasive
mass flow
[g/min.]

Operating
pressure
[MPa]

Stand off
distance
[mm]

Sample
S1

98,5

200

413

4

Sample
S2

115,5

300

413

4

S1, S2 samples surfaces of heat treated material after AWJ
application:

Fig. 6 Surface morphology sample: S1, magnification 500x
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places in the sample. A cut place was intentionally chosen, in order
to pass through this cavity. Material sample S3 was cut at Q4
quality, corresponding to the cut process parameters used for S1
sample.

Fig. 10 Cavity place detail of material sample with 20x (left) and 48x (right)
magnification

Fig. 7 Surface morphology sample: S1, magnification 3500x

In this place, a water jet influence in this interspace, can
be seen. In these cavity places, water jet direction variation and its
weakening also caused by material thickness, can be seen. Material
particles shatter in this place. This place was subjected to EDX
analysis.

Fig. 8 Surface morphology sample: S2, magnification 500x
Fig. 11 EDX analysis sample S3

EDX analysis of this place, confirmed solidly fixed abrasive
particles in the material.

5. Conclusion
Evaluated EOS MS1 material, which is material made by
DMLS technology, changed its properties under the influence of
heat treatment process. In the case of cutting process of material
samples S1 and S2, using the AWJ technology at the same Q4
quality, however at different process parameters (S1: traverse
speed: 98,5mm/min, abrasive flow: 200g/min), (S2: traverse speed:
115,5mm/min, abrasive flow: 300g/min), only small changes are
observed in the surface morphology. In the case of cutting of S3
sample at process parameters equal to the S1 (S1: traverse speed:
98,5mm/min, abrasive flow: 200g/min), water jet direction variation
and its weakening during its pass through the cavity places can be
seen. Also, abrasive particles stab to the material, which is
confirmed by EDX analysis.

Fig. 9 Surface morphology sample: S2, magnification 3500x

Both samples of material were cut at the same Q4 (fine quality)
quality and follow-up process parameters based on default AWJ
machine settings. Measured roughness in the A area was for sample
S1: Ra=6,56 μm, and S2: Ra=5,92 μm. Roughness in defined values
corresponds to the Q4 (fine quality) cut quality Q4: Ra=6,3 μm.
Different process parameters influence surface fragmentation and a
significant water jet delay in the case of S1 sample surface. In both
cases, facet splitting caused by process parameters and mainly by
used abrasive particles influence, is observed.
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Abstract: Recent most important improvements in metal cutting industry are utilization of cutting tool and tool condition monitoring systems.
These systems help to prevent damage to both machine tools and workpieces. New technologies in optical measurements allow construction
of tool condition monitoring systems which does not affect manufacturing processes and are relatively cheap to build because of low prices
of optical sensors compared to standard sensors and measurement techniques, built on cutting machines. Our paper summaries various
monitoring methods for tool condition monitoring in the milling processes that use optical sensors and optical methods combined with
machine vision and image processing, that have been practiced and described in literature.
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about the degree of tool wear using in-process methods. These
TCM systems are typically based on comparing a reference signal
from an optimized cutting process to the actual process signal
acquired from previously mentioned sensors [4]. These techniques
have been implemented mainly by using various technologies such
as acoustic emissions, cutting force, spindle current and vibration
sensors [5]. However, there are also some very serious limitations
when using these methods. To overcome these limitations, much
research is currently being conducted to determine the degree of
tool wear by analyzing different images acquired using different
optical sensors such as lasers, CCD and CMOS cameras, and
thermal IR cameras. There are a wide range of applications that
combine optical sensors with digital image processing and machine
vision which are used for quality control, tool wear measurement,
workpiece surface measurement, etc. in machining processes such
as milling.

1. Introduction
High quality of the final product is the main goal in any
machining process. The best way to approach and achieve this high
product quality is automatization of machining processes.
Automatization is a process improvement that can be possible by
monitoring and control of machining process. One of the most
innovative monitoring applications is Tool condition monitoring
(TCM), which is inevitable for reducing machine downtime. With
the reduction of machine tool downtime improvements in
production rate can be achieved. One of the main causes of
downtime is excessive wear and breakage of cutting tools. Damaged
tool can therefore decrease quality of machined surface, due to
unevenly distributed forces during cutting process. With appropriate
TCM techniques [1] cutting speeds can be increased by 10-50 %.
The acquisition of machining process data in TCM system is
affected by the geometry and machining process conditions of the
cutting tool, including cutting force, sound energy, power, current,
surface finish, vibration, and temperature. To measure these
conditions several high-level intelligent sensors can be used, such as
dynamometers, acoustic emission sensors, power and current
sensors, surface profilers or vision-based systems, accelerometers
and pyrometers [2]. Using signal processing techniques, sensory
information is filtered and processed, and relevant features are
extracted. Design of experiments (DoE) and artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques can then be used to predict process data and
optimize processes based on the extracted and selected features. To
determine the precision of the technique, it is also necessary to
compare actual and predicted values of selected features. Optimized
data then goes to the machine controller and servo mechanism,
which can control the machining process.

This paper is composed of the following components: The first
component presents the advantages and disadvantages of using
optical sensors for tool condition monitoring. The second
component presents direct TCM techniques using optical sensors.
The third component presents indirect TCM techniques using
optical sensors. The final component presents conclusions and
suggests future directions for TCM research through the usage of
optical sensors combined with digital image processing and
machine vision.

2. Advantages and disadvantages of using optical
sensors in TCM
Monitoring any manufacturing process with digital image
processing and machine vision techniques has some advantages
over other methods. For example:

Product quality depends primarily on the machined surface. The
surface quality depends primarily on the wear of the cutting tool,
the wear of cutting tool depends on the conditions, the workpiece,
tool material and the tool geometry. There are four types of cutting
tool wear: adhesive wear due to deformation of the shear plane,
abrasive wear due to cutting of hard particles, diffusive wear due to
high temperatures, and fracture wear due to fatigue. There are four
main types of wear that can occur in cutting tools: nose wear, flank
wear, crated wear, and notch wear. Cutting tools are also subject to
three phases of wear [3], namely initial wear (occurs in the first few
minutes of machining), uniform wear (the quality of the cutting tool
deteriorates slowly during machining) and severe wear (rapid
deterioration when the tool reaches the end of its life).









Basically, TCM systems can be divided into two groups: direct
techniques and indirect techniques. In the direct techniques
conditions such as flank wear width, crater depth and crater area are
measured directly in off-line method (machining process must be
stopped during measurement) using 3D surface profiler, electron
microscope or optical microscope. Previously mentioned conditions
can also be measured using in-process methods (it does not require
stoppage of the machining process) with CCD camera. In indirect
TCM techniques the following signals of cutting process are
measured: force, current, power, surface finish, acoustic emission,
etc. Measurement of those signals allow conclusions to be drawn
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It does not apply any force or load to the surface structure
under investigation.
It is a non-contact, in-process application [6].
Monitoring systems based on digital image processing are
more flexible and cost-effective compared to other systems.
These systems can be operated and remotely controlled, which
is very useful for unmanned production systems.
These systems do not depend on the frequency of the chatter,
such as acoustic emission (AE) sensors; moreover, AE sensors
mainly detect tool breakage during machining [7]. Therefore,
monitoring the progressive wear of cutting tools with AE
sensors is very difficult.
Vibration sensors such as accelerometers can monitor tool
breakage, machine collisions and parts that are out of
tolerances [8], however monitoring the progressive wear was
not possible with vibration sensors.
For proper monitor and control of machining process, the
fusion of multiple sensors (such as AE sensor, dynamometer,
vibration sensors, etc.) is required, which is not very costeffective [8].
The image of the machined surface contains information about
the imprint of the toll as well as the change in tool geometry
[9], therefore information about roughness, waviness and






shape can be obtained by analyzing an image of the machined
surface [10].
2D information can be obtained from an image of the
machined surface, which is not possible with a 1D surface
measuring devices [11].
The information of machining parameters can also be obtained
from images of the machined surface [12].
Machine vision is more and more accepted in industry due to
the development of CCD cameras, because CCD cameras are
less sensitive to the adverse industrial conditions.
Optical imaging has provided the ability to add, subtract,
multiply, store and even perform various image
transformations on images using optical devices.

system for flank measurement using new edge detection method
from colour image. Using cross correlation between successive
image pairs, Wang et al. [20] developed an automated system of
capturing and processing successive images of moving inserts in
milling to measure flank wear. Using technique that was based on
moment invariance to select the exact bottom portion of flank wear
they were able to determine flank wear with maximum 15 µm error
and minimum 3 µm error compared to microscope measurements
[21,22]. However, the computation time of their methods was 2 s,
which was not practical for real time measurements. Fadare and Oni
[23] in their work evaluated notch and flak wear of machining tool
using the insert images. They used length, width, area, centroid,
equivalent diameter, minor and major axis length, eccentricity,
orientation and solidity as descriptors of wear. Their vision system
had 3.13 % absolute difference of measurements compared to
microscope measurements. Kerr et al. [24] analyzed textures of
worn regions of turning and milling inserts using utilization of
different texture analysis techniques: histogram processing, gray
level co-occurrence, frequency domain-based technique and fractal
method. In research [25] a system for accurate tool edge and tool
wear detection was created, that was based on neural network
technique. However, developed system was not implemented for
any online monitoring using CMOS or CCD cameras. Using ring
illuminators and CCD cameras, Schmidt et al. [26] developed an
automated flank wear measurement system that combines side
illuminated and full illuminated images of flank wear portions of
cutting inserts. While their system is highly accurate, they did not
emphasize the computation time in their work. Alegre et al. [27]
used contour signature of the binary image of flank wear profile to
determine the average and maximum flank wear width. They used
multi layer perceptron neural network for classification of tool wear
with 5.1 % minimum error. Using an environmental scanning
electron microscopic (ESEM) image of the tool, Jackson et al. [25]
developed a method for accurately detecting very small wear
developed in very small diameter milling cutters using neural image
processing method. Gonzalez-Arias et al. [28] captured images of
worn surfaces of cast iron specimens that were subjected to abrasion
wear tests using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Surface
features of worn surfaces were used to obtain a learning model of
wear severity using Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG). Bodini
et al. [29] worked with micrographs of sample sections to determine
damage progression in twin-disk tests. Above mentioned works
used two dimensional techniques to determine tool wear.

There are also some limitations in using machine vision systems
for monitoring tool condition [13]:




A suitable illumination system, a roboust image processing
algorithm and protection from machining noises (such as
chips, dirt, coolant fluid, etc.) are very important for the
successful implementation of this technique [9].
In some applications the placement of vision sensors must be
studied very well due to inaccessibility.

3. Direct optical TCM techniques
Two most important types or tool wear mechanisms in
machining processes are flank wear and crater wear. Flank wear is
mostly caused by abrasion because of friction between the tool and
the machined surface and can be seen on Figure 1(1a) [14]. Notch
wear shown on Figure 1(1b) and (1c) is type of flank wear that is
caused by severe abrasion at the depth of cut mark on machining
tool. Crater wear usually occur on the rake face of the machining
tool. Crater wear shown on Figure 1(2). Flank wear can be directly
determined by capturing images of cutting tool. However, more
complex techniques are required when determining the crater depth
[15]. Both cutting tool wears have been measured using two and
three-dimensional techniques.

There were also some studies where three-dimensional
techniques for measuring crater depth were used. In researches
[30,31] a microscope equipped with a CCD sensor was used to
capture noisy images of rake face of worn out milling tool to
measure the depth of crater during different levels of wear.
Automatic focusing technique was also used in those works.
According to Devillez et al. [32], crater wear depth was measured
using white light interferometry and the optimal cutting conditions
(cutting speed and feed rate) were determined to achieve the best
surface finish during orthogonal dry turning of 42CrMo4 steel with
an uncoated carbide insert.

Figure 1: Flank wear (1a) with notches (b) and (c), Crater wear (2) [14]

Flank wear can be determined with two-dimensional
techniques. The first pioneering work in direct TCM was done by
Kurada and Bradley [16]. In their work they created a system that
consisted of a fibre-optics light source to illuminate the tool and a
CCD camera. The picture of illuminated tool flank region was
processed using texture-based image segmentation technique which
consisted of image enhancement for noise reduction, image
segmentation for flank wear region extraction from background,
feature extraction and calculation of flank wear. The whole system
is based on offline mode using video zoom microscope.

Latest research of tool wear detection methods based on image
processing and machine vision mainly include the following types
of methods: edge-based methods, texture analysis combined with
contour-based methods, and neural network-based methods. By
finding the pixels with sharp changes in brightness, the edge-based
tool wear detection method can segment tool wear regions. Zhang
et. Al. [33] optimized the wear detection region using pictures of
the tool top. They used sub-pixel precision detection method to
improve accuracy. Zho et al. [34,35] created a system using an area
growth algorithm based on morphological component analysis to
determine tool wear edge. Their method overcome problems of tool
wear detection in different orientations that existed in traditional
edge detection methods. By using texture analysis and contour
analysis, a wear detection method based on high levels of visual
processing can be used to monitor tool wear. The study by GarcíaOrdás et al. [36] used texture descriptors to characterize the wear of

In offline TCM techniques the machining process must be
stopped and cutting tool or inserts must be removed from the
machine. This procedure is time consuming and can also be
dangerous for the alignment of the cutting tool. Weis [17] pioneered
the detection of the tool wear area of milling tools without
removing the tool from the machine. Infra-red band filter was used
for background fading. Tool wear region was captured whit the
combination of diode flashlight and CCD camera. Tauno and
Lembit [18] created a system that provided automatic measurement
of surface area, average wear length and perimeters of flank wear
profile using non-linear median filter for noise removal and Roberts
filter operation to detect edges. Sortino [19] in his work developed a
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statistical and signal processing-based texture analysis. Dhanasekar
et al. [51] used autocorrelation technique to inspect speckle pattern
of milled surfaces. However, his system for speckle pattern creation
is less useful for on-machine inspection and is costly. On-machine
surface roughness evaluation was carried out in [9], where authors
used statistical texture analysis of first order based on histogram.
Nevertheless, Elango and Karunamoorthy [52] report that the
change in illumination adversely affects the robustness of first-order
statistical texture analysis. To overcome problems in previously
mentioned work second order statistical texture analysis that is
based on gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) was used. Here
co-occurrence of gray levels of pixel pairs is evaluated. Many
researchers successfully implemented GLCM into TCM of milling
operations. Gadelmawla et al. [53] in his work found that texture
features from GLCM are in correlation with machining time.
However, in their study they did consider tool wear prediction.
Based on images of turned surfaces, Dutta et al. [12] found a
correlation between GLCM features and tool flank wear. They have
not, however, predicted tool flank wear. To detect progressive tool
flank wear, Dutta et al. [54] used length statistical texture features
extracted from GLCM, where high correlation of GLCM features
with flank wear of machining tool was found. Research [55] used
Voronoi tessellation (VT)-based texture analysis for inspection of
the minute details of change in feed marks of machined surfaces.
VT is a technique based on geometrical texture analysis. This
technique reduces the effect of intensity variation this is caused by
inhomogeneous illumination. With the help of features extracted
from GLCM and discrete wavelet transform (DWT), Dutta et al.
[56] developed a progressive tool flank wear prediction method for
end milling. A study by Lei et al. [57] showed that chatter detection
of high-speed milling could be achieved by extracting Fourier
spectral analysis (FSA) features from machined surfaces. Over the
decades, many types of methods for optical indirect TCM were
studied. It is, however, challenging to find an excellent method that
can be applied universally due to the differences in systems, data
availability, and other application constraints. Therefore, some
researchers examined strategies for integrating multiple methods
[58]. Using spectral texture analysis and statistical model estimation
to predict tool life in milling, Kumar et al. [59] developed a
prognostic model in 2015.

different regions and determined if the tool changed under the
conditions of different regions of inspection. In the research [37]
new system based on combinations of a shape descriptor and a
contour descriptor has been created for classification of inserts in
milling processes according to their wear level. Although texture
analysis and contour-based methods are typically used to classify
the condition of tool wear, they cannot accurately measure tool
wear. With low sensitivity to noise and high damage resistance, the
tool wear detection method based on neural networks is a promising
technique for analyzing tool wear. Addona et al. [38] determined
the degree of tool wear using two different heuristic learning
methods: ANN and DBC, and compared their effectiveness. Wang
et al. [39] created a system that utilized hybrid machine learning
that integrated heterogenous data for tool condition prediction. In
research [40] new system was created based on two-step method for
prediction of tool life. Two-step method combined flank wear
image recognition and Artificial Neural Networks. You et al. [41]
proposed a new method of high-precision tool wear monitoring
under wide field of view camera. The performed tool wear
monitoring through location, segmentation and measurement pf tool
wear area. Dai et al. [42] proposed a novel configuration for online
TCM in micro milling based on machine vision, that improved the
part quality and extended the micro tool life. Fernández-Robles et
al. [43] proposed a novel method for detecting broken inserts in
milling heads using machine vision. Their approach did not require
comparison to reference images. Created system was highly
efficient and worked without delaying any machining operations.
Wei et al. [44] created a system based on image acquisition and
image processing methods that was able to detect internal spiral of
end milling cutter using three light sources and two cameras
mounted on a moving frame. In recent years researchers are
focusing more on creating online TCM systems based on machine
vision [45,46,47], which can detect tool wear faster and without
stopping the machining process.
In the direct technique, condition monitoring is preformed by
analyzing changes in the geometry of the cutting tool. During tool
observation signals such as chatter, vibration, cutting force change
etc. are not considered. However, the surface finish can highlight
those changes and it can also show changes in cutting tool
geometry. Thus, new research will focus on measuring surface
finish with indirect TCM techniques combined with image
processing and machine vision.

In recent years, new techniques for on indirect TCM in milling
have emerged. Zuperl et al. [60] proposed a cloud-based system for
the optical monitoring of tool condition based on measuring chip
surface size and identification of cutting force trends.

4. Indirect optical TCM techniques
Image processing can be used, in indirect tool condition
monitoring, to extract surface finish descriptors from machined
surface textures. Obtained texture information of machined surface
can be directly used to evaluate the quality the of machined surface
while, at the same time, being indirectly used to detect abnormal
condition of machine tools such as chatter vibration and tool wear
[6].

5. Conclusion
In this paper, different applications of tool condition monitoring
systems based on optical sensors combined with image processing
are discussed. Non-contact TCM techniques can be used for
enhancing automation in machining centers. We collected and
compared optical TCM systems based on indirect and direct
methods.

Most important early works in indirect TCM using texture
information of machined surfaces have been done by Gupta and
Raman [48]. They measured surface roughness of pre-turned
cylindrical bar utilizing with laser scatter pattern developed on the
turned surface image. Liu et al. [49] reviewed different data
acquisition setups for TCM of machine tool using information from
machined surface texture. They also reviewed the development and
statistics of descriptors for feature extraction. They found out, that
infrared cameras can be used for temperature measurements to
detect details such as pores and other irregularities caused by
insufficient heat dissipation. On the other hand, CCD and CMOS
cameras are more suitable for general detection tasks like
discontinuities of powder supply processes. However, laser-based
measurements are the most accurate in detecting roughness
anomalies on machined surfaces [50].

In direct optical TCM systems, optical sensors are measuring
tool condition directly from images of the tool or its parts. Usually
CCD or CMOS cameras are used. Those techniques can be very
useful for detecting various types of tool wear, such as crater wear,
fractures and chips, that are difficult to detect using other
techniques.
In indirect optical TCM systems, optical sensors combined with
image processing and machine vision measure the quality of
machined surfaces texture through images of machined surfaces.
From those images tool wear can be determined. In those
techniques analysis techniques such as texture analysis play an
important role in monitoring tool condition. New techniques in
recent year appeared, that measure tool wear indirectly through
cutting chip size measurement, temperature measurement, etc.

Dutta et al. [6] reviewed different analysis techniques in indirect
TCM by evaluating machined surface images. They discovered, that
most often used analysis methods for surface finish evaluation were

In recent years, there has been a growing need for sensor
systems that would allow rapid measurement of tool wear without
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interfering with the operation of the machine tool. With the great
development of optical sensors and machine vision, optical TCM
systems that are already capable of online operation have begun to
appear in recent years. Developments in the coming years will focus
on building robust systems based on optical sensors that will be able
to determine the state of the tool in an industrial environment with
sufficient accuracy and speed.
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Възможности за определяне на цветовата разлика в програмна среда
LabVIEW
Possibilities for determining the color difference in a software environment LabVIEW
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Абстракт: Тази статия представя компютърен метод за анализ на цветни изображения. Методите за цифрова обработка на
изображения са алтернатива за разработване на обективни, неразрушителни и рентабилни решения за определяне на
качеството на различните обекти.Разработени са алгоритъм и програма за безконтактно измерване на цветовете на базата на
изображения в RGB и Lab цветови модел. Определянето на цвета може да бъде за цялото изображение или за избран регион от
интерес. Приложенията NI Vision Builder и NI Vision Assistant са използвани за измерване на усреднен цвят в RGB цветови модел.
Следващата стъпка използва подпрограма, създадена в LabVIEW, която преобразува резултатите в Lab цветови модел и
изчислява цветовата разлика ∆Е. Създаденият потребителски интерфейс визуализира с индикатори цветовите компоненти на
RGB и Lab цветови модели, пространствените координати x, y, z и автоматично определените стойности на ∆Е.
Ключови думи: цветови разлики ∆Е, RGB цветови модел, Lab цветови модел, LabVIEW
Abstract: This paper presents a computer method for color image analysis. Digital image processing methods are an alternative for
developing objective, non-destructive and cost-effective solutions for determining the quality of different objects. An algorithm and a
program for non-contact color measurement based on images in RGB and Lab color model have been developed. Determining the color can
be for the whole image or for a selected region of interest. The NI Vision Builder and NI Vision Assistant applications were used to measure
the average color in an RGB color model. The next step uses a subroutine created in LabVIEW that converts the results to a Lab color model
and calculates the color differences ∆Е. The created user interface visualizes with indicators the color components of RGB and Lab color
models, the spatial coordinates x, y, z, and the automatically determined values of ∆Е.
Keywords: color differences ∆Е, RGB color model, Lab color model, LabVIEW
RGB (R = червен, G = зелен, B = син) е вид цветово
пространство, което използва червена, зелена и синя
компонента. Цветовото пространство RGB може просто да се
интерпретира като "всички възможни цветове", които могат да
бъдат направени от три цвята. При такава концепция всеки
пиксел на изображение се определя от 0 до 255 стойности на
интензитета на компонентите на RGB.

1.Въведение
Разликата или разстоянието между два цвята е интересен
показател за науката за цветовете. ΔE е мярката за промяна на
визуалното възприятие на два дадени цвята.
Е - показател за това как човешкото око възприема
разликата в цвета. Терминът „делта“ произхожда от
математиката, което дафинира промяна на параметър или
функция. Наставката Е посочва немската дума "Empfindung",
която в общи линии означава „усещане„.
В повечето дефиниции за цветова разлика е определяне на
Евклидово разстояние в цветово пространство.
Създадена е програма за автоматично определяне на
цветовата разлика ∆Е в два цветови модела – RGB и Lab [1, 5,
6].

Фиг. 1 Графично представяне на RGB цветови модел

RGB моделът е най-близък до човешкото възприятие, тъй
като в човешкото око има рецептори, реагиращи точно на тези
цветове.
При RGB белият цвят се получава от наслагването и на
трите основни цвята един върху друг. Поради тази причина те
се наричат адитивни цветове (additive colors) фиг. 1.
Фиг. 2 Lab цветови модел фронтален изглед и изглед отгоре.
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пространствените координати х, у, z и компонентите на СIE
La*b* цветови модел.

Трите компоненти в модела са: - L e яркост, при L = 0 цветът е
черен, а при L = 100 – цветът е бял; - a e тоново отношение
между червеното и зеленото, (–а) съответства на зелен цвят,
(+а) съответства на червен цвят; - b e тоново отношение между
жълтото и синьото, (–b) съответства на жълт цвят, (+b)
съответства на син цвят.

Създадената програма може да работи със следните
файловите формати :
-

BMP файловете съдържат винаги RGB данни. BMP не
използва компресия на данните, поради което
размерите на файловете са по-големи, отколкото при
други формати.

-

TIFF - Tagged Image File Format е формат за запис на
изображения. Може да бъде записван и без компресия.

-

JPEG е файлов формат за изображения с компресиране
на данни със загуби в качеството на изображението

-

PNG е най-добър за малки изображения. Използва
компресия без загуби; Включва по-голяма цветова
гама, давайки на изображението 24 битов цвят.

2. Материали и методи
За създаване на софтуерно приложение за автоматично
изчисляване на цветовата разлика е използвана програмна
среда LabVIEW.
LabVIEW (съкратено от Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation
Engineering Workbench) е софтуер за разработване на
програмни приложения с потребителски интерфейс. За
програмиране в тази среда е създаден графичният език „G“ от
National Instruments. Предния панел позволява на оператора да
въвежда или извлича данни от създадената програма.

Създадена е подпрограма за автоматично определяне на
цветовата разлика в RGB и Lab цветови модел[2,3]. За
разработването ѝ са използвани следните математически
алгоритми[7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21]:

За изграждане на програмна част (блок-диаграма) в
LabVIEW са използвани функционалната палитра виртуални
инструменти и функции, за създаване на програмния код.

Определянето на ΔE в RGB (червено, зелено, синьо)
цветови модел, чрез цветовите компоненти R, G, B е:

Определянето на цвят, може да бъде за целия обект или за
избрана област на интерес, която се маркира. Цвета на
зададената област на интерес се определя в RGB цветови
модел. Използва се вградената функция Measure Colors. Следва
извикване на подпрограма (приложение), създадена в
програмната среда LabVIEW за автоматично трансформиране
от RGB в XYZ и от XYZ в Lab координати.

distance=

Програмно реализирано е и определянето на ΔE по
математическия алгоритъм от 1994г [12]. При него ΔE се
определя в L*C*h* цветово пространство с разлики в
яркостта, хрома (наситенността) и оттенъка,
изчислени от
координатите Lab. Като се посочи един референтен цвят
(L⃰1,ɑ⃰1,b⃰1) и друг цвят (L⃰2,ɑ⃰2,b⃰2), разликата се определя по
следния начин :

Трансформация от RGB в XYZ координати.
При r0> 0.04045

r1= [(r0+0.055)/1.055]2.4

При r 0≤ 0.04045

r1=r0/12.92

При g0> 0.04045

g1= [(g0+0.055)/1.055]2.4

При g0 ≤ 0.04045

g1=g0/12.92

При b0> 0.04045

b1= [(b0+0.055)/1.055]2.4

При b0≤ 0.04045

b1=b0/12.92

(16)

(1)

(2)
(17)
където:

(3)

(18)

r = 100 r1;

(4)

g = 100 g1;

(5)

b = 100 b1;

(6)

X = r 0.4124 + g 0.3576 + b 0.1805;

(7)

(20)

Y = r 0.2126 + g 0.7152 + b 0.0722;

(8)

(21)

Z = r 0.0193 + g 0.1192 + b 0.9505;

(9)

(19)

Трансформация от XYZ в Lab координати
При X>0.008856 x=X1/3

(22)
(10)

При X≤0.008856 x = ( 7.787 X ) + ( 16/116 )
При Y>0.008856 y=Y1/3

(11)

(23)

При Y≤0.008856 y = ( 7.787 Y ) + ( 16/116)
При Z>0.008856 z=Z1/3

(24)
(12)
(25)

При Z≤0.008856 z = ( 7.787 Z ) + ( 16/116 )
L = ( 116y ) – 16;

(13)

(26)

a = 500( x – y );

(14)

(27)

b = 200( y – z )

(15)
и kC и kH обикновено зависят от коефициента k L, а K 1 и K 2 –
от приложението.

В приложението е създаден потребителски интерфейс,
включващ индикатори за получените стойности на R, G, B;

Скриптове от програмите са представени фиг. 3 и фиг.4
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7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
Фиг. 3 Подпрограма за определяне на ΔЕ в RGB цветови модел

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
Фиг. 4 Подпрограма за определяне на ΔЕ в Lab цветови
модел

21.

3. Заключение
Реализирани са алгоритъм и програма за определяне на
цвета и конвертиране от RGB в СIE La*b* цветови модел.
Работоспособността
на
програмата
е
проверена
експериментално.
Разработена е подпрограма за определяне на цветовата
разлика Е за RGB и Lab цветови модел. Програмата е
реализирана в програмната среда LabVIEW. Тя е тествана за
определяне на цветовата разлика на изображения на месни
продукти. Разработен е потребителски интерфейс.
Предимството на разработеното приложение е работа с
една програмна среда, без да се налага излизането от нея и
зареждане на различни софтуерни продукти
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Fig. 2. Typical SEM morphology and water contact angle of the freshly prepared coating
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Fig. 3. Typical AFM morphology of the freshly prepared coating

O1s

1. Introduction

Fe2p

Zr3d
O-Fe
0

Fe2O3

2+

Zr +Zr

The stainless steels have widerange applications in industrial plants and marine structures, due to their
superior physical-chemical properties. In addition, they are widespread in various equipments in the
chemical industry. However, in certain environments with the presense of halide ions these structures are
subjected to corrosion process, thus producing a deterioration of the metal and its properties. Corrosion has
many serious economic, health and safety consequences to our society, therefore, the corrosion protection
of steels is of importance to ensure safety and to reduce costs. This problem can be overcomed by using
inhibitors, cathodic protection and coatings. The application of non-toxic sol gel deposited oxide coatings
such as TiO2, ZrO2, SiO2, CeO2 is a very perspective approach for the effective protection of the metals.
Among them titania and zirconia coatings are widely used, because they are chemical stable, non-toxic,
have high wear and corrosion resistance and low electron conductivity and a high thermal expansion
coefficient. Recently, the multilayer coatings have been increasingly used as anticorrosive coatings on the
steels. The multilayer configuration of the two types of oxides, applied over the other combines their
advantages, as a result the metal have increased corrosion resistance. Zirconia coatings are one of the most
important ceramics used as materials for industrial applications and as biomaterials because of their
valuable properties: high mechanical performance (strength, hardness, etc.), low thermal conductivity,
chemical inertness, thermal expansion match with the stainless steel substrate, as well as good adherence to
the metallic substrate.
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Fig 4. O1s, Zr3d and Fe2p XPS peaks of System 3

2. Problem discussion
The multilayer configuration proposed by us has the combined effect of the advantages of the two oxide
coatings - good barrier properties (slows down the corrosion processes) achieved through the TiO2
underlayer and high rigidity, high wear resistance achieved by the upper ZrO2 coating. The aim of this
research work is to study bi-component oxide system with increased corosion resistance in order to extend
the service life of the stainless steel by combining a TiO2 underlayer with a ZrO2 top coating, obtained by
means of sol–gel technology

-3
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Current (A) per cm^2

1

3. Experimental
LOW CARBON STEEL SUBSTRATE with chemical composition:
C- 0.05–0.12;
S ≤ 0.04;
P ≤ 0.35;
Mn - 0.25–0.5;
Cr ≤ 0.1;
Si ≤ 0.03;
Ni ≤ 0.3;
Cu ≤ 0.3;
As ≤ 0.08;
Fe-balance.
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Fig. 5. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the investigated Systems 1 – 3 in 5% NaCl test medium

POTENTIODYNAMIC INVESTIGATIONS
The experiments were performed in a glass tri-electrode electrochemical cell having a volume of 300 ml. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) was used as a reference electrode, and a platinum plate served as a polarizing one. Potentiodynamic polarization
curves of the investigated samples were performed in the potential interval from -0,1V in cathodic direction (measured relative
the corrosion potential) up to -0,3V in anodic zone (measured relative to the SCE) at a sufficiently low scan rate - 1 mV/sec. The
investigations were carried out by application of "PAR VersaStat 4" device.
Potentiodynamic investigations demonstrate different courses of the cathodic and anodic curves of the samples. In addition, the
corrosion potential values and corrosion current density values strongly differ. System 1 shows corrosion potential of -0,610 mV
and corrosion current of 5,8.10-6; System 2: -0,580 mV and 8,3.10-6; System 3: -0,550 mV and 4,3.10-7, respectively. Practically,
all of the investigated samples demonstrate the appearance of passive zones with low anodic current density values. The data
obtained by application of this experimental method confirm the importance of the preliminary preparation procedure of the
samples on their corrosion resistance in that medium
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4. Conclusions

Fe3O 4
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The oxide layer structures investigated in this paper exhibit enhanced resistance in corrosive salt medium due to their better
protective properties compared to the monolayer coatings. This type of structures combines the advantages of the both single
oxides applied: good barrier properties, adhesion to steel substrate and high electrical resistivity and mechanical parameters of
TiO2 layer. On the other hand ZrO2 top coating possesses high corrosion and wear resistance as well as chemical stability. In
addition, the amorphous structure of both zirconia and titania coatings deteriorate the ion and electron conduction, thus
retarding cathodic or anodic electrochemical processes due to inhibition of intergranular corrosion between the grains.
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Three types of multilayer titania-zirconia sol gel protective coating systems each of which consist of one
TiO2 underlayer and of three single top layers of ZrO2 were deposited on the substrates. The latter were
previously cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol before deposition. Titania based coatings were prepared from
three different types of sols. Sol A contains titanium tetrabutoxide (TB) the latter being dissolved in
isopropanol and acetacetone (0.4 M/l). Sol B contains additionally small quantity of polymeric modificator
Polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monooleate (Tween 80) while Sol C – ethylcellulose. Zirconium based
coatings were obtained from Zr butoxide; Zr(OC4H9)4 , small quantity of nitric acid were dissolved in 2propanol. Acetic acid and acetylacetone were added as complexing agents. Finally, 5 wt% polyethylene
glycol (Mw=400) was added as a structure directing agent. The substrates were dipped in every of sols A, B
and C and were withdrawn with rate of 30 mm/min. After each deposition, the samples were dried
consecutively at 100oC and 200oC for 1 h. The dipping-drying procedure was repeated three times. Then
the deposits were dipped into zirconium solution. The final treatment of the samples was carried out at
500oC with heating rate of 5oC/min. Finally, System 1 consists of TiO2 obtained from Sol A; System 2 – of
TiO2 obtained from Sol B; System 3 – of TiO2 obtained from Sol C. As mentioned above all these systems
are finished with a top single three layers of ZrO2.
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns of system 3, heated at 500oC
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the multilayers have not indicated the presence of any crystalline
ZrO2 or TiO2 phase
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Corrosion inhibition of galvanized low-
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A. Preparation of Chitosan solution
Chitosan solution was prepared by dispersing chitosan (0.5 g) in 3% water solution of citric acid and stirring with a magnetic stirrer for 2
weeks. After ultrasonic cleaning of the substrates (zinc layer with a thickness of 1 µm on steel substrate) in ethanol for 10 min, they were
immersed each one in the CS solution, and after 30 s were withdrawn at a rate of 30 mm / min. The samples were divided into 2 groups – for
the first the CS layer was dried at room temperature (RT) 1 week and the second group – the deposits with CS layer were treated thermally in
air first at 50oC for 0.5 h, after which the temperature rises to 1000C for 1 h.

carbon steel using ZrO2/chitosan hybrid
coatings

B. Preparation of ZrO2 coatings on the CS underlayer
Zirconium butoxide was diluted with isopropanol and small amount of acetyl acetone and acetic acid as complexing agents. It was added 0.4
ml nitric acid and 0.5 ml polyethylene glycol (PEG400). Final solution was diluted up to 0.2Mand has being stirred for 2 hours in order to
complete the reaction between alkoxide and acetic acid. The previously obtained both series samples of galvanized steel, coated with CS
layer, were immersed into Zr-based precursor solution, after the withdrawing (rate of 30 mm/min) were dried at room temperature (RT) and
subsequently at 1000C for 0.5 h. The final treatment of the structures was carried out at 1800C for 1 h. The deposition and treatment of ZrO2
coating were repeated 3 times. The final hybrid multilayer systems were denoted as: 1/. The sample with CS, dried at RT - as 2C; 2/. The
sample with CS, thermally treated at 1000C - as 2C*
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1. Introduction
Corrosion can be defined as a chemical or electrochemical reaction between a material, usually a metal, which has many
serious economic, health, safety etc consequences. There are several methods of corrosion control: inhibitors, cathodic protection
and applying of protective inorganic coatings such as ZrO2, TiО2, CeO2 etc.
It is well known that the zirconia possesses high hardness, chemical stability and appropriate expansion. Recently organicinorganic composite films have received great attention in the field of corrosion protection due to the combination of useful
properties of the both components – organic and inorganic oxides (TiO2, ZrO2, ZnO). Chitosan (CS), is the most plentiful natural
polymer next to cellulose, which is derived from the polysaccharide chitin. CS is a promising material for corrosion protective
coatings due to its low cost and specific solubility as well as good adhesion to both the metallic substrate and the sol-gel coatings.
CS possesses hydroxyl, amine and carbonyl functional groups, groups which can serve as chelation sites of various metal ions.
Consequently, it would be interesting to investigate the anticorrosion behavior of new “sandwich” type structures on galvanized
steel, covered by organic underlayer, composed by chitosan, dissolved in citric acid water solution and inorganic ZrO2 sol-gel
coating. Тhe aim is to study how the treatment temperature of chitosan layer influences the physicochemical parameters of the
structures and the relationship with the corrosion resistance of the galvanized steel

2. Problem discussion

14

Hybrid organic-inorganic coatings have recently been increasingly used as anticorrosive coatings because they provide better
protective properties compared to pure inorganic coatings. The configuration of the organic and inorganic parts has the combined
effect of their advantages, and the surface layer to protect the parent metal should have increased corrosion resistance.
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The experiments were performed in a glass tri-electrode electrochemical cell having a volume of 300 ml. A saturated calomel electrode
(SCE) was used as a reference electrode, and a platinum plate served as a polarizing one. EIS measurements were realized in the frequency
interval between 100 kHz–10 mHz. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the investigated probes were performed in the potential interval
of -1,2V up to -0,2V at a sufficiently low scan rate - 1 mV / sec. The investigations were carried out by application of "PAR VersaStat 4"
device.
The results obtained via EIS method for both samples immediately after immersion and stabilization of the corrosion potential in the model
medium are compared with the spectra of low-carbon steel. It is obvious that the polarization resistance (Rp) of 2C sample is the greatest one
(~50 ohm) followed by 2C* sample (~15 ohm) and steel (~6 ohm).
Potentiodynamic polarization investigations demonstrate close courses of the anodic curves of both samples – practically equal corrosion
potential values and appearance of passive zones. However, the corrosion current density value of 2C* coating is about twice higher
compared to sample 2C which means that its corrosion resistance is worse.
The data obtained by application of these experimental methods are in general very close and confirm the importance of the preliminary
preparation procedure of the samples on their corrosion resistance in that medium.

Table 1 XPS results of the deconvoluted components of C1s and O1s peaks.

Binding energy, eV Chemical bonding
C1s peaks

Concentration, %
2C

284.8

C-C

70.1

286.0

C-O

19.4

288.8

C=O

10.5
2C*

2C*

284.8

C-C

66.3

286.0

C-O

16.1

288.8

C=O

11.0

292.1

π-π *

6.6

O1s peaks

2C

177

180

183

186

2C

530.3

O-Me

27.0

3. Conclusions

531.9

O=C

66.4

The newly developed organic-inorganic barrier structures on galvanized steel,/chitosan /ZrO2 sol–gel coating showed relatively close

533.3

O-C

6.6

protective efficiency and better expressed corrosion resistance in a model medium with chlorine ions as corrosion activators.

2C*
530.2

O-Me

26.4

531.8

O=C

66.2

533.4

O-C

7.4

The electrochemical tests demonstrated the sacrificial nature of the multilayer coating systems as well as better protective ability toward the
galvanized low-carbon steel substrate.
All of the samples possess a dense amorphous structure having a hydrophobic nature.
Both structures demonstrate high anti-corrosion action independent of treatment temperature of the chitosan sublayer.

189

The enhanced protective characteristics of the final structure are due to the presence of chitosan intermediate layer. It plays highly important

Binding energy, eV

role from a corrosion point of view due to its hydrophilic nature of the surface as well as the presence of different functional groups, ensuring
good adhesion to both metallic substrate and sol–gel coatings.
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A shift of the corrosion potential to more positive values compared to the ordinary zinc and a longer course of
the curves in the anodic area of the alloy Zn-Co/sol-gel coatings can be registered. The latter is a sign for
improved protective ability of both systems at these conditions.

HYBRID MULTILYER SYSTEMS FOR ENHANCED
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1. Introduction
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Fig. 4 Potentiodynamic polarization measurements

One of the most widely used construction materials is the galvanized low-carbon steel. However, corrosion
processes are a serious problem, especially in humid environments containing aggressive ions. One method to
increase their corrosion resistance is the application of zinc alloys. On the other hand, new approaches to
corrosion protection are being sought. Recently, some oxides like ZrO2, TiO2 are of interest due to their
physical and chemical properties like high hardness, chemical stability, temperature resistance etc.

Figure 5 shows the electrochemical behavior of the samples after staying in a corrosive environment during 25
days when corrosive products appear. There is a slight shift of the potential values to more positive direction,
lower corrosion current and longer course of the curves. This shows better expressed corrosion resistance and
delayed destruction of the systems Zn-Co/sol-gel coatings.

2. Problem discussion
In the present paper are demonstrated two types of multilayer structures based on ZrO2 and TiO2 coatings
deposited on low-carbon steel substrate on which zinc-based alloy Zn-Co is electrodeposited. The newly
obtained systems with a sol-gel film of ZrO2 or TiO2, respectively, were studied for corrosion in a model test
medium containing chlorine ions. These ions cause local corrosion, which is difficult to see at first, but quickly
develops in depth and destroys the structures. A comparison was made in corrosion behavior with respect to
galvanized steel.

Current (A) per cm^2

10-1

3. Objective and research methodologies
a) Preparation of hybrid multilayer thin coatings on low carbon steel with composition (wt %):C- 0.05–0.12; S
≤ 0.04; P ≤ 0.35; Mn -0.25–0.5; Cr ≤ 0.1; Si ≤ 0.03; Ni ≤ 0.3; Cu ≤ 0.3;As ≤ 0.08; Fe-balance.
Zinc-cobalt alloy coating:
ZnSO4.7H2O – 110.0 g/l; CoSO4.7H2O – 60.0 g/l; NH4Cl – 30.0 g/l; H3BO3 - 25.0 g/l;
additives ZC-1 - 40 ml/l and ZC-2 – 8 ml/l; pH value 3.5-4.0;
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Fig. 5 Potentiodynamic polarization measurements after 25 days

d) Polarisation resistance measurements
The polarisation resistance measurements of the Zn-Co/sol-gel coatings and of the ordinary zinc during 30 days
immersion in the model 5% NaCl solution are reported in Figure 6. It can be observed that at the beginning of
the test all Rp values are lower. During the study, the polarization resistance of both hybrid systems increased
significantly compared to the ordinary Zn. At the end of the test period they demonstrate better corrosion
resistance.
The reason for this result can be explained with the complex mechanism of corrosion protection since the
process develops deeply inside and passes through layers with different properties and corrosion products.

Fig. 1. Scheme of both hybrid systems
The titania-based sol-gel protective coating systems consist of threе consecutive TiO2 layers deposited on the
substrate. It was previously cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol before deposition. Titania-based coatings were
prepared from a sol containing titanium tetrabutoxide (TB), the latter being dissolved in isopropanol and
acetacetone (0.4 M/l). To this sol was added small quantity of polymeric modificator Polyoxyethylene (20)
sorbitan monooleate (Tween 80). The substrates were dipped in the sol and were withdrawn with rate of 30
mm/min. After each deposition, the samples were dried consecutively at 100oC and 200oC for 1 h. The dippingdrying procedure was repeated three times. The final treatment of the samples was carried out at 500oC with
heating rate of 5oC/min.
Preparation of ZrO2 coatings: Zirconium butoxide was diluted with isopropanol and small amount of acetyl
acetone and acetic acid as complexing agents. It was added 0.4 ml nitric acid and 0.5 ml polyethylene glycol
(PEG400). Final solution was diluted up to 0.2M and has being stirred for 2 hours in order to complete the
reaction between alkoxide and acetic acid. The previously obtained both series samples of galvanized steel,
were immersed into Zr-based precursor solution, after the withdrawing (rate of 30 mm/min) were dried at room
temperature (RT) and subsequently at 1000C for 0.5 h. The final treatment of the structures was carried out at
1800C for 1 h. The deposition and treatment of ZrO2 coating were repeated 3 times.
The thickness of the coating systems is approximately 12 microns.
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b) Surface morphology, SEM.
Fig. 2 and 3 present micrograph images of the sol-gel coatings on low-carbon steel obtained by scanning
electron microscopy, SEM. The morphology of the samples possesses surface structure which is typical of solgel coatings.
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Fig.6 Polarisation resistance measurements of the samples:
2 - Zn-Co/TiO2;
3 - Zn
1 – Zn-Co/ZrO2;

3. Conclusion
Fig. 2 Surface morphology of TiO2 sol-gel coating

The newly obtained protective system based on Zn-Co alloy as under-layer and two oxides (ZrO2 and TiO2) as
top-layer structures exhibit enhanced corrosion resistance in a model salt test medium compared to the ordinary
zinc coating with the same thickness. These systems combine the advantages of the zinc and both single oxides
like good barrier properties, adhesion to the substrate, high corrosion and wear resistance, chemical stability
and good mechanical parameters. In addition, the amorphous structure of both zirconia and titania coatings
deteriorate the ion and electron conduction, thus retarding the cathodic and anodic electrochemical processes.

Fig. 3 Surface morphology of ZrO2 sol-gel coating

c) Electrochemical corrosion tests
Potentiodynamic polarization measurements show the results of the tested samples obtained in the model
corrosive medium of 5% NaCl solution. For comparison, the PD curves of ordinary galvanized steel and both
sol-gel hybrid coatings are also presented.
Figure 4 presents the electrochemical behavior of the newly obtained coatings in a model environment of 5%
NaCl solution at conditions of external polarization.
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Innovative protective system aiming to
improve the localized and microbial
corrosion resistance

Fig. 3. SEM morphology of the system Zn coating / CuO at 10 (left) and
15 (right) minutes deposition time of CuO nanoparticles at two magnifications
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1. Introduction
The low-carbon steels find wide practical applications in many industrial plants, marine structures,
chemical industry etc. due to their good physical-chemical properties and low financial cost. However, in
corrosive environments these materials are subjected to aggressive influence, the latter leading to
deterioration of the metal and its properties. Generally, localized and microbial corrosion (biofouling) cause
serious problems in the marine industry which result to ecological and other dangerous consequences
including financial losses.
One possibility to avoid these processes and sequels is an innovative protective bi-layer coating system, the
latter consisting of zinc under-layer and polymeric modified CuO-containing top-layer. The idea is to apply
the bactericide properties of the CuO in combination with the protective action of the zinc without
additional passive layer. The surface morphology as well as the distribution of the CuO nanoparticles in the
coating is studied with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The corrosion behavior and protective
properties of the system are investigated in model corrosive medium of 5% NaCl. The studies are realized
by application of potentiodynamic polarization (PD) curves and cyclic voltammetry (CVA).
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2. Problem discussion

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammetry investigations of CuO nanoparticles
The bi-layer configuration proposed has the combined effect of the advantages of the polymeric modified
CuO as a top-layer and ordinary zinc coating. It could be expected that this combination might ensure
simultaneously good barrier properties of the zinc (slows down the corrosion processes due to the
appearance of corrosion products with a low product of solubility) and the deterrent effect on the
emergence and development of various types of microorganisms on the surface and deeply inside the
protected object.
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3. Experimental
Substrates of low carbon steel with a composition: C- 0.05–0.12; S ≤ 0.04; P ≤ 0.35; Mn - 0.25–0.5; Cr ≤
0.1; Si ≤ 0.03; Ni ≤ 0.3; Cu ≤ 0.3; As ≤ 0.08; Fe - balance.
The zinc coating with a thickness of about 12 micrometers was electrodeposited from a slightly acidic
electrolyte (pH value 4.5 – 5.0) at a cathodic current density of 2 A/dm2 and application of soluble zinc
anodes. The electrolyte composition was 150 g/L ZnSO4·7H2O, 30 g/L NH4Cl and 30 g/L H3BO3 as well
with two additives – wetting agent and brightener.
Polymer modified CuO nanoparticles were obtained by adsorption of polyethylenimine (PEI) to ensure
stability of the CuO suspension for electrophoretic deposition as a top-layer on the zinc coated steel
substrate (pH value 7.5 to minimize the effect of CuO dissolution).
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Fig. 5. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of the systems Zn/CuO (CuO nanoparticles electrodeposited at
10 and 15 minutes, respectively) and ordinary Zn in 5% NaCl test medium
The experiments were performed in a glass tri-electrode electrochemical cell having a volume of 300 ml. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) was used as a reference electrode, and a platinum plate served as a polarizing one. Potentiodynamic polarization
curves of the investigated samples were performed from a starting potential of - 0.1V in cathodic direction (measured relative the
corrosion potential) up to its total dissolution in the anodic region at a sufficiently low scan rate - 1 mV/sec. The investigations
were carried out by application of "PAR VersaStat 4" device.
Fig. 1. TEM image of CuO nanoparticles

Potentiodynamic investigations demonstrate different courses of the cathodic and anodic curves of the samples. The corrosion
potential and corrosion current density values of the ordinary zinc and of the system Zn/CuO15 min are practically equal. The
same parameters of the system Zn/CuO10 min differ – the corrosion potential is slightly negative and the corrosion current
density is lower. The investigated zinc-based samples do not demonstrate the appearance of passive zones in that model corrosive
medium which could be generally expected for the zinc coatings in a chloride containing medium. However, a decrease in the
anodic rate of both bi-layer systems with CuO as top-layer as well as longer anodic branch compared to the ordinary zinc coating
is registered. The latter can be regarded as a sign for better corrosion resistance and enhanced protective ability at conditions of
external anodic polarization.

4. Conclusions
The investigated bi-layer systems based on zinc under-layer and a very thin top-layer of CuO nanoparticles exhibit slightly
improved corrosion resistance and protective ability in test medium which causes localized corrosion at conditions of external
polarization. These systems combine the advantages of both the ordinary zinc under-layer with its good barrier properties and
adhesion to steel substrate as well as the bactericide effect of the CuO top-layer. The investigations will be additionally carried
out in artificial sea water and in microorganisms (different types) containing test media in order to clarify their detergent effect.
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Fig. 2. ζ - potential – pH dependance for ordinary and polymeric modified CuO nanoparticles
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